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Synopsis 
We present some aspects of congruences on lattices. An overview of general results on 
congruence distributive algebras is given in Chapter 1 and in Chapter 2 we examine weak 
projections; including Dilworth's characterization of congruences on lattices and a finite 
basis theorem for lattices. The outstanding problem of whether congruence lattices of 
lattices characterize distributive algebraic lattices is discussed in Chapter 3 and we look 
at some of the partial results known to date. The last chapter (Chapter 6) characterizes 
the amalgamation class of a variety B generated by a B-lattice, B, as the intersection 
of sub direct products of B, 2-congruence extendible members of B and 2-chain limited 
members of B. To this end we consider 2-congruence extendibility in Chapter 4 and 
n-chain limited lattices in Chapter 5. Included in Chapter 4 is the result that in certain 
lattice varieties the amalgamation class is contained in the class of 2-congruence extendible 
members of the variety. A fihal theorem in Chapter 6 states that the amalgamation class 
of a B-lattice variety is a Horn class. 
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The development of the study of congruences on lattices was given impetus by the paper 
of Funayama and Nakayama ([Fun42]) which proved one of the most important results 
about lattices namely that they are congruence distributive algebras. The fundamental 
paper of Jonsson providing powerful tools for the study of congruence distributive vari-
eties and therefore lattice varieties, appeared 25 years later (see Chapter 1). Funayama 
and Nakayama's result together with the celebrated Gratzer-Schmidt characterization of 
an algebraic lattice as the congruence lattice of some algebra ([Gra62J) tells us that the 
congruence lattice of a lattice is a distributive algebraic lattice. Attempts to address the 
converse conjecture have created a large body of partial results of so-called "representation 
theorems" (Chapter 3). Despite the efforts of many this problem is to our knowledge, still 
open: 
Dilworth,s characterization of congruences of lattices via weak projections initiated the use 
of weak projections for solving other problems of lattice theory. For example Herrmann's 
version of a finite basis theorem for lattices (Chapter 2). 
In [Jon90} B. Jonsson characterizes Amal(V) for finitely generated lattice varieties and in 
[Jip89} this result is generalized to residually small one-subalgebra congruence distributive 
varieties. A consequence of this characterization is that if V is a residually small lattice 
variety then each member of Amal(V) is congruence extensile. We show in Chapter 6 that 
for a variety l3 generated by a B-lattice, B, Amal(/3) is the intersection of sub direct powers 
of B, 2-chain limited members of l3 and 2-congruence extendile members of l3. 
We begin in Chapter 0 with a summary of some basic results concerning varieties, filters, 
lattices and congruences to be used in subsequent chapters. We also introduce most of the 
notation and terminology used later. 
Chapter 1 presents well-known general results concerning congruence-distributive varieties, 
including J6nsson's Lemma. We introduce the notion of a P-congruence extendible algebra 
(in a variety) where a congruence () on an algebra A is called a P-congruence on A if 
Aj() "'P. We also prove some results concerning amalgamation and congruence extensile 
algebras. 
Chapter 2 reviews the definition of a weak projection and presents Dilworth's character-
ization of congruences on lattices. Some results on modular and distributive lattices are 
discussed, most of which are referred to in subsequent chapters. We prove results about 
primitive subsets of lattices which are used in a proof of a finite basis theorem for lat-
tices. The notions of an S-lattice and a $-variety are introduced and we show that in a 
$-variety, V, sub direct products of non-modular subdirectly irreducible members of V are 
closed under reduced products. A brief section on ideals and congruences is included in 
this chapter. 
v 
In Chapter 3 we consider the problem of representing a distributive algebraic lattice as the 
congruence lattice of a lattice. We also prove some results concerning the representation 
of specific distributive algebraic lattices as the congruence lattices of particular types of 
lattices. We present characterization theorems of lattices whose congruence lattices are 
Boolean lattices and lattices whose congruence lattices are Stone lattices. 
In Chapter 4 we give a characterization of 2-congruence extendible lattices. An algebra A 
is said to be P-congruence extendible in a variety V if whenever A ~ C in V and (} is a 
P-congruence on A then there exists a P-congruence on C extending (). We donsider 2-
congruence extendibility in S-varieties. 
Chapter 5 introduces the notion of an n-chain limited lattice where a lattice is called n-
chain limited if it does not have (n+l)-:congruences. We characterize 3-chain limited finite 
distributive lattices as semi-Boolean lattices. 
Chapter 6 concerns B-lattices (lattices obtained by splitting an element a finite Boolean 
lattice). We characterize the amalgamation class of a variety B generated by a B-lattice 
and prove that Amal(B) is a Horn class. 
,· 
Remarks: 
(i) We have attempted to keep this presentation self-contained, however the following stan-
dard texts on Universal Algebra and Lattice Theory can serve as a reference for concepts 
not developed here: [Bur81], [Cra73], [Gra78] and [McK87] ) 
(ii) To prevent the size of this thesis from becoming too unwieldy we omit details and 
simply outline the proofs of some long results (particularly those of Chapter 3). 
(iii) Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of Chapter 5 are neither in print nor in the form of a manuscript. 
They are the result of a collaboration of the student and her supervisor. 
(iv) We have tried to cover (in our opinion) the more important directions of research and 
have by no means attempted an exhaustive account of the topic this thesis. 
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Chapter 0 
Notation, terminology and 
preliminary results 
This chapter introduces the notation and' terminology to be used in subsequent chapters. 
We include only the most general, introducing more specific terminology as it is needed. 
We review some well-known results in the broad areas of varieties, subdirectly irreducible 
algebras, filters, ultraproducts, algebraic lattices, congruences and homomorphisms. In-
cluded are precursory results to theorems appearing in later chapters. The important result 
of Funayama and Nakayama (see Theorem 0.4.1) proving that lattices are congruence dis-
tributive algebras is also presented here. 
0.1 Varieties and subdirectly irreducible algebras 
Let K, be a class of similar algebras. Then we use the following notation: 
A E H(K,) if and only if A is a homomorphic image of some member of K,. 
A E S(K.) if and only if A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of some member of K,, 
A E P(K,) if and only if A is isomorphic to a direct product of members of K,. 
Let :E be a set of identities. Define Mod(:E) to be the class of algebras satisfying :E. For 
an algebra A and set of identities :E we write A f= :E to denote the A satisfies :E and if 
K, is a class of algebras then K, f= :E means A f= :E for all A E K,. A class K, of algebras 
is an elementary class if it is the class of all algebras which satisfy some set of first-order 
sentences. 
A class K, of similar algebras is called a variety if it is closed under homomorphic images, 
subalgebras and direct products. We let K,V denote the smallest variety containing K,. In 
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[Tar46] Tarski showed that KY= HSP(K). A variety Vis finitely generatedifV = HSP(K) 
for some finite set K of finite algebras. A class K of algebras is an equational class if K 
= Mod(E) for some set of identities E. One of the first significant results in the study of 
varieties is due to Birkhoff who showed that a class K of algebras is an equational class if 
and only if K is a variety ([Bir35]). Thus every variety is an elementary class. · 
An algebra A is a subdir,ect product of algebras (Ai)ieI if there is an embedding f : A<-+ 
I1ieI Ai such that 'IT'i o f[A] = A, for all i E I, where 'IT'i is the canonical projection onto Ai. 
For a class K of similar algebras we write A E P s( K) if and only if A is isomorphic to a 
subdirect product of members of K. 
An algebra A is subdirectly irreducible if whenever A is a subdirect product of algebras 
(Ai:)ieI , then A is isomorphic to Ai for some i E /. A is finitely subdirectly irreducible if 
whenever A is a subdirect product of finitely many algebras A1 , •• • , An then A is isomorphic 
to Ai for some i E {l, ... n}. For a variety V, Vsr is the class of all subdirectly i~reducible 
members of V and VFsI is the class of all finitely subdirectly irreducible members of V. 
We call a variety V of algebras a one-subalgebra variety if every member of V has a one 
element subalgebra. For example the variety of all lattices .is a one-subalgebra variety. 
Let K be a class of algebras and let F be an algebra generated by a set X ~ F. Then F 
is K-freely generated by X if .ib.y map f: X-+ A EK can be extended to a homomorphism 
g: F-+ A. If FE K then Fis called the K-free algebra on IXI generators and is denoted 
by FIC(X) or Fx::(IXI). For a cardinal {3 -:f 0 FK.({3) does not necessarily exist, however if K 
is a variety then by [Bir35] the K-free algebra on {3 generators always exists. 
0.2 Filters and ultraproducts 
Let L be a lattice. A filter in L is a sublattice F such that if x E F and x $ y then y E F. 
A filter F is proper if F =/=- L, is principal if F = [x) = {y E L : x $ y} for some x E L and 
is prime if for any x, y E L, x Vy E F implies x E For y E F. A filter Fis an ultrafilter if 
it is a maximal proper filter. In a distributive lattice a filter Fis an ultrafilter if and only if 
it is a proper prime filter. For an arbitrary set I, :Fis a filter over I if :Fis a filter in P(J) 
(the lattice of subsets of I). Since P(I) is a Boolean algebra the following are equivalent: 
(a) :Fis an ultrafilter over I. 
(b) :F is a proper prime filter over I. 
( c) Whenever I is partitioned into finitely many disjoint blocks then :F contains exactly 
one of these blocks. 
(d) For any XE P(I) exactly one of X,I \ X belongs to :F. 
We use the following two lemmas in the proof of Proposition 1.3.3. 
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LEMMA 0.2.1 If :Fis a principal ultrafilter over I then :F = [{i}) for some i EI. 
PROOF. Let :F = [J) for some J E P(I). For all i EI, either {i} E :For I\ {i} E :F. But 
I\ {i} E :F for all i EI implies J = 0. This contradiction yields J = [{i}) for some i EI. 
0 
LEMMA 0.2.2 If :F is a non-principal ultrafilter over I then X r/. :F for any finite subset 
X of I. 
PROOF. Suppose X E :F for some finite subset X of I. we show that this implies that 
:F = [{i}) for some i E X. Proof is by induction on IXI. The case IXI = 1 is trivial. 
For IXI > 1 suppose the result holds for all Y E P(I) with IYI ·< IXI. Since :F # [X) 
there exists an A E :F such that A C X or A is non-comparable with X. In either case 
AnX E :Fwith IAnXI < IXI. By the inductive hypothesis :F= [{i}) for somei E XnA 
completing the proof. O 
See [Bur81) page 134 for a proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 0.2.3 If F is a filter in a Boolean algebra B with a E B \ F then there is an 
ultrafilter U in B with F ~ U and a rf. U. 
The corollary below is used in the proof of Proposition 1.3.6. 
COROLLARY 0.2.4 Let F be a filter in a Boolean algebra B. Then F = nu where U 
is the set of all ultrafilters in B containing F. 
PROOF. Clearly F ~nu. Suppose F-=/:- nu. Then there is an a E nu such that a r/. F. 
By the previous lemma there is an ultrafilter U with F ~ U and a rf. U. This contradiction 
completes the proof. O 
Let C = I1ieI Ci be a direct product of a family of algebras. Then if :F is a filter over I 
we can describe a congruence <I>F on C by (a, b) E <I>F if and only if { i E I : ai = bi} E :F 
where ai is the ith coordinate of a. <I> F is called a filtral congruence in C. If :F is a 
proper filter/ultrafilter then the lattice C/<I>F is called a reduced product/ultraproduct of 
the algebras Ci. We use C / :F and C /<I> F interchangeably. 
For any class of algebras IC let Pu(IC) denote the class of ultraproducts of members of IC. 
0.3 Algebraic lattices 
An element c of a lattice L is compact if and only if whenever c :5 VS for some subset S of 
L, then c :5 VS' for some finite subset S' of S. A lattice is algebraic if it is complete and 
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every element is the join of compact elements. For a lattice L we let C(L) denote the set 
of compact elements of Land let Le = (C(L), V) denote the join-semilattice of compact 
elements of L. 
An element a of a lattice L is join irreducible if a = b V c implies a = b or a = c; 
completely join irreducible if and only if whenever a = V C for some subset C of L such 
that V C exists in L then a = c for some c E C. Dually c is meet irreducible if a = b /\ c 
implies a = b or a = c; completely meet irreducible if and only if whenever a = /\ C for 
some subset C of L such that /\ C exists in L then a = c for some c E C. 
We denote the set of join irreducible elements of a lattice L by J(L). 
The following is a lattice-theoretic version of BirkhofPs subdirect representation theorem 
(see section 0.4 below). 
THEOREM 0.3.1 In an algebraic lattice L every element is the meet of a set of com-
pletely meet irreducible elements. 
PROOF. Let a E L and let D = { d E L : d is completely meet irredu~ible and a :S d}. 
Let b = /\ D. Clearly a :S b. Let c be a compact element below b. Suppose c 1:. a. Let 
X = {x EL: a :S x but c 1:. x}. Then a EX and, since c is compact, the join of any chain 
in Xis also in X. So by Zorn's lemma, X has a maximal element m. Suppose m = /\ Y 
and m < y \/y E Y. Then a :S m < y \/y E Y implies, by maximality of m in X that 
c :S y \/y E Y. So m V c :S y \/y E Y yielding m V c :S m. This contradiction implies 
that mis completely meet irreducible and therefore m E D. But then b :S m contradicting 
c 1:. m. Thus for all compact elements c below b, we have c :S a and so b :S a, completing 
the proof. D 
We use OL and lL respectively to denote the bottom and top of a lattice L (0 and 1 if L 
is understood). 
We write At( L) for the set of all atoms of a lattice L with 0. 
In a lattice L with a, b E L we write a -< b to denote that b covers a (i.e. a < b and if 
a :S b :S c then a = c or b = c). 
0.4 Congruences and homomorphisms 
For an algebra A we let Con( A) denote the lattice of all congruences on A. For a, b E A 
we let con( a, b) denote the principal congruence generated by (a, b) and B(a.,b) the largest 
congruence on A separating a and b. Then Con(A) is algebraic with compact elements the 
finite joins of principal congruences. 
Recall that for B, W E Con( A) we have(}/\ W = (} n W and for (Bi)ieI ~ Con( A) we have 
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(a, b) E Viel 8;, if and only if there is a sequence a = eo, e1, ... , en = b suCb. that for all 
i E {1, ... , n} ( ei-1, ei) E ()i• for some Ji E /. If A is a lattice then there is a sequence 
a /\ b = ea 5 e1 5 · · · 5 en = a V b such that the above condition holds. (Since (a, b) E 
Viel Bi :::;. (a/\ b, a Vb) E Viel();, :::;. there is a sequence (a/\ b) = Jo, Ji, ... , Jn = (a Vb) such 
that for all i E {1, ... , n} (ei-1, e;,) E f);. for some Ji E /. Let ea= Jo, e;,+i = e;, V Cfi+l /\Jn.) 
for 0 5 i 5 n - 1. Then (a/\ b):::::: ea 5 e1 5 · · · 5 en.= (a Vb) is the desired sequence.) 
vVe use the following notation. For an algebra A with a E A and () E Con(A): 
a/Bis the congruence class of a modulo 8. If A is a lattice with 0 then we let K(B) denote 
the congruence class of 0 modulo () (O/B). 
A/ B is the quotient algebra of A modulo (). 
L}.A is the bottom element of Con(A). 
VA is the top element of Con(A) (we use L}., V if A is understood). 
Let W be a congruence on an algebra A. We call W a subdirectly irreducible congruence 
if A/W is a subdirectly irreducible algebra. If W is a congruence on a lattice L then we call 
W a distributive congruence if L/w is a distributive lattice. 
Let A, B be algebras with J: A-+ Ba homomorphism. Then the kernel of J (= {(x,y) E 
A: J(x) = J(y)}) is denoted by ker(J). 
We will make frequent use of the following basic theorems: 
Homomorphism Theorem : If J : A -+ B is a homomorphism then A/ker(J) "' J [ AJ. 
Second Isomorphism Theorem : Let A be an algebra with 'II, () E Con( A) and B ~ 'II. Then 
w/B = {(a/B,b/B): (a,b) E W} is a congruence on A/(} such that A/w ~ (A/8)/('I!/B). 
Correspondence Theorem: For any algebra A and () E Con(A): Con(A/B) ~ [B, VJ. 
The homomorphism theorem then yields the following result: An algebra A is a subdirect 
product of quotient algebras A/(};, if and only if nBi = L}. . . 
We obtain the following useful characterization of subdirectly irreducible algebras. 
An algebra A is subdirectly irreducible if and only if L}.A is completely meet irreducible if 
and only if Con(A) has a smallest non trivial congruence (a unique atom). 
Note that by the correspondence theorem a congruence (} is subdirectly irreducible if and 
only if it is completely meet irreducible. 
Birkhoff's subdirect representation theorem ([Bir44]) states that every algebra is a subdi-
rect product of its subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images. 
For a subdirectly irreducible algebra A we say that A is (a, b )-irreducible if con( a, b) is the 
smallest non-trivial congruence on A. 'We call the set {a, b}, a critical pair of A. If A is 
a lattice then we may assume without loss of generality that a > b. In that case we shall 
refer to the quotient a/b as a critical quotient of A. 
Let A and B be algebras with J: A-+ Ba surjective homomorphism. Let(} E Con(A) be 
such that(}= ker(J). We then call() is a B·congruence on A. 
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An algebra A is congruence-distributive if Con(A) is a distributive lattice. A variety V is 
congruence distributive if for all A E V, A is congruence-distributive. 
THEOREM 0.4.1 [Fun42} Lattic.es are congruence distributive algebras. 
PROOF. Let L be a lattice with(), w, q> E Con(L). The inequality (() n q>) V (() n '11) ::; 
() n ( q> V '11) holds in any lattice. Suppose (a, b) E () n ( q> V '11). Then (a, b) E () and there is 
a finite sequence a /\ b = e0 :=; e1 :=; · · · :=; en = a V b in L such that for each i E { 1, ... , n} 
either (ei:-i,ei:) E q> or (ei_1,ei) E W. Since (a,b) E ()we also have (a/\ b,a Vb) E ()and 
hence (ei:-i, ei:) E ()for all i E {1, ... , n}. Thus (e,_1, ei:) E () V q> or (ei:-1, ei:) E () V W. But 
this implies (a,b) E (() n q>) V (() n '11), proving() n (q> V '11)::; (() n q>) V (() n '11). D 
As a consequence of Theorem 0.4.l every lattice variety is congruence distributive. 
We say a system ( <Pi)ieI of congruences of an algebra A is a direct represent:atton of A 
if the canonical map f: A-+ Tii:eI A/<Pi: given by f(a) = a/<Pi: is an isomorphism. 
We use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.3.6. 
LEMMA 0.4.2 A finite system (<Po, ... , <Pn) of congruences of an algebra A is a direct 
representation if and only if <Po n <Pi: . '. . n <Pn = /:). and for each i ::; n <Pi: 0 n#i <Pi = \i'. 
PROOF. Let f: A-+ Tii:eI A/<Pi be the mapping defined above. 
For the forward implication suppose (<Po, ... , <Pn) is a direct representation of A and n?=o </Ji: =J 
b.. Then 3 a,b E A with a =J b such that (a,b) E </Ji: Vi E I. But then f(a) = 
f (b) implying a = b. This contradiction yields n?=o </Ji = b.. Let a, b E A. Consider 
(a/ <Po, .. . , a/ <Pi-1, bf </Jj, a/ <Pi+1, . .. , a/ <Pn) E TI?=o A/ </Ji:. Then, by surjectivity off, 3 c E A 
such that (a,c) E ni#i</Ji and (c,b) E </Ji giving (a,b) E </Ji:oni#i</Ji· 
For the reverse implication suppose that <Po n </Ji: ... n <Pn = b. and for each i ::; n <Pi: o 
n#, <Pi = \i'. Then f is injective since n?=o </Ji: = b.. To show that f is surjective, sup-
pose c = (ao/<Po,ai/</Ji, ... ,an/<Pn) E Tif=0 A/</Ji:. It remains to find an a EA such that 
(a, ai:) E <Pi Vi E {O, 1, ... , n}. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 we have 
<Po o </J1 = \i' and the result holds. Assume that for n = k we have found such an a and re-
place k by k+ 1. By induction there is ab E A such that (b, a,) E </Ji: Vi E {O, 1, ... , k }. Since 
ni#+l (</Ji o </Jk+1) = \i' there is an a E A such that (b, a) E </Ji V j ::; k and (a, ak+1) E </Jk+1 · 
Thus (a,ai:) E </Ji:Vi E {0,1, ... ,k+l}. D 
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Chapter 1 
General results : congruence 
distributivity and amalgamation 
Sections 1.1-1.3 of this chapter deal with general results on congruence distributive algebras 
(lattices are congruence distributive algebras (Theorem 0.4.1) ). In Section 1.1 we present 
J6nsson's Lemma and its corollaries which describe some of the most important properties 
specific to congruence distributive varieties. As a result of Theorem 0.4.1 we can apply 
the powerful tools of J6nsson's Lemma to lattice varieties. Section 1.2 gives J6nsson's 
characterization of congruence distributive varieties in terms of Mal'cev conditions: the 
so-called Jonsson polynomials. In Section 1.3 we consider some results on congruences on 
products of congruence distributive algebras. Many of these results are referenced later 
on. Section 1.4 contains so'me basic results on the amalgamation class of a variety laying 
the ground for the development of Chapter 6. The notions of congruence extendible and 
congruence extensile algebras are defined and we examine results concerning the extension 
of congruences in congruence distributive varieties. Many of the results of this chapter are 
well known and are included for completeness. 
1.1 Filtral congruences and J6nsson's Lemma 
The following result is due to B. Jonsson. (Recall the definition of <bu from Chapter 0.) 
LEMMA 1.1.1 {Jon67} If A is a congruence distributive subalgebra of a direct product 
C = Tii:er Ci and cp E Con( A) is subdirectly irreducible, then there exists an ultrafilter U 
over I such that <»ulA s:;;; cp. 
PROOF. If cp = \l then any ultrafilter over I will do so assume cp < \l. Let [J) denote the 
principal filter generated by a subset J of I and let f.lJ = .<»[J)IA· Let 'D be the family of 
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all subsets J of I such that a J ~ cp. Then 1) has the following properties: 
(i) J U J{ E 'D ::} J E 'D or J{ E 'D 
(ii) I< 2 J E 'D ::} I< E 'D 
(iii) IE 'D,r/J ~ 'D 
For all J, I< ~ I we have aJuX = aJ n ax. So if JU I< E 'D then cp = (cp V aJux) -
(cp V aJ) n (cp Vax) by distributivity of Con(A). By ~eet irreducibility of cp in Con(A) 
we have aJ ~ cp or ax ~ cp. Thus J E 1) or J{ E 1) and (i) is satisfied. For (ii) suppose 
J E 1) and J ~ I<. Then ax ~ aJ ~ cp. Hence I< E 'D. We have a1 = Di.. and a0 = V. 
Hence (iii) is satisfied. By Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal filter U contained in 'D. Then 
q,ulA = LJ aJ ~ cp. We claim U is an ultrafilter over I. If not then there is a subset J of I 
'JE'D 
such thkt neither J nor I \ J belong to U. Suppose H n J E 'D for all H E U. Then by (ii) 
U U { J} would generate a filter contained in 1) contradicting maximality of U. Thus for 
some H EU we have Jn H ~ 'D. Similarly there is a I< E 'D such that (I\ J) n I< E 'D. 
We have H n I< E 'D and H n I<= Jn (H n K).U ((I\ J) n (H n I<)) contradicting (i) and 
proving that U is an ultrafilter. D 
COROLLA.RY 1.1.2 [Jon67} Let K be a class of algebras .such that V =KY is congruence 
distributive. Then 
{i) Vs1 ~ VFsI ~ HSPu(K:) 
{ii) V = P sHSPu(K:). 
PROOF. We always have Vs1 ~ VFSI· By Birkhoff's subdirect representation theorem 
every algebra in V is isomorphic to a quotient algebra Bj() where B is a subalgebra of 
C = TiieI Ci such that Ci E K, for all i E I. If B / () is finitely su bdirectly irreducible 
then () is meet irreducible and by Lemma 1.1.1 there exists an ultrafilter U over I such 
that q,u IB ~ (). By the second isomorphism theorem B / () is a homomorphic image of 
B/(q,ulB)· But B/(q,ulB) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the ultraproduct cfq,u. Thus 
B j() E HSPu(K). 
(ii) follows directly from (i) and Birkhoff's subdirect representation theorem. D 
In Lemma 1.1.1 above we call U a Jonsson ultrafilter and q,u a Jonsson congruence. 
LEMMA 1.1.3 Let A be a congruence distributive algebra with A < C = TiieI Ci. Let 
() E Con{ A) be subdirectly irreducible and suppose nF is a filtral congruence in C with 
nJ="IA ~ e. Then there exists a Jonsson congruence w E Con(C) such that nJ=" ~ w and 
\l!IA ~ e. 
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PROOF. Let W be a Jonsson congruence on C such that WIA ~ Band let C be the Jonsson 
ultrafilter inducing W. For K ~I, let ax and 'D be as in the proof of Lemma 1.1.l. Then 
C is a maximal filter over I with respect to the property that C ~ 'D . Let K E :F. For all 
a,b EA we have 
(a, b) E ax => { i E I : a, = bi:} 2 K E :F 
=> (a, b) E 0;:-
Thus ax~ O.r-IA ~ 0. Consequently :F ~ 'D and so :F ~ C. We then have O.r- ~ w. o 
LEMMA 1.1.4 [Fra63} If K, is a finite set of finite algebras, then every ultraproduct of 
members of K, is isomorphic to a member of K,. 
PROOF. Let A = Tii:eI Ai: be a direct product of members of K, and let U be an ultrafilter 
over I. Define an equivalence relation ,....., on I by i ,....., j if and only if Ai ~ Ai. Then 
,....., partitions I into finitely many blocks I0 , Ii, ... , Im. Since U is an ultrafilter over I, it 
must contain exactly one of the blocks In say. Let X = Ai: = Ai for i,j E In. Then 
Tii:eI Ai/U ~ X In, the isomorphism given by a/U 1-t ( ai )iEin.· Since X is finite we have 
XIn ~ X =Ai E K,. D 
COROLLARY 1.1.5 Let K, be a finite set of finite algebras such that V = K,V is congru-
ence distributive. Then 
(i) VsI ~ VFsI ~ HS(K,). 
(ii) V has up to isomorphism only finitely many subdirectly irreducible members, each one 
finite. 
(iii) If A, B E VsI are non-isomorphic and IAI ::; IBI, then there is an identity which holds 
in A but not in B. 
PROOF. (i) follows immediately from Corollary 1.1.2 and Lemma 1.1.4. (ii) follows from 
(i) since HS(K,) has only finitely many members. IAI ::; IBI implies B r/. HS(A). Hence 
B rf. {A} v and (iii) holds. D 
1.2 Jonsson polynomials: characterization of con-
gruence distributivity 
The classic theorem of Mal'cev [Mal54] showed that a variety V of algebras has permutable 
congruences if and only if there exists a ternary polynomial p such that the identities 
p(x,y,y) = x = p(y,y,x) 
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hold in V. 
An analogous characterization of arithmetical varieties (i.e. varieties in which every algebra 
is congruence distributive and congruence permutable) was given by Pixley [Pix63] : A 
variety V is arithmetical if and only if there is a ternary polynomial p such that the following 
identities hold in V: / 
p( x' y' y) = x = p(y' y' x) = p( x' y' x) 
A. Day proved a similar result for congruence modular varieties (see [Day70]) : . 
A variety V is congruence modular if and only if for some positive integer n, there exist 
quarternary poynomials p0 , P1, ... , Pn such that for i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, the following iden-
tities hold in V: 
p0 (x,y,z,w) = x, Pn(x,y,z,w) = w, Pi(x,y,y,x) = x 
Pi(x,y,y,w) = Pi+1(x,y,y,w) for i odd 
Pi(x, x, w, w,) = Pi+l (x, x, w, w,) for i even. 
These results led to the general conc~pt of a Mal'cev, type condition being formulated 
by G. Gratzer in [Gra70] where conditions are presented for regularity and weak regu-
larity. The following theorem due to Jonsson provides Mal'cev conditions for congruence 
distri bu ti vi ty. 
THEOREM 1.2.1 {Jon67} For any variety V of algebras the following are eq~ivalent: 
{i) V is congruence distributive. 
(ii) Fv(3) {the V-free algebra on 3 generators) is congruence distributive. 
{iii) For any A E V and any a,b,c E A : (a,c) E (con(a,c)n con(a,b)) V (con(a,c)n 
con(b, c)). 
(iv) For some positive integer n there exist ternary polynomials p0 , p1 , ... , Pn such that for 
i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1 the following identities hold in V: 
p0 (x, y, z) = x 
Pn(x, y, z) = z 
Pi ( x, y, x) = x 
Pi(x, x, z) = Pi+1 (x, x, z) for i even 
Pi(x, z, z) = Pi+l (x, z, z) for i odd. 
PROOF. (i) =? (ii) and (ii) =? (iii) are obvious. 
Assuming (iii), let A= Fv({a,b,c}) withe= con(a,c),</> = con(a,b) and 'I/;= con(b,c). 
Then there exist finitely many elements d0 , d1 , ••• dn in A such that 
Each di is of the form Pi(a,b,c) and po(a,b,c) = a,pn(a,b,c) = c. Also 
Pi(a, b, a) e Pi(a, b, c) e Pi+i (a, b, c) e Pi+i (a, b, a). 
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But() resticted to the subalgebra of A generated by {a,b} is trivial. Thus Pi(a,b,a) = 
Pi+1(a,b,a) and so Pi(a,b,a) =a. 
For i even we have 
Pi( a, a, c) </>Pi( a, b, c) </> Pi+l (a, b, c) </>Pi+ I (a, a, c). 
But since </> restricted to the subalgebra of A generated by {a, c} is trivial, Pi( a, a, c) = 
Pi+i (a, a, c). Similarly for i odd Pi(a, c, c) = Pi+I (a, c, c). The equations in (iv) are satisfied 
for x = a, y = b, z = c, and thus hold in V. 
Now assume (iv) and consider A E V with (),</>,'I/; E Con( A). Let Ok = </> o 'I/; o </> o 'I/;··· (k 
factors). Then an(</>V'I/;) = LJ (anok)· To prove the distributivity of Con( A) it is sufficient 
kEw 
to show that () n Ok~ (an</>) V (() n 'I/;) for all k E w. Fork= 1 the inclusion is obvious. 
So assume it holds for a given value of k and replace k by k + 1. Then Sk+I =Ok o /3 where 
/3 = </>or /3 = 'l/J. We claim: 
an ok+1 ~(an ~; 1 ) o (an ok) o (an /3) o (an /3) o (an 0;1)... (1.1) 
with 2n factors on the right. :. 
Assuming a() c and a Ok b /3 c, let di= Pi+i(a,b,c). Then a= do,c = dn and for 
i E {0,1, ... ,n}: . 
di= Pi(a,b,c) () Pi(c,b,c) = c = Pi(c,c,c) () Pi(a,c,c) and di= Pi(a,b,c) () Pi(a,b,a) =a= 
Pi( a, a, a)() Pi( a, a, c). 
For i even di = Pi(a,b,c) 0;1 Pi(a,a,c) = Pi+i(a,a,c) Ok Pi(a,b,c) = di+i· Conse-
quently di (() n 0;1 ) Pi(a,a,c) (() n ok) di+i· For i odd di= Pi(a,b,c) /3 Pi(a,c,c) = 
Pi+i (a, c, c) /3 Pi+ I (a, b, c) = di+i · Thus di ( () n /3) Pi (a, c, c) ( () n /3) di+l · Hence 1.1 follows 
and consequently () n o k ~ ( () n </>) V ( () n 'I/;) as required. D 
The polynomial p0 , p1 , ... , Pn are known as J 6nsson polynomials. Note that the above 
theorem offers an alternative proof of the congruence distributivity of lattices considering 
the polynomials p0 ( x, y, z) = x, p1 ( x, y, z) = ( x /\ y) V (y /\ z) V ( z /\ x) and pz ( x, y, z) = z. 
1.3 Congruences on products 
LEMMA 1.3.1 Let B be a congruence distributive algebra with {'I/Ji : i E I} a finite set 
of congruences on B such that n 'I/Ji = ~. Then if() E Con{B) is subdirectly irreducible we 
have 'I/Ji~() for some i E I. 
PROOF. We have()= avniEI 'I/Ji· Thus by distributivity of Con(B) and meet irreducibility 
of (), () = () V 'I/Ji for some i E I. D 
The following corollary is c. direct consequence of Lemma 1.3.1 above. 
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COROLLARY 1.3.2 Let A, B be algebras such that Ax B is ~ongruence distributive. If 
e E Con(A x BJ is subdirectly irreducible then either ker(11'A) ~ e or ker(11'B) ~ e. 
A subalgebra A of a direct product of algebras (Ai)ieI is called discrete if for all a =f b in 
A, a and b differ on only finitely many coordinates. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3 Let Iliel Ai be a product of congruence distributive algebras.· Let 
A be a discrete subalgebra of IlieI A. If e E Con( A) is subdirectly irreducible then ker(?'!' i.) ·~ 
0 for some i E I. 
PROOF. Let U be a Jonsson ultrafilter over I with '11 E Con(IlieI Ai.) the corresponding 
Jonsson congruence such that '11IA ~ e. If U is not principal then by Lemma 0.2.2 we have 
X (j. U for all finite subsets X of I. Let a, b E A with a =f b. Then { i,E I : ai =f bi} (j. U 
since this set is finite. Thus { i E I : ai = bi} E U and so (a, b) ;E '11 IA. But then 
\l A = '11IA ~ e and so ker(?'!'i) ~ e for all i E I. If u is principal then by Lemma 0.2.1 
U = [{i}) for some i EI. Thus ker(11'i) ~ '11IA ~ 0. D 
In general if B = IlieI Bi is a direct product of finitely many algebras then Con(B) 
embeds in IlierCon(Bi). We make frequent use of the following proposition which shows 
that if B is congruence distributive then the embedding is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.4 {Jon90} Let B = Iliel Bi be the direct product of finitely many 
algebras. If B is congruence distributive then Con(B) is isomorphic to Iliel Con{Bi). 
PROOF. Define a map a : I1ie1Con(Bi) -7 Con(B) which takes e = (Oi)ier to B, where 
for x,y EB we have (x,y) EB if and only if (xi,yi) E ei Vi EI. Then Bis a congruence 
relation on B. Now e ~ '1jJ in I1ie1Con(Bi) ¢:? ei ~'I/Ji Vi E I¢:? B ~ 'ljJ. 
Conversely, suppose B ~ 'ljJ. Then (a,b) E ei ¢:} (x,y) E B where Xi = a,yi = band 
Xj =Yi Vi =f j. Thus (x,y) E 'ljJ and so (a,b) E 'I/Ji· We have Oi ~'I/Ji Vi EI, giving 0 ~ 'ljJ. 
Thus a is an injective homomorphism. 
To show that a is a surjection let Pi be the kernel of the projection from B to Bi. For 'ljJ E 
Con(B) we have 'ljJ = 'ljJ V ~ = 'ljJ V nieI Pi = 'ljJ V nier( 'ljJ V Pi), by distributivity of Con(B). 
Now B /Pi ~Bi and Pi ~ 'ljJ V Pi· Then for each i E I there exists a</; E Con(B) such that 
(x,y) E 'ljJ V p if and only if (xi, Yi) E cPi (second isomorphism theorem). 
Consequently (x,y) E 'ljJ ¢:? (x,y) E n('l/J V pi) 
ieI 
¢:? (xi, yi) E cPi Vi E I. 
Thus 'ljJ = (/) where </; = ( c/;i)ieI and so a is a surjection. 
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D 
LEMMA 1.3.5 LetU1 , ... Un be distinct ultrafilters over I. Then for eachj E {l, ... n} 
we have ni;e1 Ui g U1. 
PROOF. Suppose ni;e1 Ui ~ U1 for some j E {1, ... n}. Since the Ui's are distinct we have 
vi =f j :J Ai E ui - U1. But then Ui;t1 Ai E ni;Cj ui and Ui;t1 Ai¢ U1 (by primeness). D 
The following result of Bergman is used in the proofs of Lemma 5.1.2 and Theorem 5.3.l. 
THEOREM 1.3.6 [Ber89} Let S be a finite set of finite algebras generating a congruence 
distributive variety. Then every finite homomorphic image of a product of members of S is 
isomorphic to a product of homomorphic images of those members of S i.e. HP(S)Jin e:' 
PH(S). 
PROOF. Let L = Iler Si be a product of members of S and let () E Con(L) be such 
that Lj() is finite. Then () = a 1 n ... nan where each ai is completely meet irreducible. 
Let <l>u, be a Jonsson congruence (with corresponding Jonsson ultrafilter Ui) such that 
<l>u, ~ ai (1 :S i :S n). The Ui's may not be distinct, so for U1 = Uk replace both a1 
and Ct.k by aj n ak. Then we have pairwise distinct ultrafilters Ui, . .. Um and congruences 
/31 , ... f3m such that () = /31 n ... n f3m and <l>u1 ~ /3i for each j = 1, ... , m. (The /3/s are 
not necessarily completely meet irreducible.) 
We claim that for each k E {1, ... , m} we have (n1# <l>u1) o <l>uk = "V. To see this let 
x, y E L and put V = n 1# Ui. Then V is a filter over I and <l>v = ni# <l>ui' Also, by 
Lemma 1.3.5 we cannot have V ~Uk. let E E V \Uk. Define z E L as follows: 
{ 
Xi i E E 
Zi = Yi i EI\ E 
Then x <l>v z <l>uk y proving the claim. Since <l>uk :S · /3k V k E {1, ... , m} we have 
(n#k/3i) o /3k = "V and so (n1#(B1/B)) o Bk/() = "VL/B· Lemma 0.4.2 and the second 
isomorphism theorem yield 
m m 
Lj() e:- il(L/B)/(/31/B) 2=' il(L//31)· 
1=1 1=1 
Since <l>u1 ~ /31 L//31 is a homomorphic image of L/<l>ui' By Lemma 1.1.4 L/<l>u1 is isomor-
phic to Si for some i E J. Thus Lj() E PH(S). D 
An algebra B is a retract of an algebra A if there exist homomorphisms f : B -+ A and 
g : A -+ B such that g o f is the identity on B. Then f is an embedding and g is called a 
retraction of f. 
We make use of the following lemma in the proof of Lemma 6.3.l. 
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LEMMA 1.3. 7 [Jip89} Let A and B be congruence distributive algebras, a E A and let 
{a} be a subalgebra of A. Let ha. : B '-+ A x B be the embedding given by ha.(b) = (a, b) for 
all b E B. Then the projection IIB : A x B -+ B is the only retraction of ha. onto B. 
PROOF. Suppose g: Ax B-+ Bis a retraction of ha. onto B. By Proposition 1.3.4 there 
are congruences ()A E Con( A) and ()B E Con(B) such that ker(g) =()Ax ()B· Since go ha. is 
an identity map on B we must have that f) 8 is the trivial congruence on B. To show that 
g = IIB we need to show that ()A = \J A· It suffices to show that for any a 1 E A we have 
(ai,a) E ()A· For any bi,b2 EB with b1 =f:. b2 we have g(a,b1) = b1 b2 = g(a,b2). Now 
if (a, a1) rt, ()A for some a1 E A then there exist bi, b2 E B such that g( a, bi) = b1 =f:. b2 = 
g(ai,b1). Thus g(a,b2) = g(a1 ,b1) implying (b1,bz) E Os and (a,ai) E ()A, a contradiction. 
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1.4 Extension of congruences and amalgamation 
As an example of the connection between extensions of congruences and amalgamation we 
have for V a residually small congruence distributive one-subalgebra variety (e.g. a lattice 
variety) that members of the amalgamation class of V are congruence extensile in V. (See 
Proposition 1.4.13). In this section we introduce the notions of congruence extensile and 
congruence extendible algebras and review rudimentary results concerning amalgamation 
and absolute retracts some of which will be used in Chapter 6. Also presented are re-
sults on the extension of congruences in congruence distributive varieties and Bergman's 
characterization of the congruence extensile members of an arbitrary variety ([Ber85]). 
1.4.1 Congruence extendible/extensile algebras 
For a positive integer n we denote by 'n' the n-element chain. 
An algebra A in a variety V is said to be congruence extensile in V or satisfies the 
congruence extension property (CEP) if for any GE V with A :5 G, every congruence on A 
can be extended to a congruence on G. Let VaEP denote the class of congruence extensile 
members of V. 
A E V is P-congruence extendible in V if whenever G E V and A :5 G then every P-
congruence on A can be extended to a P-congruence on G. A is called congruence extendible 
in V if A is P-congruence extendible for every P-congruence on A. 
In N, the variety generated by the pentagon, N, we have A EN is 2-congruence extendible 
implies A E NcEP (see Proposition 4.2.11). However the converse does not hold since 2 
E NcEP but 2 is not 2-congruence extendible in N. (Consider the embedding 2 '-+ N 
which takes 2 to the critical quotient of N.) 
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1.4.2 Absolute retracts and essential extensions 
An algebra A in a variety V is an absolute retract of V if for every embedding f : A '-+ B 
there is an epimorphism g : B -+ A such that go f is the identity map on A. Equivalently 
A is an absolute retract if and only if A is congruence extendible in V. We denote the class 
of all absolute retracts in a variety V by VAR· 
THEOREM 1.4.1 [Jip89} Let V be a one-subalgebra congruence distributive variety. 
Then every direct product of absolute retracts in V is an absolute retract in V. 
Let V be a variety. An extension C of an algebra A is said to be essential if every 
non-trivial congruence on C restricts to a non-trivial congruence on A. A is maximally 
irreducible in V if A is subdirectly irreducible and A has no subdirectly irreducible proper 
essential extension in V. The class of maximal irreducibles in Vis denoted by VMI· 
A variety V is residually small if there is an upper bound on the cardinality of the 
subdirectly irreducible members of V, equivalently; if the subdirectly irreducible members 
of V (up to isomorphism) form a set. · 
THEOREM 1.4.2 [Tay12} V is a residually small variety if and only if every member of 
V s1 has an essential extension in VM I. 
LEMMA 1.4.3 In a variety V, ME VM1 if and only if ME Vs1 n VAR· 
1.4.3 Amalgamation 
·A diagram in a variety V of algebras is a quintuple (A,f,C,g,D) where f: A'-+ C and 
g: A'-+ Dare embeddings with A, C, DEV. An amalgam in V of this diagram is a triple 
(E, J',g') where f': C '-+ E and g': D '-+ E are embeddings with EE V and f of'= gog1. 
If such an amalgam exists, we say the diagram can be amalgamated in V. An algebra A E V 
is called an amalgamation base for V if every diagram (A, f, C, g, D) can be amalgamated 
in V. The class of all amalgamation bases for V is called the amalgamation class of V 
and is denoted by Amal(V). If Amal(V) = V then V is said to satisfy the amalgamation 
property. By (Pie68] the variety of distributive lattices satisfies the amalgamation property. 
However for any non-distributive finitely generated lattice variety V we have 2 ¢ Amal(V) 
and consequently the amalgamation property does not hold in V. 
THEOREM 1.4.4 [Ber85} Every absolute retract of a variety V is an amalgamation base 
ofV. 
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Note that Lemma 1.4.3 and Theorem 1.4.4 imply that for a variety V, VM1 ~ Amal(V). 
The following theorem generalizes J6nsson's characterization of the amalgamation class of 
a finitely generated lattice variety (see [Jon90]). 
THEOREM 1.4.5 {Jip89} Let V be a residually small one-subalgebra congruence dis-
tributive variety. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A EAmal(V ). 
(ii) For any embedding f : A Y C with C E V, and for any homomorphism g : A -+ M 
with ME VM1, there is a homomorphism h: C-+ M such that ho f = g. 
(iii) Let h : A -+ M E VM I be a homomorphism and g : A Y A x M be the embedding 
given by g(a) = (a,h(a)) for all a EA. If f: A YB is an essential embedding then the 
diagram (A, f, B, g, A x M) can be amalgamated in V. 
Let C = Tir Ci be a product of algebras and let f : A Y C be an embedding. We shall 
say that f is regular if for any distinct i,j E I we have Bil1[A] =j:. Bil1[A], where Bi and Bi 
are the kernels of the canonical projections of C onto Ci and Ci respectively. 
The following lemma is Corollary 1.1.3 of [Bru92]. 
LEMMA 1.4.6 Let V be a finitely generated, residually small one-subalgebra variety. 
Suppose that for any distinct C, D E VMI C is not an image of' a subalgebra of D. Let 
A be a subdirect product of members of VMI· Then A E Amal(V) if and only if for any 
regular subdirect representation f : A-+ S where S is a product of members of VM1, and 
any homomorphism g: A-+ M where M E VM1, there is a homomorphism h: S-+ M 
such that g = h o f. 
1.4.4 Extension of congruences 
PROPOSITION 1.4. 7 Let V be a residually small one-subalgebra congruence distribu-
tive variety with M E VM I and P a retract of M. Let A E Amal(V) and let f : A Y C be an 
embedding with CE V. Then every P-congruence on A can be extended to a ?-congruence 
on C. 
PROOF. Let e be a ?-congruence on A. Then, since Pis a retract of M there is a homo-
morphism g: A-+ M such that e = ker(g). By Corollary 1.4.5 there is a homomorphism 
h: C-+ M such that ho f = g. Let k: M -+ P be a retraction and let 'W = ker(h o k). 
Then W is a ?-congruence on C extending 0. D 
PROPOSITION 1.4.8 {Jon90} Let A ~ B = TiieI Bi be a subdirect product of finitely 
many algebras. If A is congruence distributive, then every congruence on A can be extended 
to a congruence on B. 
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of Mj for M;. -:f Mj. Then every M;,-congruence on A can be extended to a M;,-congruence 
on TiieI M;.. 
PROOF. Let () be an M;,-congruence on A and let W be a Jonsson congruence on TIM;. 
with WIA ~ B. Then by Lemma 1.1.4 (TI Mi)/w ~ Mj for some j E /. Since Aj() <--+ 
(TI M;.)/w we have M;. <--+ Mj and since Mj E VAR (Lemma 1.4.3), Mi is an image of Mj. 
By assumption we then have M;. = Mj and so W is an M;,-congruence on TIM;.. Since 
Aj() <--+ A/\l!IA <--+TI Mifw we have A/wlA ~ M;. and hence wJA = (). D 
The following corollary is applied in Chapter 4 in the characterization of 2-congruence 
extendible lattices. . 
COROLLARY 1.4.12 Let A and C be distributive lattices with A < C. Then every 
2-congruence on A can be extended ;fo a 2-congruence on C. 
PROOF. Since C is a distributive lattice it is a subdirect product of 2: C :S 21. Thus 
A :S C :S 21 and by the above proposition every 2-congruence () on A can be extended to 
a 2-congruence W on 21. But then the restriction of W to C is an extension of() to C and 
Aj() <--+ C/\lllc <--+ 21 /w implies that '11lc is a 2-congruence on C. D 
PROPOSITION 1.4.13 {Jon90} Let V be a residually small one-subalgebra congruence 
distributive variety. Then Amal{V) ~ VcEP· 
PROOF. We use Proposition 1.4.10. Let A E Amal(V) and let B be an extension of A. 
Let () be a subdirectly irreducible congruence on A with vo : A -+ Aj() the canonical 
homomorphism from A onto A/B. By Theorem 1.4.2 there is an embeddding g: Aj() <--+ M 
for some ME VMr and by Theorem 1.4.5 there is a map h: B-+ M such that govs= hiA· 
Then ker(h) extends() since for a,b EA we have (a,b) E ker(h)IA ¢? h(a) = h(b) ¢? 
go v8(a) =go v8(b) ¢? vo(a) = v8(b) ¢?(a, b) EB. By Lemma 1.4.9 there is a subdirectly 
irreducible congruence W E Con(B) such that WIA = ker(h)IA = B. Thus by Proposition 
1.4.10 A E VcEP· D 
Using Proposition 1.4.13 and the fact that the variety of distributive lattices satisfies the 
amalgamation property ([Pie68]) we can deduce the following well-known result. 
COROLLARY 1.4.14 The variety of distributive lattices satisfies {CEP). 
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Chapter 2 
Weak projections, congruences and 
ideals 
In this chapter we focus on weak projections which play a crucial role in the study of 
congruences on lattices given Dilworth's characterization of lattice congruences via weak 
projections. In Section 2.1 we present this characterization and then in Section 2.2 we 
look at some basic results on modular and distributive lattices which are based on weak 
projections. We include a brief section (2.3) on primitive subsets of lattices, proving some 
results that are subsequently used in Herrmann's proof of a finite basis theorem for lattices 
(see Section 2.4) as well as in Chapter 6. In Section 2.5 we define a S-lattice and a S-variety 
and using weak projections we prove that the class of subdirect products of non-modular 
subdirectly irreducible members of a S-variety is closed under reduced products. We 
conclude with a short section (2.6) on the link between congruences and ideals. Unrelated 
to the rest of the material of this chapter it is tacked on here for want of a better place. 
2.1 Dilworth's Theorem 
We begin with the Gratzer-Schmidt theorem which provides sufficient conditions for a 
binary relation on a lattice to be a congruence relation. These conditions are then used to 
prove Dilworth's theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1.1 (Gratzer-Schmidt Critera) [Gra58} Let L be a lattice with() a binary 
relation on L. Then () is a congruence relation on L if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied for all x, y, z E L : 
(i) a is reflexive. 
(ii) (x,y) E () if and only if (x /\ y, x Vy) E (). 
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{iii) Ifx :5 y :5 z,(x,y) E ()and (y,z) E ()then (x,z) E (). 
{iv) If x :5 y and (x, y) E () then (x /\ w, y /\ w) E () and (x V w, y V w) E () '1 w EL . 
PROOF. If() is a congruence relation on L then clearly (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) hold. For the 
converse we have for a, b E L that (a, b) E () if and only if (a/\ b, a Vb) E (). Since V and /\ 
are commutative we then have (b, a) E () and so () is symmetric. For transitivity, suppose 
(a, b) E () and (b, c) E (). Then 
(a, b) E () =? (a /\ b, a V b) E () 
=? ( (a /\ b) V a, (a V b) V a) E () 
=? (a, a V b) E () 




Similarly ((a/\ b) V (b V c),a Vb V c) E a. Now we have a/\ b /\ c; :5 (a Vb)/\ (b /\ c) = 
b /\ c :::; b V c = (a/\ b) V (b V c) :5 a V b V c and the formulas resulting from replacing :::; 
by () in. the above inclusions are also true. So by (iii) we have (a /\ b /\ c, a V b V c) E (). 
Also since a/\ b /\ c:::; a/\ c:::; a V c:::; a Vb V c we have (a/\ c,a V c) E ()(by (iv)). For 
the substitution property suppose (a,b) Ea. Then (a/\ b,a Vb) E ()(by (ii)). So by (iv) 
((a/\b)Vc,aVbVc) E ()for any c EL. But (a/\b)Vc :5 a Ve :5 aVbVc. Thus 
(a V c, a Vb V c) E () by (iv). Similarly (b V c, a Vb V c) E () and so by transitivity and 
symmetry(aVc,bVc) E ().So if (a,b) E ()and (e,f) E ()then (aVe,bVe), (bVe,bV f) E () 
and by transitivity (a Ve, b V f) E a. Meets are handled in a similar way. Thus () satisfies 







a/b /'w c/d a/b \.iw c/d 
Figure 2.1 
Let L be a lattice and let a/b, cf d be quotients in L. Then a/b transposes up to 
c/ d ( a/b /' c/ d) if c = a V d and b = a/\ d. Dually a/b transposes down to c/ d ( a/b ~ c/ d) 
if a= b V c and d = b /\ c. We say a/b and c/ d are transposes ( a/b ,...., cf d) if a/b transposes 
up or down to c/ d; and a/b and c/ d are projective ( a/b ~ c/ d) if there is a finite sequence 
a/b = eo/ Jo, eif Ji, ... , en/ f n = c/ d such that ei/ Ji and ei+i/ fi+i are transposes for i < n. 
We say a/b transposes weakly up into c/ d ( a/b /' w c/ d) if b = a /\ d and a :5 c. Dually 
a/b transposes weakly down into c/ d ( a/b ~w c/ d) if a = b V c and d :5 b. Now a/b 
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transposes weakly into c/ d ( a/b ""w c/ d) if a/b transposes weakly up or down to c/ d and 
a/b is weakly projective into c/ d ( a/b ~w c/ d) if there is a finite sequence as above such 
that eif f& transposes weakly into e1+i/ f&+i for i = 0, ... , n - 1. 
We write a/b ~:t c/d if a/bis weakly projective into c/d ink steps. 
THEOREM 2.1.2 [Dil33} Let Q be a set of quotients in a lattice. L. Let ()Q denote the 
least congruence on L which collapses all the quotients in Q. Then for a, b E L, (a, b) E ()Q 
if and only if there is a finite sequence 
a /\ b = ea ~ e1 ~ · · · ~ en = a V b 
in L such that each eif ei-l ( i = 1, ... , n) is weakly projective into some quotient in Q. 
·i 
PROOF. We first show that ()Q is a congruence relation by showing that it satisfies the 
Gratzer-Schmidt Criteria of Lemma 2.1.1. 
Let a E L,c/d E Q. Then a/a /'w (a/\ c)/(a /\ d) ~w c/d. Thus a/a projects weakly 
into every quotient of Q and so ()Q is reflexive. Conditions (ii) and (iii) hold easily for 
()Q· For condition (iv) suppose we have a ~ b and (a, b) E ()Q· Then there is a sequence 
a= ea ~ · · · ~ en = b such that for for each i E {O, ... , n} ei/ ei-l is weakly projective into 
some quotient cif di of Q. Then for any f EL, a/\ f = ea/\ f ~ · · · ~en/\ f = b /\ f and 
(ei /\ J)/(ei-1 /\ f) /'w eif ei-1· So for each i E {l, ... , n} (ei /\ J)/(ei /\ J) ~w cs/di. Thus 
(a/\ f, b /\ f) E ()Q. Joins are treated similarly. 
Let() E Con(L) be such that (c,d) E () V c/d E Q. let (a,b) E ()Q· Then there is a finite 
sequence a/\ b = ea ~ e1 ~ · · · ~ en =a Vb such that for each i E {l, ... , n} ei/ei-l is 
weakly projective into some quotient in Q. But then (ei, ei-l) Ea. Since e/ f ~w c/d and 
(c,d) E ()we have (c/\ e,d/\ e) .- (e,f) E (). Similarly e/f /'w c/d and (c,d) E ()imply 
(e,J) Ea. By transitivity of() we have (a/\ b,a Vb) E (),i.e. (a,b) Ea. Thus ()Q ~()and 
()Q is the least congruence on L which collapses all the quotients in Q. 0 
The following characterization of principal congruences in a lattice is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 2.1.2. 
COROLLARY 2.1.3 Let a/b,c/d be quotients of a lattice L. Then (c,d) E con(a,b) if 
and only if there is a finite sequence 
such that eif ei-1 ~w c/ d for all l ~ i ~ n. 
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2.2 Modular and distributive lattices 
In this section we cover some results concerning modular and distributive lattices that 
make use of the notion of weak projectivity and that are of relevance to work developed 
in later chapters. For further details the reader is referred to texts such as [Gra78] and 
[McK87]. 
2.2.1 Modular lattices 
A lattice L is said to have the projectivity property if whenever af b is weakly projective 
into cf d then afb is actually projective with a subinterval of cf d. 
THEOREM 2.2.1 (Dedekind's Transposition Principle) Let L be a modular lattice 
with a, b E L. Then 'l/;b : x H- x /\ b is an isomorphism between (a Vb) fa and bf (a/\ b). The 
inverse isomorphism is <Pa : x H- x Va. Moreover the image under either of these maps of 
a subquotient is a transpose of that subquotient. 
PROOF. For x E (a V b)f a we have ef>a('l/;b(x)) = (x /\ b) Va= x /\(a Vb) = x. Dually 
for x E bf (a/\ b) we have 'l/;b(cPa(x)) = x. Let xfy be a quotient in (a V b)f a. Then 
'l/;b[xf y] = (x/\b)f (y/\b) and y/\(x/\b) = y/\b. Also x :S x/\(bVa) :S x/\(bVy) = (x/\b)Vy :S x. 
Thus (x /\ b) Vy= x and (x /\ b)f (y /\ b) is a transpose of xf y. D 
COROLLARY 2.2.2 Projective intervals in a modular lattice are isomorphic. 
PROOF. Suppose af b and cf d are transposes and assume af b /' cf d. Then a/\ d = b and 
a V d = c. By Theorem 2.2.1 af (a/\ d) ~(a V d)f d i.e. afb ~cf d. D 
COROLLARY 2.2.3 Every modular lattice has the projectivity property. 
PROOF. Let L be a modular lattice with af b, cf d quotients in L. Suppose af b is weakly 
projective into cf d. The proof is by induction on the length n of the chain of weak 
projectivity. The case n = 1 is straightforward. Assume the result holds for n = k and 
replace k by k+l. Then afb Jw sft for some quotient sft and sft ,..,,,w cf d. By the inductive 
hypothesis afb is actually projective with a subinterval ufv of sft. Suppose sft /'w cf d. 
Thens/\ d = t ands :Sc. By Theorem 2.2.1 sf (s /\ d) ~ (s V d)f d i.e. sft ~ (s V d)f d 
and ( u V d) f ( v V d) is a transpose of uf v. Thus af bis actually projective with a subinterval 
of cf d. The case sf t '\iw cf d is similar. D 
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LEMMA 2.2.4 Let L be a modular lattice. If u/v is a prime quotient of L, then con{u, v) 
is an atom of Con{L). 
PROOF. Suppose~< con(r,s) ~ con(u,v) in Con(L). Then by Theorem 2.1.2, Corollary 
2.2.3 and the primeness of u/v there is a finite sequence 
such that ei+if ej is projective with u/v. Then u/v is projective with a subinterval of 
(r /\ s)/(r Vs). By Corollary 2.1.3 con(u,v)::; con(r /\ s,r Vs)= con(r,s) proving that 
con( u, v) is an atom. D 
LEMMA 2.2.5 Let L be a distributive algebraic lattice such that the top element of L is 
a join of atoms. Then L is a Boolean algebra. Dually, if the smallest element of L is a, 
meet of coatoms, then L is a Boolean algebra. I 
PROOF. Let b E L. Consider A= {a E At(L) : a i b}. Let b* =VA. Then b /\ b* =. 
b /\VA= VaEA(b /\a)= VO= 0. Let B ={a E At(A) : a::; b}. Then VB ::; b hence 
VB Vb* ::; b Vb*. i.e. 1 ::; b Vb* and sob Vb* = 1. Thus b* is the complement of bin L. D 
THEOREM 2.2.6 Let L be a modular lattice. If L has finite length m then Con(L) is 
isomorphic to a Boolean algebra 2n where n ::; :n· 
PROOF. Let a0 -<: a1 -<: a2 · · · -<: am be a maximal chain in L. Then by Lemma 2.2.4 the 
principal congruences con( ai, ai+i) (i = 0, 1, ... , m-1) are atoms (not necessarily distinct) 
of Con(L) and their join collapses the whole of L. The result now follows from Lemma 
2.2.5. D 
2.2.2 Distributive lattices 
LEMMA 2.2. 7 Let L be a distributive lattice. If a/b and c/ d are projective in L, then 
either these two intervals are transposes or there are intervals u/v and u' /v' such that 
a/b /' u/v \. c/ d or 
a/b \. u' /v' /' c/ d 
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that if ao/bo /' aif b1 \. a2f b2 then there is a a3/b3 such 
that a0 /b0 \. a3/b3 /' a2/b2 (since then we remove the 'kinks' as illustrated below). 
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Figure 2.?.. 
Let a3 = ao /\ a2, b3 = ao /\ b2. Then 
bo /\ a3 = bo /\ (ao 1\ a2) = bo /\ a2 :T= (ao /\ b1) /\ a2 = ao /\ (b1 /\ a2) = ao /\ b2 = b3 
bo V a3 = bo V (ao /\ a2) = (ao /\ b1) V (ao /\ a2) = ao /\ (b1 V a2) = ao /\ a1 = ao 
b2 /\ a3 = b2 /\ ( ao /\ a2) = b2 /\ ao = b3 
b2 V a3 = b2 V (ao /\ a2) = (b1 /\ a2) V (ao /\ a2) = (b1 V ao) /\ a2 
The above equalities complete the proof. 0 
THEOREM 2.2.8 Let L be a distributive lattice with x, y, a, b E L and a :S b. Then 
(x, y) E con(a, b) if and only if x /\a= y /\a and x Vb= y Vb. 
PROOF. Define a relation cf> on L by (x, y) E cf> if and only if x /\a= y /\a and x Vb= y Vb. 
Then cf> is obviously an equivalence relation. To show that cf> has the substitution property 
let ( x, y) E </>, z E L. Then ( x /\ z) /\ a = z /\ x /\ a = z /\ y /\ a = (y /\ z) /\ a. Also 
(x /\ z) Vb = (x Vb)/\ (z Vb) = (y Vb)/\ (z Vb) = (y /\ z) Vb. Thus (x /\ z, y /\ z) E cf>. 
Similarly ( x V z, y V z) E cf> and so cf> is a congruence relation on L with (a, b) E cf>. To show 
that cf>~ con(a,b) let (x,y) E cf> and let() be a congruence on L such that (a,b) EB. We 
have x = x V ( x /\a) = x V (y /\a) = ( x Vy)/\ ( x Va)() ( x Vy) /\ ( x Vb) = ( x Vy)/\ (y Vb) = 
y V (x /\ b)By V (x /\a)= y V (y /\a)= y. Thus by transitivity (x,y) E ()proving()~ 
con(a,b) and, since (a,b) EB,()= con(a,b). O 
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.8. 
COROLLARY 2.2.9 Let L be a distributive lattice with x, y, a, b E L and x :S y :S a :S b 
or a :Sb :S x :Sy. Then (x,y) E con(a,b):::} x = y. 
LEMMA 2.2.10 In a finite Boolean algebra L every prime quotient in L transposes onto 
a/O for some atom a E L. Dually every prime quotient transposes onto 1/ c for some 
coatom c of L. 
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PROOF. Let pf q be a prime quotient in Land let a be an atom below p but not below q. 
Then a/\ q = 0 and q ~a V q ~ p =>a V q = p proving afO ~pf q. D 
COROLLARY 2.2.11 In a finite Boolean algebra L, every congruence is a principal 
congruence of the form con(O, b) for some b E L. 
PROOF. Since Lis finite, every congruence() on Lis a principal congruence() = con( a, b) = 
V 1 con(pi, qi) where pif qi is a prime quotient in (a V b)f (a/\ b). By Lemma 2.2.10, for each 
i E I there is an atom ai such that pif qi is a transpose of aif O. We then have () 
con(O, V 1 ai)· D 
LEMMA 2.2.12 Let L be a distributive lattice with zero. Let a be an atom of L and let 
B be a finite,,set of atoms of L. Then a ~ VB=> a= b for some b E B. 
PROOF. Assume a-:/:- b for all b E B. Then a~ VB=> a/\ VB= a=> VbeB(a /\ b) =a=> 
a = 0 and this contradiction completes the proof. D 
The following lemma is used in Chapter 5 to characterize 3-chain limited finite distributive 
lattices. Recall from Chapter 0 that a congruence () on a lattice L is a 2-congruence if 
Lf O ~ 2. 
LEMMA 2.2.13 Let D be a finite distributive lattice with 
0 = So ~ S1 ~ · · · ~ Sk = 1 
a maximal chain in D. Then: 
{i) () is an atom in Con(D) if and only if()= con(si, Si+i) for some i E {0, 1, ... , k - 1}. 
Moreover con(si,Si+i)-:/:- con(sj,Sj+i) for i-:/:- j, and thus dim{Dfcon(si,Si+i)) = dim{D) 
- 1. 
{ii) None of the distinct prime quotients of the above chain project onto each other. 
{iii) If pf q is a prime quotient of D then there is a unique i E {0, 1, ... , k - 1} such that 
pf q projects onto Si+i/ Si. 
{iv) If() is a 2-congruence on D then for some 0 ~ i ~ k-1 we have Df() = {si/O,s;,+ifO}. 
(v) If d E D is a join of atoms of D then the principal ideal (d] is a Boolean lattice. 
(vi) If d E D is a meet of coatoms in D then the principal filter [d) is a Boolean lattice. 
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PROOF. (i) We have con(s0 , s 1)V con(s 1 , s2 ) V .. · V con(sk-li sk) = \7 in Con(D). By 
Lemma 2.2.4 con(si, si+1 ) is an atom of Con(D) for every i E {O, 1, ... , k - l}. Suppose 
con(a,b) is an atom of Con(D). Then (a,b) Econ(s0 ,s1)V con(s1,s2 ) V · · · V con(sk-i,sk) 
and so by Lemma 2.2.12 con( a, b) = con(si, Si+i) for some i E {O, 1, ... , k - 1}. 
Suppose con(si, si+1 ) = con(sj, Sj+1 ) for some i =/:- j. Assume without loss of generality that 
Si < Sj. Then by Theorem 2.2.8 Si/\ Sj = Si+l /\ Sj i.e. Si = Si+l contradicting Si -< Si+l · 
(ii) Suppose Si+i/ Si projects onto si+i/ Sj for some i < j, i, j E {O, 1, ... , k - 1 }. Then by 
Theorem 2.1.2 con(si, Si+i) :::; con(si, si+1 ) contradicting (i) above. 
(iii) By Lemma 2.2.4 con(q,p) is an atom of Con(D). By (i) above con(q,p) = con(si, Si+i) 
for some i E {O,l, ... ,k-1}. Thus p/q is projective with Si+i/si for some unique i E 
{O, 1, ... , k - 1} (by Theorem 2.1.2, Corollary 2.2.3 and (i) above). 
(iv) Suppose (si,Si+i) E ()for all i E {0,1, ... ,k-1}. Then()= \l contradicting the fact 
that () is a 2-congruence. 
(v) Follows from Lemma 2.2.5. 
(vi) This is the dual of (v). 0 
THEOREM 2.2.14 Let L be a distributive lattice of finite length m. Then Con(L) is 
isomorphic to 2m. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2.5 Con(L) is a Boolean algebra. By Lemma 2.2.13(i) above Con(L) 
has m atoms and so Con( L) s::' 2m. 0 
2.3 Primitive subsets of lattices 
The definitions and results of this section will be used in the next section of this chapter 
to prove a finite basis theorem for lattices as well as in Chapter 6. Lemmas 2.3.1 - 2.3.4 
are due to R. Wille. 
A finite subset P of a lattice Lis called primitive if there is a proper quotient ap/bp of 
L such that ap/bp ~w (c V d)/d for all c, d E P with c i. d. We say that Pis a primitive 
subset of L with respect to ap/bp. 
LEMMA 2.3.1 [Wil72} Every finite subset of a subdirectly irreducible lattice is primitive. 
PROOF. Let L be a subdirectly irreducible lattice with Q = {xify1 , ••• , Xn/Yn} a finite 
set of proper quotients of L. We show by induction that for any positive integer n there 
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is a proper quotient an/b of L such that an/b generates the minimal non-zero congruence 
of Land an/b ~w xify;, for all i E {1, ... , n}. For the case n = 1 let a/b be a quotient in 
L generating the minimal non-zero congruence of L. Then by Corollary 2.1.3 there is an 
a1 E L such that b < a1 :5 a and aifb ~w xify1. Since b < a1 :5 a we have con(ai, b) = 
con( a, b). Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for n = k. Then there is a quotient ak/b 
of L such that ak/b ~w xify;, for all i E {1, ... k} and con(ak, b) is the smallest non-zero 
congruence on L. We then have (ak, b) E con(xk+1, Yk+i) and again by Corollary 2.1.3 
there exists an ak+I E L with b < ak+I :5 a and such that ak+ifb ~w xk+if Yk+l and ak+i/b 
generates the minimal non-zero congruence on L. Now we have ak+i/b '\iw ak/b and hence 
ak+i/b ~w xi/yi for all i E {1, ... n }. D 
For the next three lemmas let L and L' be lattices with f: L-+ L' an epimorphism. 
LEMMA 2.3.2 {Wil72} Let a' /b' be a quotient of L' and c/ d a quotient of L with a' /b' ~w 
f(c)/f(d). Then there is a quotient a/b of L with hjb ~w c/d and f(a)/f(b) = a'/b'. 
PROOF. Suppose a'/b' '\iw f(c)/ f(d). Choose a" E f- 1(a1). Define a= a"/\ c, b =a"/\ d. 
Then a/b '\iw c/d and f(a)/ f(b) =a' /b'. Dually for a' /b' /'w f(c)/ f(d) there is a quotient 
a/b of L with a/b /'w c/d and f(a)/f(b) = a'/b'. The assertion of the lemma then follows 
from this. D 
LEMMA 2.3.3 {Wil72} Let cif d1, ... , cn/dn be quotients of L with f( c;.)/ f( di)= f ( Cj )/ f ( dj) 
for 1 :5 i,j :5 n. Then there is a quotient a/b of L with a/b ~w c;./di and f(a)/ f(b) = 
f(c;.)/ f(di) for 1 :5 i :5 n. · 
PROOF. Define a = c1 /\ ... /\ Cn· Then a/(a /\ d;,) '\iw cif di for 1 :5 i :5 n. Define 
b = (a/\ d1) V · · · V (a/\ dn)· Then a/b /'w a/(a /\di)· Thus a/b /'w a/(a /\di) '\iw c;./di 
and f(a) = f(c1) /\ f(c2) /\ · · · /\ f(en) = f(ci) for 1 :5 i :5 n. 
Also f(b) =(!(a)/\ f(d1)) V · · · V (!(a)/\ f(dn)) = (J(ci) /\ f(d1)) V · · · V (!(en)/\ f(dn)) = 
f(d1) V · · · V f(dn) = f(di) for 1 :5 i :5 n. D 
LEMMA 2.3.4 {Wil72} Let P' be a primitive subset of L' with respect to a' /b'. If P is 
a subset of L such that the restriction off to P is a poset isomorphism from P onto P', 
then Pis primitive in L with respect to a proper quotient a/b such that f(a)/f(b) = a'/b'. 
PROOF. For c,d E P with c i. d we have f(c)/f(d) E P' and f(c) i. f(d). Thus 
ap1/bp1 ~w f(cVd)/ f(d). By Lemma 2.3.2 there is a quotient a/b of L with a/b ~w (cV d)/d 
and f(a)/ f(b) = ap1/bp1. Hence by Lemma 2.3.3 there is a quotient ap/bp of L such that 
ap/bp ~w (cV d)/d for all c,d E P with c i. d and f(ap)/f(bp) = ap1/bp1. D 
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2 .4 Finite basis theorem 
An equational basis for a·variety Vis a collection~ of identities such that V = Mod(~). 
Baker's finite basis theorem ((Bak77]) states that any finitely generated congruence dis-
tributive variety V is finitely based i.e. V = Mod(~) for a finite set of identities ~. This is 
not the case in general as can be seen by Lyndon's seven element counterexample ([Lyn54]). 
Since lattices are congruence distributive Baker's result holds for any finitely generated va-
riety of lattices, an assertion made as early as 1945 by Schiitzenberger ([Sch45]). As.proofs 
of Baker's theorem are available in many sources (e.g. (Bur81], (Jip92]) we present the 
finite basis theorem for lattice varieties. This was first proved by McKenzie in [McK70] 
where it is also shown that the lattice diagrammed in Figure 2.3 below is not finitely based. 
We follow the model-theoretic approach of Herrmann [Her73] which gives a sufficient con-
dition for the existence of a finite basis without exhibiting an explicit set of identities. (In 








Bounded sets of quotients. A set of quotients of a lattice is called k-bounded if there is 
a proper quotient weakly projective in k steps into each of them. If any such k exists then 
we say the set is bounded. 
LEMMA 2 .4.1 Every finite set of proper quotients of a subdirectly irreducible lattice is 
bounded. 
PROOF. Let L be a subdirectly irreducible lattice with Q = {xif yi, ... , Xn/Yn} a finite 
set of proper quotients of L. Then P = {x 1 ,yi,x2,y2, ... ,xn,Yn} is a finite subset of L. 
Hence by Lemma 2.3.1 there is a proper quotient a/b of L such that a/b ~w (c V d)/d for 
all c, d E P with c "f:. d. In particular a/b ~w (xi V Yi)/Yi = xi/yi for all i E {1, ... , n} 
proving that Q is bounded. D 
LEMMA 2.4.2 If f : L --+ L' is a. lattice epimorphism with cif d1 , ••• , en/ dn quotients of 
L such that {f(c1)/ f ( d1), ... , f( en)/ f( dn)} is k-bounded, then { cif d1, ... , en/ dn} is {k+2)-
bounded. 
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PROOF. Let p/q be a proper quotient of L such that p/q Jw f(c;,)/ f(d;.) for all i E 
{1, ... , n }. Then by Lemma 2.3.2 there are quotients ai/bi in L with aifbi Jw c;,/ di and 
f(ai)/f(bi) = p/q. By Lemma 2.3.3 there is a quotient c/d of L with c/d Jw ai/bi for 
all i E {1, ... ,n} and f(c)/f(d) = p/q. Then c/d is a proper quotient of L such that 
. cf d ~~ c;,/ di for all i E {1, ... , n} and so { ci/ d1, ... , en/ dn} is (k + 2)-bounded. D 
Defining equations for the variety KY where K, is a class of lattices defined by 
a finite set of positive universal sentences. We first show that the notion of weak 
projectivity can be expressed as an open first order formula. 
Let x;., Yi, u, v, x{, yf be variables and for any n, k E w, let Zn,k be the array x?, Y?, ... , x7, yf 
(i = 1, ... , n). Define inductively: 
n 
{n,o( u, v, Zn,o) = /\ u/v = x?f y? 
i=l 
n 
/3n,o(xi,y1, ... ,xn,Yn,u,v,zn,o) = {n,o(u,v,zn,o) /\ (\(x?fy? = xi/yi)· 
i=l 
n 
{n,k+1(u,v,zn,k+i) = {n,k(u,v,zn,k) /\ /\(x7/Yf "'w x7+1jyf+l) 
i=l 
n 
f3n,k+l (Xi, Y1, ... , Xn, Yn, u, v, Zn,k+l) = {n,k+l ( u, v, Zn,k+l) /\ /\ ( xf/ yf = xd yi). 
i=l 
Then for each n,k E w, /3n,k(x1,yi, ... ,xn,Yn,u,v,,zn,k) translates as: 
For each i ::; n, u/v Jw xif yi by means of quotients x?f y?, ... ,.xff yf. i.e. u/v = x?f y? "'w 
xt/y[ "'w · · · "'w x7-l /yf-1 "'w xf /yf =Xi/Yi· 
Let K, be a class of lattices defined by a finite set of identities E. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that E consists of universal disjunctions of equations: 
na 
a= Vz1 ... Zma(V Jt(z1, ... , ZmJ = gi(zi, ... , ZmJ) 
i=l 
such that the inequalities ft(zi, ... , zmJ ~ gf(zi, ... , Zma) (1 ::; i ::; na) hold in any 
lattice. We will now construct the defining set of inequalities for the variety K,V. 
To each a E E and every k E w we assign a universal Horn sentence ak. Let Pi = 
ft(z1, ... , Zma), qi= gf(zi, ... , Zma). Define 
Then ak is valid in a lattice L if and only if there is no assignment of elements a1 , ..• , a,.;,."' to 
the variables Zi, ... Zma such that the set {ff ( ai, ... , ama)I gf ( a1, ... , ama), ... , I::a ( ai, ... , ama) 
I g~a ( a1, ... , ama)} becomes k-bounded. Note that Ctk is equivalent to a Horn formula since 
f3n,k is a conjunction of positive atomic formulas. 
LEMMA 2.4.3 (i) a implies Ctk and Ctk implies a1 (1 ::; l::; k) in any lattice .. 
(ii) In a subdirectly irreducible lattice, { ak : k ~ 1} implies a. 
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{iii) The validity of Ct.k i,s preserved under sublattices and direct products. 
{iv) If L' i.s an image of L and Ct.k holds in L for any given k 2: 3 then Ct.k-2 holds in L'. 
PROOF. (i) Let L be a lattice in which a holds. let k E w and suppose there are 
ai, ... 'ama, u, v EL such that u/v Jw ft(ai, ... 'ama)I gi(ai, ... 'ama) for all i E {1, ... 'na}· 
Since Ct. holds in L, there is a j E {1, ... , na} such that Jj(xi, ... , Xm 0 ) = gj(x1, ... , Xm 0 ) 
for all X1 ••• 'Xma EL. In particular fj(a1, ... 'ama) = gj(a1, ... 'ama)• But then we must 
have u = v and so Ct.k holds in L. 
Let l, k E w with 1 ::; l ::; k. Then for any lattice L and quotients a/b, c/ d in L we have 
a/b ~w c/d ~ a/b Jw c/d. Hence if Ct.k holds in L then so does et.z. 
(ii) Let L be a subdirectly irreducible lattice such that Ct.k holds in L for all k 2: 1. Let 
ai, ... ,ama EL. Then the set {ff(a1, ... ,am0 )/gf(a1, ... ,am0 ): 1 ::=:; i ::=:; na} cannot be 
bounded. hence by Lemma 2.4.1 we must have fj ( a1 , ... , ama) = gj ( a1 , ..• , ama) for some 
:·i j E 1, ... , na and so a holds in L. 
(iii) This follows directly from the fact that Ct.k is a universal Horn sentence. 
:: (iv) Let 77: L-+ L' be a lattice epimorphism. Suppose Ct.k holds in L for some k 2: 3 but 
et.k-2 does not hold in L'. Then for some a1, ... , am0 E L' the set: {Ji°'( ai, ... , am0 )/ gi( ai, ... 
, am
0
) : 1 ::=:; i ::=:; na} is (k-2)-bounded. But then by Lemma 2.4.2 the set ft(11( ai), ... , 17( am
0
)) 
I gi(77(a1), ... , 11( am0 )) : 1 ::; i ::; na} is k-bounded, contradicting the fact that ak holds in 
L. Thus Ct.k-2 holds in L'. D 
PROPOSITION 2.4.4 Let K, be a class of lattices defined by a finite set of identities E. 
We then have: 
{i) K, v i.s the class of all lattices satisfying { Ct.k : a E E, k 2: 1}. 
(ii) If L E K,V i,s subdirectly irreducible then L E 'IC. 
PROOF. Suppose Lis a lattice satisfying {ak: a E E,k 2: l}. Let S be a subdirectly 
irreducible image of L. Then by Lemma 2.4.3(iv) S f= { et.1c : a E E, k 2: 1 }. Thus 
by Lemma 2.4.3(ii) S f= E and S E 'IC. Hence L E P s('!C) ~ K,V proving Mod( { Ct.k : 
a E E,k 2: 1}) ~ K,V. Wehave'/C f= {ak: a E E,k 2: l}. (Lemma2.4.3(i)). Hence 
K,V = HSP('!C) f= {ak : a E E,k 2: 1}. (Lemma 2.4.3(iii) and (iv)). Thus K,V ~ 
Mod({ak: a E E,k 2: 1}) proving (i). 
(ii) This follows directly from (i) and Lemma 2.4.3(ii). D 
Weak (projective) radius. The notion of a weak (projective) radius is used to provide 
conditions under which the variety generated by a class of lattices defined by a finite set 
of equations is finitely based. 
A lattice L has a weak n-radius ::=:; s ( wrn( L) ::=:; s) if any bounded set of at most n quotients 
in L is s-bounded. We show that 'weak radius' is a first order concept. For any n, s, k 
define the sentence: 
Pn,s,k = VX1Y1 • • • XnYn(:luvzn,k(u -f:. V /\ /3n,k(Xi, yi,. · ·, Xn, Yn, u, v, Zn,k)) ~ :lpqzn,s(P =f:. 
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q /\. f3n,k( Xi, Yl, • • • , Xn, Yn, p, q, Zn,s)) ). 
The sentence Pn,s,k holds in a lattice L if and only if every k-bounded set of at most n 
quotients in L is s-bounded. Thus wr n ( L) ~ s if and only if Pn,s,k holds in L for all k ?: 1. 
Define Pn,s = Pn,s,s+l · 
LEMMA 2.4.5 In any lattice Pn,s implies Pn,s,k for all k ?: 1. 
PROOF. Let L be a lattice. The proof is by induction on k. For k ~ 1 we have s ?: k 
and so Pn,s,k always holds in L. Assume the result holds for k = j - 1 i.e. Pn,s implies 
Pn,s,j-1· Suppose L satisfies Pn,s and {xi/y1, ... , XnfYn} is a j-bounded set of quotients of 
L. Let ufv be a proper quotient in L such that uf v ~w xi/yi fo~ all i E {1, ... , n}. Then 
there are quotients ai/bi in L such that a;/bi "'w x;/yi and uf v !:;~ a;/bi. By assumption 
Pn,s,j-l holds in L and so there is a proper quotient pf q in L such that pf q ~w aif bi for all 
i E {1, ... ,n}. Hencepfq ~~ aifbi for all i E {1, ... ,n}. Thus since Pn,s holds in L th~ 
set {xi/yi, ... Xnf Yn} is s-bounded. Consequently L satisfies Pn,s,j and the assertion of the 
lemma follows by induction. D 
COROLLARY 2.4.6 In any lattice L, wrn(L) ~ s if and only if Pn,s holds in L. 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 2.4.5 since wrn(L) ~ s if and only if L f= Vk(pn,s,k) if 
and only if L f= Pn,s. 0 
COROLLARY 2.4. 7 If Pn,s and a 8 are valid in a lattice L, then ak is valid in L for all 
k?: 1. 
PROOF. Suppose ak does not hold inµ for some k?: 1. Then there exist a1, ... am"' E L 
such that the set {fr(a1, ... ,am
0
)fgf(ai, .. . ,am0 ): 1 ~ i ~·na} is k-bounded. By Lemma 
2.4.5 Pn,s,k holds in L. Hence {ft(ai, ... , am0 )f gi(a1, ... , am0 ) : 1 ~ i ~ na} is s-bounded. 
But this contradicts the validity of a 8 in L, proving that ak is valid in· L. D 
LEMMA 2.4.8 If L is a subdirect product of lattices (Li)iel such that wrn(Li) ~ s for 
all i EI, then wrn(L) ~ s + 2. 
PROOF. Let { aifb1, ... anfbn} be a set of quotients of L bounded by cf d. Then for 
some i E I 1ri(c)f 7ri(d) is a proper quotient of Li where 'Tri is the projection map onto 
Li. Consequently {7ri(a1)f7ri(b1), ... , 1ri(an)f7ri(bn)} is bounded by 1ri(c)f 7ri(d) and hence 
is s-bounded. By Lemma 2.4.2 {ai/bi, ... anfbn} is (s + 2)-bounded. o 
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PROPOSITION 2.4.9 If JC is a class of lattices defined by a finite set .E of at most 
n-termed universal disjunctions of equations (i.e. n01 < n \::/(:¥. E E) and if for all subdirectly 
irreducibles L E JC there exists a positive integer s such that wrn(L) :5 s, then JCV = 
HSP(JC) can be defined by a finite set of equations. 
PROOF. Let V = HSP(JC), LE V. Then Lis a subdirect product of lattices (Li)ieI where 
Li E Vs1. By Proposition 2.4.4(ii) Li E JC for all i E I. Thus wrn(Li) :5 s for all i E I 
and hence by Lemma 2.4.8 wrn(L) :5 s + 2. By Corollary 2.4.6, Pn,s+2 holds in L. Thus 
{a1e: k E .E,k 2:: 1} implies Pn,s+2> by Proposition 2.4.4(i). By the Compactness Theorem 
there is a finite subset T ~ { a1e : k E E, k 2:: 1} such that T implies Pn,s+Z· Let j = max 
{s + 2,k: 3a E .E such that ak ET}. We claim that the finite set {ai: a E .E} defines 
V. Since s + 2 :5 j we have {ai : a E .E} implies {as+2 : a E .E}. (Lemma 2.4.3(i)). Also 
for all a1e E T we have k :5 j and hence { ai : a E E} implies T. Thus by Corollary 2.4. 7 
{a i : a E .E} implies { a1e : a. E .E : k 2:: 1} and the result follows from Proposition 2.4.4(i). 
'i 0 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 2.4.10 (McKenzies's Theorem) Let L be afinite lattice, then HSP( {L}) 
has a finite equational base. 
PROOF. Let L be an n-element lattice. Let M be the class of all lattices M such that 
M has at most n elements and M ¢ HSP( { L} ). Choose UM to be an equation valid 
in L but not in M. Let V be the variety determined by {UM : M E M}, and let .E = 
{V l=i<i=n Xi = Xj }. Then the class JC of lattices in V which satisfy E is the class of at 
most n-element lattices of V. Now L E JC since L I= UM for all M E M and L has n 
elements. Thus HSP({L}) ~ HSP(JC). Let A E JC. Then A has at most n elements. 
Suppose A¢ HSP( {L} ). Then A EM and A~ uA. This contradiction of A E JC implies 
that A E HSP({L}). Hence HSP(JC) ~ HSP({L}) and we have HSP(JC) = HSP({L}). 
Now wrn(A) :5 n2 for any A E JC. (Since A has at most n2 quotients.) The assertion of 
the theorem now follows from Proposition 2.4.9. D 
2.5 Reduced products of S-lattices 
In this section we introduce the notions of an S-lattice and a S-variety and show that the 
class P of subdirect products of non-modular sub directly irreducibles of a S-variety is closed 
under reduced products. This result (Proposition 2.5.5),which relies on a characterization 
of P in terms of weak projections, is used in Chapter 6 to show that the amalgamation 
class of a special class of S-varieties (i.e. B-lattice varieties) is elementary. 
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Let a/c be a quotient of a lattice L. We say that a/ c is an N-quotient of L if, for some 
b E L, the set {a, c, b} generates a sublattice of L isomorphic to the pentagon N in which 







We use the notation N( a/ c, b) to denote that {a, c, b} generates a sublattice of L isomorphic 
to the pentagon N with critical quotient a/ c, or alternately to denote the sublattice of L 
consisting of the five elements a, b, c, a Vb, a/\ c, the meaning being clear from the context. 
A lattice Lis said to be semidistributive if it satisfies the following two implications for 
all a, b, c, d E L: 
a = b V c = b V d implies a = b V ( c /\ d) and dually 
a= b /\ c = b /\ d implies a= b /\ (c V d). 
A lattice variety V is semidistributive if each of its members is a semidistributive lattice. 
For further details regarding semidistributivevarieties the reader is referred to [Jon79] and 
[Ros84J. A variety is semidistributive if and only if it does not contain the diamond (M3 ) 
or the lattices L1 , L2 , L3 , L4 , L5 illustrated in Figure 2.5. (We follow the notation used in 
(Jon79J and [Ros84J.) 
A subdirectly irreducible lattice Lis an S-lattice if Lis a finite non-modular, semidis-
tributive, lattice such that none of the lattices L11 or L12 are embeddable into L. (See 
Figure 2.6.) We call a semidistributive variety V a S-variety if V is finitely generated and 
all non-modular members of Vs1 are S-lattices. 
In [Ros84] it is shown that any S-lattice has a unique critical quotient which is an 
N-quotient. It is also shown that if a/ c is the critical quotient of an S-lattice L, and if 
b EL is non-comparable with a (and c) then N(a/c,b). AnS-variety does not contain L11 
and L12 since these are non-modular subdirectly irreducible lattices. 










Figure 2. 7 Examples of S-lattices. 
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The reader is referred to [Ros84] for the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5.1 [Ros84} Let L be a semidistributive lattice that excludes L11 and L 12 • If 
a,b,c,u,v EL, with N(a/c,b) and if u/v projects weakly into a/c, then N(u/v,b). Hence 
if p/q is a quotient of L such that (q,p) E con(a,c) then N(p/q,b). 
For the rest of this section let V be an S-variety and let S denote the (finite) set of all 
non-modular subdirectly irreducible members of V (i.e. S is the set of all S-lattices of V). 
Let P denote the class of subdirect products of members of S. 
LEMMA 2.5.2 Let L E V. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) LE P. 
(ii) For every proper quotient p/q in L there is an N-quotient s/t such that s/t ~w p/q. 
;·1 
PROOF. (i) => (ii) : Assume L E P and let p/q be a proper quotient in L. Then there 
is a subdirect embedding f : L '--+ TiiEI Li where L, E S Vi E /. For each i E I let fi 
denote the surjection f o 1ri : L -+ L,. Let p/ q be a proper quotient in L. Then there is 
an i E I such that fi(P)/f,(q) is a proper quotient of L,. Since L, is an S-lattice, the 
(unique) critical quotient of L, is an N-quotient and, since the pentagon is a projective 
lattice, there is an N-quotient u/v of L such that f,(u)/ f,(v) is the critical quotient of 
L,. We have fi(u)jf,(v) ~w fi(p)/fi(q) in L,. Hence, by Lemma 2.3.2 there i~ a quotient 
x/y of L such that x/y ~w p/q and f,(x)/ fi(Y) = f,(u)/ fi(v). By Lemma 2.3 .. 3 there is a 
quotient s/t of L such that s/t ~w x/y and s/t ~w u/v. Then by Lemma 2.5.1 s/t is an 
N-quotient of Land s/t ~w x/y ~w p/q. 
(ii) => (i) : Assume (ii) holds. Let {pif qi : i E I} be the set of all non·trivial quotients 
of L. Then, by assumption, for each i E I there is an N-quotient si/ti of L such that 
sifti ~w pif qi. Let e, be a subdirectly irreducible congruence on L such that (si, ti) ¢ e,. 
Then O, is non-modular and (p,, q,) ¢ O,. Thus n1 O, = b:..L and hence L is a subdirect 
product of S-lattices in V. D 
LEMMA 2.5.3 The class P is closed under ultraproducts. 
PROOF. Let L = TI 1 L, where for all i E I, L, E P. Let :F be an ultrafilter over I with <I> 
the congruence on L induced by :F. Let (p/<I>)/(q/<I>) be a proper quotient in L/<I>. Then 
X = { i E I : Pi > qi} E :F. Since Li E P for all i E I, it follows that for all i E X there is 
an N-quotient si/ti of Li such that sift, ~w pif q, (Lemma 2.5.2). For i E I\ X let Si =ti 
be an arbitrary element of Li. Consider s = (si)iEI, t = (ti)iEI· Then (s/<I>)/(t/<I>) is an 
N-quotient in L/<I> such that (s/<I>)/(t/<I>) ~w (p/<I>)/(q/<I>). By Lemma 2.5.2 L/<I> E P. D 
As an alternative to the above proof recall from Section 2.4 that the notion of weak 
projectivity can be expressed as a first order formula (as can the concept of an N-quotient). 
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It then follows immediately from Lemma 2.5.2 that P is an elementary class. That P is 
closed under ultraproducts then follows from Los's Theorem (see for example [Cha78] 
Theorem 4.1.12). 
LEMMA 2.5.4 Suppose A E P. Let (Bk)keI< be a class of congruences on A such that 
A/Bk E P for all k EK. If W = nkeK Bk then A/WE P. 
PROOF. Since A/Bk E P for each k E f{ we have a subdirect representation A/Bk ~ 
I1ieI1c(A/Bk)/('1li/Bk) where (A/Bk)/(\J!if Bk) E S for all i E h and nier,.(Wi/Bk) = V' A/B1c· 
Thus (by the second isomorphism theorem) A/Bk ~ I1ieI1c A/Wi where nieI1c Wi = Bk and 
A/Wi E S Vi E h. Let J = UkeK h. Then W = nkeK Bk = nieJ Wi. Thus A/W ~ 
TiieJ A/Wi is a subdirect embedding with A/Wi ES for all i E J. This proves A/w E P. 
0 
PROPOSITION 2.5.5 The class P is closed under reduced products and therefore P is 
a Horn class. 
PROOF. Let L = Tir Li where for all i E I, Li E P. Let :F be a filter over I and let K. be the 
class of all ultrafilters over I containing :F. By Corollary 0.2.4 :F = n K. and <I>F = nuex: <I>u 
where <I>F denotes the congruence on L induced by :F. By Lemma 2.5.3 L/<I>u E P for any 
U E K.. Hence by Lemma 2.5.4 L/<I>F E P. That Pis a Horn class follows from [Cha78] 
and the fact that P is elementary. (See the comment following Lemma 2.5.2.) D 
2. 6 Ideals and congruences 
Let L be a join semilattice. An ideal of L is a sub-semilattice of L that is closed downwards. 
We let I(L) denote the set of all ideals·of L. Then I(L) is a complete lattice and for ideals 
I,1,(Is)ses we have I/\ J =In J and Vsesls = {i EL: i ~ is0 V ···Vis,. for some. 
n :'.:: 1,Sj E SV j = 0, ... ,n and isj E IsJ· . 
Recall from Chapter 0 that for a lattice L, Le denotes the join semilattice of compact 
elements of L. 
LEMMA 2.6.1 A lattice is algebraic if and only if it is isomorphic to the lattice of all 
ideals of a join-semilattice with 0. 
PROOF. Let H be a join-semilattice with 0. Then I(H) is complete and for all a E H, 
(a] (= {x E L : x ~ a}) is a compact element of I(H) and I= V{(a] : a E I} for all 
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1 E I(H). Thus I(H) is algebraic. On the other hand let L be an algebraic lattice. Then 
Le is a join-semilattice with 0 and the map f : a i-+ (a] is an isomorphism between L and 
I(U). o 
For an ideal I of a lattice L we let B[ I] denote the smallest congruence W on L such 
that ( e, !) E W for all e, f E I. An ideal I is called a kernel of a congruence relation (} if I 
is a 0-class. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.2. 
THEOREM 2.6.2 Let I be an ideal of a lattice Land let a,b E L,a:::; b. Then (a,b) E 
B[I] if and only if for some integer n there exists a sequence a = e0 :::; e1 :::; · · · :::; en = b 
such that for each i (0 < i:::; n) there exists a quotient c;,/di EI such that eif ei-l ~w c;,/di . 
. ., 
COROLLARY 2.6.3 Let I be an ideal of a lattice L. Then 1 is a kernel of a congruence 
relation if and only if for a E L, b, c, d· E I a/b ~w c/ d::::;.. a E I. 
PROOF. Suppose I is a kernel of a congruence relation. Then I is a kernel of B[I]. Hence 
if a/b ~w c/d for b,c,d E !,a EL w then by Theorem 2.6.2 (a,b) E B[I] and so a E /. 
For the reverse implication suppose (a,b) E B[I] for some a E L,b E I,a:::; b. By Theorem 
2.6.2 there is a sequence a = e0 :::; e1 :::; · · · :::; en = b such that for each i (0 < i :::; n) 
there exist a quotient cif di E I such that eif ei-l ~w c;,/ di. By induction on n we have that 
{ei: 0:::; i:::; n} ~I. Hence a EI and so I is a kernel of B[I]. D 
In a distributive lattice every ideal is the kernel of a congruence relation. The congruence 
relation B[I] is characterized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.6.4 [Gra58} Let I be an ideal of a distributive lattice L. Then (x,y) E O[I] 
if and only if x V y = ( x /\ y) V i for some i E I. 
PROOF. We have B[I] = V{con(a,b): (a,b) EI x I}= LJ{con(a,b): (a,b) EI x I and 
a :::; b}. This follows from the fact that con( a, b) V con( c, d) ~ con( a/\ b /\ c /\ d, a Vb V c V d). 
·So (x,y) E O[I] ::::;.. (x,y) E con(a,b) for some a,b E I,a :::; b. By Theorem 2.2.8 we 
have x V b = y V b. Now ( x /\ y) V ( b /\ ( x V y)) = ( ( x /\ y) V b) /\ ( ( x /\ y) V ( x V y)) = 
( x V b) /\ (y V b) /\ ( x V y) = ( x V b) /\ ( x V y) = ( x V y V b) /\ ( x V y) = x V y. Th us the 
con di ti on of the theorem is satisfied with i = b /\ ( x V y). 
For the reverse implication suppose (x/\y)Vi = xVy for some i E /. Then (xVy)/(x/\y) ')I 
i/(x /\ y /\ i) and so by Theorem 2.1.2 we have (x Vy, x /\ y) E con(x /\ y /\ i, i) ~ B[I]. Thus 
( x, y) E (} [I] . o 
A lattice L is relatively complemented if every quotient a/b in L is complemented. 
A generalized Boolean algebra is a relatively complemented distributive lattice with 0. 
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We prove below that generalized Boolean algebras are characterized by a one-to-one cor-
respondence between congruences and ideals. 
THEOREM 2.6.5 [Has52} Let L be a lattice. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between ideals and congruence relations of L under which the ideal corresponding to a 
congruence relation () is a congruence class under () if and only if L is a generalized Boolean 
algebra. 
PROOF. Consider the map f :Con(L)--+ I(L) defined by() 1--t Oj(). Then for any ideal I of 
L we have I:=: Oj()[J]. (Since by Theorem 2.6.4 above we have a EI=? a VO= (a!\O)Va =? 
(a,O) E ()[/]and (a,O) E ()(/]=?a V 0 =(a!\ 0) Vi for some i EI=? a= i EI.) 
To show that f is one-to-one let () E Con( L) and suppose a, b E L. Let c be the relative 
complement of a!\b in (a V b)/O. Then (a, b) E () {::> (a!\b, a Vb) E () {::> (a!\b!\c, (a Vb) !\c) E 
() {::> (0, c) E (). Thus() is completely determined by Oj() and f is one-to-one. D 
I 
Now let S be any partially ordered set. Then an order ideal of Sis a subset of S that 
is closed downwards. Let O(S) denote the collection of order ideals of S partially ordered 
by set inclusion. Then O(S) is a complete sublattice of P(S) (the lattice of all subsets of 
S). 
LEMMA 2.6.6 Every distributive algebraic lattice is infinitely join-distributive. 
PROOF. Let L be a distributive algebraic lattice with A~ Land b EL. Then VaeA(b!\ 
a) ~ b !\ VaeA a. Let c E C(L) with c ~ b !\ VaeA a. Then c ~ b and c ~ VaeA a. 
Since c is compact there is a finite subset A' ~ A such that c ~ VaeA' a. But then 
c ~bl\ VaeA' a= VaeA'(b!\a) ~ VaeA(b!\a). Thus every compact element below bl\ VaeA a 
is below VaeA(b !\a) and so we have VaeA(b !\a)= b !\ VaeA a. D 
LEMMA 2.6. 7 Let L be a distributive algebraic lattice in which every element is a join 
of completely join irreducible elements. Let P denote the partially ordered set of non-zero 
completely join irreducibles of L. Then L ~ O(P). 
PROOF. Define f: L--+ O(P) by f(a) = {x E P: x ~a} for a EL. Then f is one-to-one 
and both f and its inverse are order preserving. To show that the map is surjective let 
I E O(P). Then x E f(V I) =? x = x !\VI =? x = /\ieI(x !\ i) (by Lemma 2.6.6). Since 
x is completely join irreducible we have x = x !\ i for some i E I proving x E I and thus 
f(V I) ~ I. The reverse inclusion follows easily proving that f(V I) = I and hence that f 
~~~~ 0 
An element a of a lattice Lis distributive if for all b, c E La V (b !\ c) =(a Vb)!\ (a V c). 
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THEOREM 2.6.8 {Ore35} Let L be a lattice. Then the following are equivalent: 
{i) b is a distributive element of L. 
(ii) The relation CTb on L defined by ( x, y) E CTb ¢? x V b = y V b is a congruence relation. 
PROOF. (i) ::::} (ii): CTb is easily an equivalence relation and the substitution property 
follows from the distributivity of b. 
(ii) ::::} (i): Let x,y E L. Then x Vb= (x Vb) Vb and so (x,x Vb) E CTb. Similarly 
(y,yVb) E CTb. Thus (x/\y,(xVb)/\(yVb)) E CTb. HencebV(x/\y) = bV((xVb)/\(yVb)) 
and sob V (x /\ y) = (b V x) /\ (b Vy). D 
THEOREM 2.6.9 Let L be a lattice with I a distributive ideal of L. Then (x, y) E B[I] ¢? 
x V i = y V i for some i E I. 
'·• 
PROOF. For all x, y EL we have (x, y) E e[J] ¢} ((x], (y]) E CT[ wher& CT[ is the congruence 
on I(L) defined in Theorem 2.6.8. Thus (x,y) E B[I]::::} (x] VI= (y] VI::::} x::;; y Vi and 
y ::;; x V j for some i,j E I. Then x V (i V j) = y V (i V j) and i V'j E I. On the other 
hand suppose x Vi= y Vi for some i E I. Then (x] VI= (y] VI i.e ((x], (y]) E CTI and so 
(x, y) E B[I]. D 
Recall from Chapter 0 that for a congruence e on a lattice with o, I<(B) = o/e. 
THEOREM 2.6.10 Let L be a lattice with 0 and I a non-empty distributive ideal of L. 
Then I= I<(B[I]). 
PROOF. We use Theorem 2.6.9. Let i EI. Then iVi = OVi::::} (i, 0) E B[I]::::} i E K(B[I]). 
Conversely (i,O) E B[I]::::} i V j = 0 V j for some j EI. Then i :s; j and soi EI. D 
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Chapter 3 
Congruence lattices of lattices : 
representation theorems 
A~· a consequence of Funayama and Nakayama's 1942 result, the congruence lattice of a 
lattice is distributive and algebraic. (The congruence lattice of any algebra is algebraic.) 
The converse question as to whether these properties characterize congruence lattices of 
lattices is a long standing open problem. We will call a distributive algebraic lattice 
representable if it is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a lattice. In this chapter we 
examine the partial results known to date: 
(i) Every distributive algebraic lattice in which every non-zero element is a join of com-
pletely join irreducibles is representable ([Cra73], [Gra62]). In particular every finite 
distributive lattice is representable. 
(ii) Every distributive algebraic lattice whose compact congruences form a lattice is rep-
resentable ([Sch81], [Pud85]). 
(iii) Every distributive algebraic lattice with up to ~ 1 compact elements is representable 
([Huh89b]). 
The longer proofs of (ii) and (iii) above are not presented in their full details in order to 
restrict the length of this chapter and because Tischendorf's theorem presented in Sec-
tion 3.5 extends the above results. and provides sufficient new conditions for a distributive 
algebraic lattice to be representable. 
The results of Sections 3.6 - 3.8 concern the representation of particular lattices as the 
congruence lattices of specific types of lattices. We show that: 
(i) Every finite distributive lattice is the congruence lattice of a :finitely generated mod-
ular lattice ([Fre75]). 
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(ii) Every finite distributive lattice is the congruence lattice of a complemented modular 
lattice (which is a sublattice of the lattice of all subspaces of a countably infinite 
dimensional vector space over the two element field ([Sch84]). 
(iii) Every complete lattice is the lattice of complete congruences of a complete lattice 
([Gra91]). 
In Sections 3.9 and 3.10 we cha,.racterize those lattices whose congruence lattices are 
Boolean algebras and lattices whose congruence lattices are Stone lattices. 
3.1 Preliminary definitions and results 
Meet prime, join prime elements 
An element a of a lattice L is join prime if for any b, c E L such that a ::; b V c we have 
a ::; b or a ::; c. Dually, a is meet prime if whenever b /\ c::; a then b ::; a or c::; a. 
LEMMA 3.1.1 In a distributive lattice L, a E L is meet irreducible if and only if a is 
meet prime; join irreducible if and only if join prime. 
PROOF. In any lattice meet prime elements are meet irreducible. Let a be a meet irre-
ducible element of L and suppose b /\ c::; a. Then a V (b /\ c) = a and so by distributivity 
(a Vb)/\ (a V c) = a. By meet irreducibility of a we have b ::; a or c ::; a. The join statement 
follows dually. O 
Atomic, atomistic, weakly atomic lattices 
We recall that a lattice L is relatively complemented if every quotient in Lis complemented. 
LEMMA 3.1.2 Every complemented modular lattice is relatively complemented. 
PROOF. Let a/b be a quotient in a complemented modular lattice L with x E a/b. Let x' 
be the complement of x in L. Then x /\ ((x' /\a) Vb) = (x /\ x' /\a) Vb= (0 /\a) Vb= b 
and x V ((x' /\a) Vb) = x V (x' /\a) = a/\ (x' V x) = a/\ 1 =a. Thus (x' /\a) Vb is the 
complement of x in a/b. O 
A lattice L with zero is atomic if for every non-zero x E L, there is an atom a ::; x; 
atomistic if every non-zero element of Lis the join of atoms below it. 
A lattice L is weakly atomic if every proper quotient of L contains a prime quotient. 
LEMMA 3.1.3 Every algebraic lattice is weakly atomic. 
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PROOF. Let a/b be a quotient of L. We first show that a/bis algebraic. Let c E C(L) be 
such that c S a and let S ~ a/b with b V c s VS. Then c S VS and so there is a finite 
subset S' ~ S such that c S VS'. Since S' ~ a/b we have b S VS' and so b V c S VS'. 
Thus b V c E C(a/b). For any x E a/b we have x = V{b V c: c S x and c E C(L)}. This 
proves that a/b is algebraic. 
Now let a/b be a proper quotient of L with c > b a compact element of a/b. Consider 
P = {x E a/b: x < c} as a subset of a/b. Then b E P. Let M be a maximal chain in P 
with q = V M. Then q S c. Suppose q = c. Then there is a finite subset M' ~ M such 
that c $ V M'. But, since M' is a chain in P there is am' E M' such that c < m'. This 
contradicts m' E P and so q < c. Now suppose q < z < c for some z E L. Then z E P and 
MU {z} is a chain in P contradicting the maximality of M. Hence q/c is a prime quotient 
of a/b and L is weakly atomic. O 
LEMMA 3.1.4 Every algebraic complemented modular lattice is atomic. 
PROOF. Let L be an algebraic complemented modular lattice with x a non-zero element 
of L. By Lemma 3.1.3' there exist p, q E L such that 0 Sp -< q < x. By Lemma 3.1.2 L 
is relatively complemented. Let p' be the complement of pin q/O. Then p' /0 ')I q/p and 
since p -< q we have by Corollary 2.2.2 that 0 -< p'. Thus p' is an atom below x and L is 
atomic. D 
LEMMA 3.1.5 Every algebraic complemented modular lattice is atomistic. 
PROOF'. Let L be an algebraic complemented modular lattice. Then since every element 
of L is the join of compact elements below it we need only show that the statement of 
the lemma holds for all compact elements of L. Let x E C( L) and let A be the set of 
atoms below x. Then by Lemma 3.1.4 A is not empty. Let b = VA and assume b -::f. x. 
Consider the set B = {y E L : b $ y < x}. Then b E B and if C is a chain in B then 
b $ V C $ x. Suppose x = V C. Then since x E C(L) there is a finite subset C' ~ C such 
that x $ V C'. Since C' is a chain there is a c E C' such that x S c. But this contradicts 
c E B. Hence V C < x and so V C E B. By Zorn's Lemma B has a maximal element m. 
By Lemma 3.1.2 L is relatively complemented. Let m' be the complement of m in x/O. 
Then m' /0 ')I x/m. Since m -< x, Corollary 2.2.2 yields that m' is an atom of L. Then 
m' Sb$ m contradicting m Am'= 0. We must then have b = x and hence x is the join 
of all atoms below it. D 
Distributive semilattices 
We will use the following characterization of distributive lattices: 
LEMMA 3.1.6 A lattice L is distributive if and only if 
x S y V z => 3 y' S y 3 z' S z ( x = y' V z'). 
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PROOF. Distributivity implies x < y V z => x /\ (y V z) = x => (x /\ y) V (x /\ z) = x with 
x /\ y $ y and x /\ z $ z. 
For the reverse implication let x, y, z E L. We always have (x /\ y) V (x /\ z) $ x /\ (y V z). 
Now x /\ (y V z) $ y V z. So 3 y' $ y,z' $ z such that x /\ (y V z) = y1 /\ z'. But then 
y' $ x /\ y and z' $ x /\ z. So x /\ (y V z) $ (x /\ y) V (x /\ z) proving the distributivity of 
L. o 
For the rest of this chapter a semilattice will mean a join-semilattice and we call a 
semilattice S distributive if its ideal lattice is a distributive algebraic lattice. By Lemma 
3.1.6 this is equivalent to saying that whenever we have elements x, y, ES with x Vy 2 z, 
there are elements x', y' E S such that x' $ x, y' $ y and x' V y' = z. 
Remarks : To investigate whether a given distributive algebraic lattice L can be rep-
resented as the congruence lattice of a lattice it is sufficient to show that the semilattice 
of compact elements of L is isomorphic to the compact congruences of a lattice I<. Since 
then L 95 I(L°) 95 /(Cone( I<)) 95 Con( I<) .by Lemma 2.6.1. 
Direct Limits 
We consider some basic facts on direct limits of algebras. 
Let (I, :5.l) be a partially ordered, upward directed set (i.e. for every i, j E I 3k E I such 
that k I> i and k ~ j). Consider C = { C, : i E /} a class of algebras of some fixed type 
:F together with homomorphism ai,j : Ci -+ Ci for every pair i, j E I with i :5.l j and such 
that: 
(i) ai,i = idc, V i E I 
(ii) a;,k: o ai,i = ai,k: Vi :5.l j :5.l k E I 
Then the ai,J 's are said to form a limit system and ( (I, :5.l), C, ( ai,j )igj) is a directed family 
of sets. 
Consider the set LJ C, and define a relation p on LJ Ci by xpy # x E Ci, y E C1 for some 
~I ~I 
i,j EI and there exists a z E C1i: such that i :5.l k,j :5.1 k and ai1i:(x) = z,a;1i:(y) = z. Then 
p is an equivalence relation on LJ Ci and C00 = (UC,)/ p is the direct limit of the class C 
iEI 
with respect to the homomorphisms ai,i. 
The maps Ai : Ci -+ C00 defined by Ai ( c) - cf p are such that the following diagram 
commutes for all i <I j in /: 
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C Cti,j c i • ------- • j 
,\; 
Figure 3.1 
Note that if the ai,i 's are embeddings, then so are the Ai 's. 
Suppose we have maps Ii : Ci --+ D such that the following diagram commutes for all 
i, j E I with i :9 j: 





Then there is a unique homomorphism I: C00 --+ D defined by 1(c/p) = Ai(c) such that 
the following diagram commutes for all i E I: 
,\; 




Note that if the /i's are embeddings then so is .\. 
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3.2 Lattices in which every non-zero element is a 
join of join irreducibles 
In this section we show that every distributive algebraic lattice L in which every non-zero 
element is the join of completely join irreducibles is the congruence lattice of a lattice K. 
This theorem has as a corollary that if Lis finite then so is I<. The proof is due to Dilworth 
and was was first published by G. Gratzer and E.T. Schmidt [Gra62]. See also [Cra73]. 
We start with a few lemmas primarily concerning sectionally complemented lattices. 
A lattice L is sectionally complemented if L has a zero and for every a E £, a/O is 
complemented. 
LEMMA 3.2.1 Let L be a sectionally complemented lattice. Then for () E Con{L) we 
have () = V{ con(O, x) : (0, x} E e}. 
PROOF. Let a/b be a proper quotient in L with (a,b) Ee. Then b has a complement c in 
a/O. We have (a, b) E ()=>(a/\ c, b /\ c) = (c, 0) E ()and (c Vb, 0 Vb)= (a, b) E con(c, 0). 
Thus e ~ V{con(O,x): (O,x) E ()}. The reverse inclusion follows immediately. D 
Recall from Chapter 0 that if() is a congruence on a lattice with 0 then we let K(()) denote 
0/8 (the congruence class of 0 modulo()). 
LEMMA 3. 2. 2 In a sectionally complemented lattice L, () E Con( L) is precisely the least 
congruence which collapses all the quotients in {x/0: x E K(B)}. 
PROOF. Let W be the least congruence of L collapsing all the quotients in {x/O : x E 
K(())}. Then W ~()follows easily. Let (a, b) E 8 with c the complement of a/\b in (a Vb)/O. 
Then (a, b) E () # (a /\ b, a V b) E () => (a /\ b /\ c, (a V b) /\ c) E () => ( 0, c) E () => ( 0, c) E 
W => ( 0 V (a /\ b), c V (a /\ b)) E W => (a /\ b, a V b) E W # (a, b) E W. Th us () ~ W proving 
the statement of the lemma. D 
LEMMA 3.2.3 If p/q is a prime quotient in a lattice L, then con{p,q) is completely join 
irreducible in L. 
PROOF. Suppose con(p, q) =Viel <I>i where <I>i E Con(L) for all i E /. Then (p, q) E Viel <I>i 
and, since p/q is a prime quotient of L, we have (p,q) E <I>i for some i E I. Thus <I>i = 
con(p, q) and so con(p, q) is completely join irreducible. D 
We are now ready to prove the main result this section: 
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THEOREM 3.2.4 [Gra62} Let L be a distributive algebraic lattice in which every non-
zero element is a join of completely join irreducible elements of L. Then there is a lattice 
K such that L ~ Con(K). 
PROOF. Let P be the set of non-zero join irreducible elements of L. For each i E {O, 1} 
define Hi = {Pi : p E P} where the mapping p H- Pi is a bijec~ion between P and Hi. Set 
p0 = p1 if and only if pis maximal in P. Agree that if p' denotes any one of p0 ,p1 then p" 
denotes the other one. Let H =Ho U H 1• 
Call a subset A of H closed if: 
p :'.S q and p', q' E A imply p" E A. 
Then H is closed and the intersection of arbitrarily many closed subsets is closed. Con-
sequently for every A in H there is a least closed subset of H containing A. Denote this 
closed subset by A. Let K be the lattice of finite closed subsets of H. Note that if A is 
finite then so is A. Now for A, B E K, A/\ B = An B and AV B = AU B. For every 
p E P the singleton {p'} is closed and so is 0, the zero of K. We associate p' with the 
singleton {p'}. 
We first show that K is sectionally complemented. Let A, B E K with A s;;; B. Define 
A* = (B \A)\ C where C consists of all p' E A satisfying: 
there exists a q E P such that p < q, q' E B \A and p" E A. 
We claim that A* is the complement of A in B/O. Suppose p < q in P and p',q' EA*. 
Then, since B is closed we have p" E B. If p" E A then by the definition of C we 
have p' E C contradicting p' E A*. If p" E C then p' E A, again contradicting p' E 
A*. Thus p" E A* and A* is closed. We have An A* = An (B \A)\ C = 0. Also 
AU A* =AU (B \A)\ Cs;;; B. We need to show that B s;;; AV A*. Consider the set 
D = {z E P : z' E B \(AV A*)}. Suppose D -=f. 0. Then, by the finiteness of B, D 
has a maximal member p. Now p' rj A V A* =? p' E C. So there is a q E P such that 
p < q,q' EB\ A and p" EA. By the maximality of pin D we must have q' EA VA*. 
Then we have p < q,q' EA V A*,p" EA s;;; AV A*. Since AV A* is closed we must have 
p' EA VA*. This contradiction completes the proof that B s;;; AV A*. Hence B= AV A* 
and we conclude that K is sectionally complemented. 
Fix r E P and define Ar = {A E K : p' E A =? p ::; r}. Then Ar is an ideal of K. Since, 
if A E Ar with B s;;; A then p' E B =? p' E A =? p ::; r proving B E Ar. Furthermore if 
A, BE Ar then p' EA VB=? 3q E P such that q',p" EAU Band p :'.Sq. Then q' EA or 
q' E B. Hence p ::; q ::; r and so A V B E Ar. 
We show that Ar is a distributive element of I(K). Let A E Ar and B, C E K. Define 
At = Q UR where Q = {p',p": p' E A} and R = LJ{p',p" : p' E BU C, p :'.S r}. We 
claim that for any D E K with D s;;; BU C we have At VD= At U D. To show this let 
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q',p' E At U D with p ~ q. We show p" E At U D proving that At U Dis closed. If p' E At 
then p" E At and we are done. Suppose that p' E D. Then q' E D implies p" E D as D 
is closed. Thus p" E At U D. Otherwise if q' E At then either (i) q E A in which case 
p ~ q ~ r and sop' E R implying p" E Rand hence p" E At, or (ii) q' E R in which 
case p ~ q ~ r and p' E D implying p' E At and sop" E At. Thus At U D is closed and 
AUD= AV D. 
Now let I, J E I(I<) and Z E (Ar VI)/\ (Ar VJ). Then Z ~ (AV B) /\(AV C) for 
some A E Ar, B E I, CE J. Thus Z ~ (At VB)/\ (At V C) = (At U B) n (At UC) = 
At u (B n C) E Ar/\ (Iv J). Hence (Arv I)/\ (Arv J) =Ar/\ (Iv J) proving that Ar is 
a distributive ideal of I<. 
Let () E Con(K). Then we show that () is completely join irreducible if and ~nly if() = 
con(O,p') for some p E P. For the forward implication let() be a completely join irreducible 
element of Con( I<). Then by Lemma 3.2.1 () = V{ con(O, X) : (0, X) E ()}. Since every 
element of I< is the join of finitely many atoms we have () .= V{ con(O, p') : (0, p') E ()}. By 
join irred~cibility of() we have()= con(O,p') for some p E P. For the reverse implication 
let p E P. Then p' is an atom of I< and hence p' /0 is a prime quotient in I<. The result 
now follows from Lemma 3.2.3. ' 
We also have for each p E P, co:r;i(O,p') = con(O,p"). Since if p' '=f p" then.there is a q E P 
with p ~ q. We have p" ~ p'V q' and hence p"V q' = p'V q'. Thus p' /0 \.i (p'V q')/ q' /' p" /0. 
By Corollary 2.1.3 we have con(O,p') = con(O,p"). From now on we will denote con(O,p') 
by <f>p· 
Let p < q in P. Then p"/O \.iw (q' V p')/p' /' q'/O. Thus </>p ~ <f>q· 
Let ()be a join irreducible congruence of I<. Then()= <f>r for some r E P. We show that 
I<(</>r) =Ar· Let A E Ar,P' EA. Then p ~rand so </>p ~</>rand hence (p',O) E <f>r· 
This is true for all p' E A proving that (A, 0) E </>r and consequently Ar ~ I<( </>r ). 
For the reverse inclusion it is sufficient to show that I<(<f>r) ~ I<(()[Ar]) (by Theorem 
2.6.10). Suppose (A, 0) E <f>r· Then (A, 0) E con(r', 0) and, since r' E Ar we have 
con(r', 0) ~()[Ar] (Theorem 2.6.10) and so (A, 0) E ()[Ar]· We therefore have A E K(e[Ar]) 
proving I< ( </>r) = () [Ar]. 
Consider the map r i-+ <f>r of P onto the poset of non-zero join irreducible elements of 
Con( I<). Then </>r = </>p :::} Ar = AP :::} r ~ p and p ~ r :::} p = r proving that the map is 
one-to-one. 
Also r ~ p :::} Ar ~ AP :::} I<(<f>r) ~ I<(</>p) :::} </>r ~ </>p (by Lemma 3.2.2) and so the 
map is order preserving. To show that the inverse is order preserving let </>r ~ </>p. Then 
I<( <f>r) ~ K( </>p) implying Ar ~ Ap and so r ~ p. Hence, by Lemma 2.6. 7 we have 
L"' O(P) '.:::'. O(J(Con(I<)) ~con(I<). o 
COROLLARY 3.2.5 If L is a finite distributive lattice then L is isomorphic to the con-
gruence lattice of a finite lattice. 
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PROOF. If Lis finite then K described in the proof of Theorem 3.2.4 is finite. 0 
In [Sch75] E.T. Schmidt has shown that if Lis a finite distributive lattice with exactly 
one coatom, then there exists a finite lattice K such that L "' Con( K) and and K has 
length 5. This is a generalization of a result of J. Berman which proves the same in the 
case that Lis a finite chain ([Ber72]. 
3.3 Lattices whose compact elements form a lattice 
In this section we sketch E.T.Schmidt's proof of the result that a distributive algebraic 
lattice whose compact elements form a lattice is representable. We restate this theorem 
for later reference. 
:1 
' THEOREM 3.3.1 {Sch81} The ideal lattice of a distributive lattice with 0 is the congru-
ence lattice of a lattice. 
Recall the definition of a distributive semilattice from Section 3.1 of this chapter. Let 
S, T be two distributive semilattices. Then a homomorphism f : S -+ Tis weak-t{istributive 
if f(a) = f(b V c) and b V c ~ a imply the existence of elements b' ~ b, c' ~ c such that 
f(b') = f(b ), f( c') = f ( c) and b' V c' = a. 
The congruence relation induced by a weak-distributive homomorphism is called a weak-
distributive congruence. 
A congruence relation 0 of a semilattice is called monomial if every congruence class of 0 
has a maximal element and 0 is distributive if it is the join of weak-distributive monomial 
congruences. Note that a distributive congruence is weakly distributive (see Lemma 3.6.6. 
of [Sch82]). 
We call a map h between semilattices monomial/distributive if ker(h) is a mono-
mial/ distributive congruence. 
If ( B, /\, V) is a generalized Boolean lattice then ( B, V) will be called a generalized Boolean 
semilattice. 
Let S be a distributive semilattice with 0, 1 E Sand let B be a Boolean semilattice with 
unit lB and zero OB. Then B is a pre-skeleton of S if there exists a mapping f : B -+ S 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) f is a {O, 1 }-homomorphism. 
(ii) If f(IB) = xVy then there exist Xi,Y1 EB such that x1 Vy1 = lB,f(x1) ~ x,f(Y1) ~­
y. 
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LEMMA 3.3.2 Every bounded distributive lattice has a pre-skeleton. 
A partial sublattice H of a Boolean algebra B is called a join-base if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) 0,1 ~ H. 
(ii) There is a dimension function o from H onto an ideal of w such that x -< y in H if 
and only if x 5 y and o(x) = o(y) + 1. The set of all x EH with o(x) = i is denoted 
by Hi. 
(iii) For every finite subset U = { ui, ... un} of B there exists and i E w such that each 
Hk (k ;::: i) has a finite subset Ak(U) with .the property that each u E Uhas a unique 
join representation as a join of elements of Ak(U). 
(iv) If a,b EH and a/\. b =j:. 0 in B then a/\. b EH. If a Vb exists in Hand a,b are 
incomparable then a, b E Hi, a Vb E Hi-l for some i > 1. Let a E Hi, c E Hi- 1 , d E 
Hj, j < i, a < c 5 d. Then there exist unique elements b E Hi, a0 , b0 E B such that 
aVb=c, a0 Vbo=d, ao/\.(aVbo)=a, bo/\.(aVb)=b. 
Now let H be a join-base of a Boolean semilattice B and let f : H -T L be a homomor-
phism into a distributive lattice with 0. Then f can be extended in a natural way to a 
homomorphism cp : B -r Las follows: For a E B, a =j:. 0 we have a = h1 V ... V hn with 
hi E H Vi E {1, ... , n}. Define cp(a) = J(hi) V: .. V J(hn) and set cp(O) = 0. 
By condition (iii) in the definition of a join-base, this definition of cp is unique and cp is a 
{O}-homomorphism of B into L. We call cp an £-valued homomorphism of B induced by 
f. 
LEMMA 3.3.3 Let L be a bounded distributive lattice and suppose cp : B -T L is a 
weak-distributive homomorphism of a Boolean semilattice B generated by a homomorphism 
f : H -T L of a join-base H. Then cp is a distributive homomorphism. 
Let V be the class of all bounded distributive lattices and let (Li)ieI be lattices in 'D. A 
lattice L in Vis called a free {O, l}-distributive product of the (Li)ieI if every Li has an 
embedding ci into L such that : 
(i) Lis generated by U{ci(a): a E Li,i EI}. 
(ii) If K is any lattice in V and 'Pi : Li -r K is a {O, 1}-homomorphism for i E I, then 
there exists a {O, 1}-homomorphism cp: L -T K such that 'Pi = cp o ci for all i E /. 
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Let (Ai)ieI be lattices with zero. The lower discrete product CTct(Ai : i E I) is the sublattice 
of the direct product iliez A, consisting of elements a for which a,= 0 for all but finitely 
many i E /. 
LEMMA 3.3.4 Let L be a bounded distributive lattice with (Ai)ieI Boolean semilattices. 
If 'Pi : Ai -+ L (i E /) are L-valued {O, 1}-homomorphisms generated by j, : H;. -+ L, 
then the free {O, 1 }-distributive product A = CT* Ai has a join-base H and a homomorphism 
f : H -+ L such that H n A, = H, for each i E I and fl~;[Ai] = e1 o fi where e:i is as in 
the definition of CT* A,. Consequently the L-valued homomorphism c.p induced by f satisfies 
'Pi= c.p 0 €£. 
LEMMA 3.3.5 Let A 1, A2 be Boolean semilattices and let 'Pi : A, -+ L be L-valued {O}-
homomorphisms generated by homomorphisms fi : Hi -+ L of the join bases H, Ai ( i = 
1, 2). Then H = H1 U H2 is a join-base pf A1 x A2 and there exists a common extension 
f of Ji and h to H. ·I 
Let L be a distributive lattice with 1. Then a E L has order n (o(a) = n), if n is the 
smallest positive integer such that there exists a sequence a = x0 , Xi, x2 , ••• , Xn satisfying: 
a< a V X1 <a V X2 < ... <a V Xn = 1 and 
a V x1 V x2 V · · · V x,_1 is incomparable with Xi (i = 1, ... , n). If no such sequence exists 
then we define o( a) = oo. 
We are now ready to outline the proof of the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.3.6 Let L be a distributive lattice with 0. Then there exists a gener-
alized Boolean semilattice B and a distributive congruence a such that L ,...., BI a. 
We first assume that L is a bounded distributive lattice. Then by Lemma 3.3.2 there is 
a pre-skeleton D of L with a {0, 1 }-homomorphism c.p0 : D -+ L satisfying the following 
condition: If c.po(lD) = x Vy then there exist x1, Y1 E D such that x 1 V Y1 = lD, cpo(x1) ~ 
x, cpo(yi) ~ y. 
Now let u ::/=OD, lD be an element of D and let a= c.p0(u). The principal ideal (a] of Lis 
a bounded distributive lattice and again by Lemma 3.3.2, there is a pre-skeleton B(a) of 
(a] with {O, l}-homomorphism 'Pa. : B(a) -+ (a]. If u' denotes the complement of u in D 
then D ~ (u] x (u']. We construct a new Boolean algebra B[lD,u] = ((u] * B(a)) x (u']. 
Then D and B(a) are Boolean subalgebras of B[lD, u]. (We identify elements x of D with 
(x /\ u, x /\u 1) and elements x of B(a) with (x, OD).) By Lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 there exists 
a common extension cp : B[lD, u] -+ L of c.p0 and 'Pa.· Then cp is a {O, 1 }-homomorphism 
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with the following property: 
If r E T = {Ov, u}, <p(r) = x Vy, then there exist xi, Y1 E B(lv, u] such that x1 V y1 = 
r,<p(x1):5x,rp(y1):5y ............................................................. (t). 
Using the same method for an element v E D ~ B[lv, u] we obtain from B[lv, u] a 
Boolean algebra B[lv,u,v] satisfying (t) for T = {lv,u,v}. 
Now let u, v E D with u, v =f. On, lv. We show that B[lv, u, v] is isomorphic to B[lv, v, u]. 
Let Bu denote the pre-skeleton B(rp0 (u)) of the principal ideal (u]. Similarly Bv will denote 
B(rp0(v)). We have D = (u /\ v] x (u /\ v'] x (u' /\ v] x (u' /\ v']. Now B[lv,u,v] = 
(( u] *Bu) X ( u'] = (( ( u Av] X ( u /\ v']) *Bu) x ( u' /\ v] x ( u' /\ v'] = ( ( u /\ v] *Bu) X ( ( u /\ v'] * 
Bu) X ( u' /\ v'] x ( u' /\ v] = ((( u/\ v] *Bu) x ( u' /\ v]) x ((( u/\ v'] *Bu) x ( u' /\ v']). Consequently 
we get B[lv, u, v] = (( u /\ v] *Bu* Bv) x (( u' /\ v] * Bv) X (( u /\ v'] *Bu) x ( u' /\ v']. This 
representation is symmetric in u and v, hence B[lv,u,v] ~ B[lv,v,u]. 
··i 
I 
Note that if x E L has order one then there exists an a E D such that <po(a) = x. 
Consequently each element of L which is the meet of elements of order one is the image of 
an element of D. 
Continuing the construction above we get for arbitrary u1 , u2 , •.• , Un E B ( Ui =J. 0 v, lv) 
a Boolean semilattice B[lv, u1, ... , un] with a homomorphism of this Boolean semilattice 
into L such that the condition (t) is satisfied for the set T = {lv, ui, ... , un}· These 
Boolean semilattices form a direct family. Letting C1 be the direct limit we have D = Co 
a subalgebra of C1 and an £-valued homomorphism rp1 : C1 -+ L, which satisfies ( t) with 
T = D. Let x E L be such that x is the meet of elements of order :::; 2. Then x = rp1 (y) for 
some y E C1. Starting with C1 (instead of D = Co) we repeat the construction above to 
obtain a Boolean semilattice C2 with C1 a subalgebra of C2 and corresponding £-valued 
homomorphism rp2 : C2 -+ L. Then C2 satisfies ( t) for T = C1 • If x E L is a meet 
of elements of order :::; 3, then there exists a y E C2 such that rp2(y) = x. Similarly 
we get Ci (i = 3,4, ... ). These Ci's again form a direct family. The direct limit Bis a 
Boolean semilattice and the direct limit of the join-bases of the Ci's induces an £-valued 
homomorphism rp : B-+ L. By the construction of rp, the image of each non-zero element 
of B is the meet of elements of finite order. Since ( t) is satisfied for the whole of B, we have 
that rp is a weak-distributive homomorphism. By Lemma 3.3.3 <pis distributive. Thus for 
every bounded distributive lattice L we have a Boolean semilattice B and a distributive 
homomorphism rp: B-+ L mapping B onto the set of all elements of L which have a meet 
representation of elements of finite order. 
Now let L be a distributive lattice with 0. Then for every a E L, a =J. 0 the principal ideal 
(a] is a bounded distributive lattice. Thus for every (a] we have a Boolean semilattice 
Ba and a distributive homomorphism 'Pa of Ba onto the set of all elements of (a] which 
have a meet representation of elements of finite order. Consider the lower discrete product 
B = Tid(Ba : a E L, a =f. 0). Then B is a generalized Boolean semilattice and the map 
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h: B-+ L defined by h(x) = Vcpa(xa) is a distributive homomorphism onto L proving 
Proposition 3.3.6. o 
Let B be a sublattice of a lattice A and let () be a congruence of A. Then there is a 
smallest congruence relation e0 E Con(A) such that e0 JB ;::: (). The correspondence () f--t ()0 
is a homomorphism of Conc(B) into the semilattice Conc(A). If this homomorphism is 
onto then we call B a strongly large sublattice of A and A is a strong extension of B. 
We sketch the proof of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 7 Let B be a generalized Boolean semilattice with() a distributive 
congruence on B. Then there exists a lattice I< such that the ideal lattice of B / () is iso-
morphic to Con{I<). 
PROOF. We first show that if() is a monomiaj distributive congruence of a generalized 
Boolean semilattice B, then there is a lattice L ~uch that Con( L) ~ I( B / ()). We consider 
the subset A of Bx Bx B consisting of all elements (a,b,c) such that a/\b = a/\c = b/\c. 
Then A is a (modular) lattice and the elements {(a, OB, OB) : a EB} form a sublattice of A 
isomorphic to B. Let L be the subset of A consisting of all elements (a,b,c) such that a is 
a maximal element of a {}-class. For a/() E Bj() let am denote the maximal element of a/(). 
Then Bj() is isomorphic to the ideal I of L generated by (lB,OB,OB), the isomorphism 
given by a/() f--t (am, OB, OB)· Furthermore Lis a strong extension of I and a congruence 
relation of I has an extension to L if and only if it is of the form()[!'] where I' is an ideal 
of L. Hence Conc(L) ~I~ Bj(). Also the ideal J of L generated by (OB,OB,lB) is 
isomorphic to Band In J ={OB}· 
Now let () be an arbitrary distributive congruence of a generalized Boolean semilattice B. 
Then () = V{ ()j : j E w} where ()j is a distributive, monomial congruence on B. For every 
i E I consider the lattice Li as defined above. Then Li has two ideals Ii and Ji such that 
Ii~ B/()i, Ji~ Band we have Conc(Li) ~ B/()i· Consider the direct product IL B. Call 
an element t of IL B normal if for i =J. j =J. k =J. i we have ti /\ tj = ti /\ tk = tj /\ tk. Let 
M be the sublattice of IL B consisting of all normal elements t for which {ti : i E w} is 
finite. Let Ji be the ideal of M consisting of all t for which tj =OB if j =J. i. Then Ji'.::'. B. 
Furthermore Mis a strong extension of Ji and Conc(M) ~Conc(Ji) ~Conc(B). Let M be 
the dual lattice of M. Then T is a filter of M, Tis a Boolean algebra and we have a natural 
isomorphism T '.::'. Ji given by x f--t x'. Using the Hall-Dilworth construction (described 
in Section 3.6 below) with M and Li, identifying T and Ji (for each i E w) we obtain a 
partial lattice P. Then Mand Li are sublattices of P and Pis a meet semilattice. Letting 
I< be the free lattice generated by P, we have Conc(K) ~ Bj() proving Proposition 3.3.7. 
0 
The main theorem (3.3.1) now follows immediately from Propositions 3.3.6 and 3.3.7. 
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3.4 Lattices with at most ~1 compact elements 
In this section we show that every distributive algebraic lattice L with at most ~ 1 compact 
elements is representable. The case that L has countably many compact elements was 
settled by Dobbertin ([Dob86]) and independently and by different means in [Huh89a]. 
Our proof (due to A.P Huhn) makes use of the proposition below: 
PROPOSITION 3.4.1 [Pud85} Every finite subset of a distributive semilattice D (with 
0) i,s contained in a finite, distributive 0-subsemilattice of D. 
An order filter of a partially ordered set P is a subset of P that is closed upwards. 
THEOREM 3.4.2 {Huh89b} Every distributive algebraic lattice L with at most ~ 1 com-
pact elements is the congruence lattice of a la'ttice. 
PROOF. Let D be a distributive semilattice with 0 and assume that IDI = ~ 1 . We define a 
directed family of finite subsets of D. Let a< w1 be an ordinal. For a= 0 define ha= {O}. 
For a= n + 1 (n E w) let ha= hn U {a} where a is an arbitrary element of D \ hn. Suppose 
a = w{3 + n, n E w. Then wf3 has a cofinal w-chain a 0 < a 1 < a2 < .... For a = w{3 
let ha = ha
0 
U {a} where a E D is such that a rf. h'Y for / < w{3. For a = w{3 + n + 1 
let ha = ha,,,+i U hawtJ+n. U {a} where a E D and a rf. h'Y : 1 ~ a. Let H be the set of all 




-- -~ --- -hw.2+1 
...... ...... hw.{j -hw.2 
ho 
Figure 3.4 H 
By Proposition 3.4.1, we can choose, by induction on a, for every h E H, a finite 
distributive 0-subsemilattice Dh of D containing h such that h ~ k ::;.. Dh ~ Dk. Then 
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D is the direct limit of the Dh.'s. For h ::; k (i.e. Dh £; Dk) define e(h, k) : Dh. -+ Dk by 
e(h, k)(d) = d. 
For every h, i E H with h ::; i let D(h, i) be the finite distributive lattice with the fol-
lowing join irreducibles: j E J( D( h, i)) if j is a mapping of an order filter P of the partially 
ordered set [h, i] to LJ Dx such that for all x E P,j(x) E J(D) (0 is not irreducible) and, 
xEP 
whenever x::; y x,y E P, th~n j(y)::; e(x,y)(j(x)). The join irreducibles of D(h,i) are 
ordered componentwise: i.e. (j(x): x E P)::; (j'(x): x E Q) if and only if Q £; P and for 
all x E Q j ( x) ::; j' ( x). 
We now define 0-preserving lattice embeddings: r.p(hg, i) : D(h, i) -+ D(g, i) for g ::; h ::; i 
and r.p(h, ij) : D(h, i) -+ D(h,j) for h ::; i ::; j such that diagrams (1), (2) .a.nd (3) of 
Figure 3.5 are commutative. 
(1) D(h, i) • 
cp(h, ij) 
cp(hg' i) 
D(g, i) • 
cp(g' ij) 
(2) D(h, i) • 
cp(hg' i) 
cp(hf, i) 







• D(g, i) 
cp(g f, i) 







h<i< '<k - _J_ 
Note that if g ::; h then the join irreducibles of D(h, i) are join irreducibles of D(g, i). 
We therefore get an embedding r.p(hg, i) : D(h, i) -+ D(g, i) by mapping irreducibles j E 
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D(h, i) to j E D(g, i) and extending the mapping in such a way that joins are preserved. 
This mapping is one-to-one since the dual mapping by Priestley's duality J(D(g, i)) -t 
J(D(h,i)) maps (j(x) : x E P to (j(x) : x E P n [h,i]) and therefore is onto (see for 
example [Dav90] Theorem 10.26). 
Consider h =:::; i =:::; j and let (j(x) : x E P) E J(D(h,i)). Define cp(h,ij)((j(x) : 
x E P)) to be the join of all (j'(x) : x E Q) such that Q is an order filter in 
[h,j], Q n [h, i] = P, j'(x) =:::; j(x) for x E P and (j'(x) : x E Q) E J(D(h,j)). Ex-
tend this mapping to arbitrary elements of D(h, i) in such a way that it preserves joins. 
To show that cp(h, ij) is one-to-one we have to prove that its dual map by Priestley's 
duality is onto. First observe that we obtain [h,j] from [h, i] by adding finite chains 
au, a12, ••• , a1n1 ; a21, a22, .. . , a2n2 ; ••• ; ami, am2, ••• , amn,,. successively to [ h, i]. Now 
suppose that (j( x) : x E P) is a join irreducible in D( h, i). We show that there is a 
(j(x) : x E Q) E D(h,j) which gets mapped onto (j(x) : x E P) by the dual map. We 







(i) Suppose that the adjoined elements of the chain are r and q and the chain consisting 
of the lower covers of elements i, q and r is x, y, z with j ( x), j (y) and j ( z) not defined. 
Then we may choose j(q) E J(Dq) such that j(q) :::.; e(i,q)(j(i)) and similarly choose 
j(r) E J(Dr) such that j(r) =:::; e(q,r)(j(q)). 
(ii) Suppose that the adjoined elements are p, q, r with chain of lower covers x, y, z such that 
j(x),j(y),j(z) a.re defined. We may choose j(r) E J(Dr) such that j(r) =:::; e(z, r).(j(z)) and 
j(r) =:::; e(y, r)(j(y)). Let a= e(y, q)(j(y)). Then j(r) =:::; e(q, r)(a) and a is a join of join 
irreducibles in Dq, a= V {3T Then j(r) =:::; Ve(q, r)({37 ) and so by join-primeness of j(r) 
(see Lemma 3.1.1) we have j(r) =:::; e(q, r)({370 ) say. Put j(q) = {3"(0. Define j(p) similarly. 
Using these two cases we proceed inductively to obtain a vector (j(x) : x E Q) which gets 
mapped to (j(x): x E P) by the dual map. 
We now show that diagrams (1), (2) and (3) of Figure 3.5 .are commutative. 
(1) : Let (j(x) : x E P) E J(D(h, i)). Then cp(hg,j) o cp(h, ij)((j(x) : x E P)) = VS 
where S = {(j'(x) : x E Q) : Q is an order filter in [h,j], Q n [h, i] = P, (j'(x) : x E Q) E 
J(D(h,i)) andj'(x) :=:;j(x)Vx E P}. Also cp(g,ij)ocp(hg,i)((j(x): x E P)) =VT where 
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T = {(j'(x) : x E Q): Q is an order filterin [g,j], Qn[g, i] = P, (j'(x) : x· E Q) E J(D(h,j)) 
and j'(x) :5 j(x) V x E P}. Let Q be an order filter in [h,j] with Q n [h, i] = P. Then Q is 
an order filter in [g,j] and Q n (g,i] = Q n [h,i] = P. Thus S ~ T. Also if Q is an order 
filter in (g,j] such that Q n [g, i] = P then Q ~ [h,j] and Q n [h, i] = Q n (g, i] = P. Hence 
T ~ S proving the commutativity of diagram (1). 
(2) : This follows immediately from the fact that the cp(hg, i)'s (h :5 g :5 i) are embeddings. 
(3) : Let (j(x) : x E P) E J(D(h, i)) and let Z = {(k(x) : x E R) : R is an order filter 
in (h,j], Rn [h, i] = P, k(x) :5 j(x) V x E P, (k(x) : x E R) E J(D(h, k))}. Then 
cp(h,jk) o cp(h, ij)((j(x) : x E P)) =VS where S = {(j'(x) : x E Q) : Q is an order filter in· 
[h, k] with Q n (h,j] = R,j'(x) :5 k(x) V x ER where (k(x): x ER) E Z, (j'(x): x E Q) E 
J(D(h, k))}. Also cp(h, ik)((j(x) : x E P)) = VT where T = {(j'(x) : x E Q) : Q is an 
order filter in [h, k] with Q n [h, i] = P, j'(x) :5 j(x) V x E P, (j'(x) : x E Q) E J(D(h, k))}. 
Let (j(x) : x E P) E S. Then Q n (h,i] = Q n [h,j] n [h,i] = Rn [h,i] = P and 
j'(x) :5 k'(x) V x E R, k(x) :5 j(x) Vx E P => j'(x) :5 k(x) :5 j(x) Vx E P and hence 
(j'(x): x E Q) E S. Suppose (j'(x) : ~, E Q) ET. Then R = Q n [h,j] is an order filter 
of [h,J"] and Rn [h, i] = Q n [h,j] n [h, i] = Q n [h, i] = P. Hence (j'(x) : x E Q) E Sand 
diagram (3) commutes. 
(4) 
t/J(O, ij) 
B(O, i) • -------- • B(O,j) 
tjJ(O,jk) 
• B(O,k) 
(5) D(O, i) • 
x(O, i) 
• B(O, i) 
ip(O, ij) tjJ(O, ij) 
D(O,j) • • B(O,j) 
x(O,j) 
Figure 3.7.· 
i < . < k _J_ 
0 < i < . - _J 
We now define Boolean algebras B(O, i) (i E H) and 0-preserving lattice embeddings: 
?j;(O, ij) : B(O, i) ~ B(O, j) for i :5 j, x(O, i) : D(O, i) ~ B(O, i) such that diagrams 
(4) and (5) of Figure 3.7 commute. The atoms of B(O, i) are [(j(x) : x E P)] where 
(j(x) : x E P) E J(D(O, i)) - the only difference being that in B(O, i) they are not ordered. 
Define x(O, i) : D(O, i) ~ B(O, i) by x(O, i)(x) = V{(a] : a :5 x, a E J(D(O, i)}. (Then 
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D(O, i) can be considered as a {O, 1}-sublattice of B(O, i)). Consider [(j(x) : x E P)] E 
At(B(O, i)). Then cp(O, ij)((j(x) : x E P)) = VS where S = {(j'(x) : x E Q) : Q is an 
order filter in [O,j], Q n [0, i] = P, (j'(x): x E Q) E J(D(O,j)) and j'(x) ~ j(x) 'v' x E P}. 
Define tP(O,ij)([(j(x) : x E P)]) as V{[(j'(x) : x E Q)] : (j'(x) : x E Q) E S}. Then 
the commutativity of (4) follows from the commutativity of (3) and the commutativity of 
(5) follows from the definitions of x and tP· The dual map of tP under Stone's. duality is 
surjective. The proof is similar to that of the surjectivity of the dual map under Priestley's 
duality of cp(h, ij). It then follows that tP is a lattice embedding. 
Let B(O, -) be the direct limit of all the B(O, i)'s and for each h E H let D(h, -) be the 
direct limit of the D(h, i)'s. Then there are embeddings tP(O, i-) : B(O, i) -+ B(O, -) and 
cp(h, i-) : D(h, i) -+ D(h, -) such that diagrams (6) and (7) of Figure 3.8 commute. 
(6) 
rp(h, ij) 





• D(h, -) 
h < i < . - _J 
(7) 
tjJ(O, ij) B(O,i) • ________ ..,.. • B(O,j) 
t/J(O, i-) 
Figure 3.8 
Let g ~ h ~ i ~ j. Then 
cp(g,j-) 0 cp(hg,j) 0 cp(h, ij) = cp(g,j-) 0 cp(g, ij) 0 cp(hg, i) 





Thus, since D(h, - ) is the direct limit of the D(h, i)'s , we have a unique embedding 
cp(hf, -) : D(h, -) c....+ D(f, -) such that diagram (8) of Figure 3.9 commutes for all i ~ j. 
Similarly by the commutativity of diagrams (5) and (7) we have a unique embedding 




D(h,i) • -------------+- • D(h,-) 
ip(hf, i) ip(hf, -) 




(9) D(O, i) • 
ip(O, i-) 
• D(O,-) 
x(O, i) x(O, ~) 
B(O,i) • ----------- • B(o,·-) 
t/l(O, i-) 
Figure 3.10· 
Consider f:::; g:::; h:::; i. Then 
r.p(hf, -) 0 r.p(h, i-) = r.p(J, i-) 0 r.p(hf, i) 
= r.p(J, i-) 0 r.p(gf' i) 0 r.p(hg, i) 
= r.p(gf, - ) 0 r.p(g, i-) 0 r.p(hg, i) 
= r.p(gf, - ) 0 r.p(hg, -) 0 r.p(h, i-) 
(diagram (8)) 
(diagram (2)) 
(diagram ( 8)) 
(diagram (8)) 
Thus by the uniqueness of r.p(hf, - ) in diagram (8) the following diagram commutes: 
(10) D(h,-) • ___ 'P_(h_g_,-_) __ • D(g,-) 




For g :::; h :::; i define the maps r.p'(gh, i) : D(g, i) -+ D(h, i) on the irreducibles of D(g, i) 
by r.p'(gh,i)((j(x): x E Q)) = (j(x): x E Q n [h,i]) and extend this map to the whole of 
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D(g, i) in such a way that joins are preserved. Then r.p'(gh, i) o r.p(hg, i) = idD(h.,i))· Also, 
r.p'(gh, i) is a a-preserving join-homomorphism. By finiteness of the D(h, i)'s, r.p'(gh, i) 
is monomial. To show that it is weakly distributive let (j(x) : x E Q) E J(D(g, i)). 
Then r.p(hg, i) o r.p'(gh, i)((j(x) : x E Q)) = (j(x) : x E Q n (h, i]) ~ (j(x) : x E Q). 
Thus for all z E D(g, i) we have r.p(hg, i) o r.p'(gh, i)(z) ~ z. Now let a, b, c E D(g, i) 
with r.p'(gh,i)(b V c) = r.p'(gh,~)(a) and b V c ~a. Let b' = r.p(hg,i) o r.p'(gh,i)(b) /\a 
and c' = r.p(hg, i) o r.p'(gh, i)( c) /\ a. Then, since r.p'(gh, i) o r.p(hg, i) = idD(h,i)) we have 
r.p'(gh, i)(c') = r.p'(gh, i)(c) and r.p'(gh, i)(b') = r.p'(gh, i)(b). Also b' V c' = a follows from 
the distributivity of D(g, i) and the fact that r.p(hg, i) o r.p'(gh, i)(a) ~ a. Thus r.p'(gh, i) is 
weakly distributive. 
(11) 
cp(g' ij) . 
D(g,i) • -----------• D(g,j) 
tp1 (gh, i) :;cp'(gh,j) I 
D(h,i) • ----------- • D(h,j) 
cp(h, ij) 
Figure 3.12 
We now show that diagram (11) commutes. Consider g ~ h ~ i ~ j and let (j'(x) : x E 
Q) E J(D(g,i)). Then r.p'(gh,j) o r.p(g,ij)((j'(x): x E Q)) =VS where S = {(k(x): x E 
Rn[h,j]): R is an order filter in (g,j],Rn(g,i] = Q,k(x) ~ j'(x)Vx E Q,(k(x): x ER) E 
J(D(g,i))}. And r.p(h,ij) o r.p'(gh,i)((j'(x): x E Q)) =VT where T = {(k(x): x ER): R 
is an order filter in (h,j], Rn [h, i] = Q n (h, i], k(x) ~ j'(x) V x E Q n (h, i], (k(x): x E R) E 
J(D(h,j))}. Let (k(x): x E Rn(h,j]) ES. Since R is an order filter in (g,j], R' = Rn(h,j] 
is an order filter in (h,j] and Q n (h, i] = Rn (h, i] = Rn (h,j] n (h, i] = R' n (h, i]. We 
then have (k(x) : x E Rn (h,j]) E T and so r.p'(gh,j) o r.p(g,ij)((j'(x) : x E Q)) ~ 
r.p(h, ij) o r.p'(gh, i)((j'(x) : x E Q)). For the reverse inequality let (k(x) : x E R) ET. Then 
Rn (h, i] = Q n (h, i] -=f:. 0 and so (i,j] ~ R. Let R' = Q U (i,j]. Then R' is an order filter in 
[g, j], R' n ( h, j] = R and R' n (g, i] = Q. Let p be the least element of Q n ( h, i]. Consider 
the sequence ((k'(x): x ER!) defined by: 
k'(x) _ { k(x) x ER! n (h,i] 
- k(p) x E Q n (g,h]. 
For all x ER we have k(x) = k'(x). Consider (k'(x): x ER' n (h,j]) = (k(x): x ER). 
Then this sequence is in Sand hence r.p(h,ij) o r.p'(gh,i)((j'(x) : x E Q)) ~ r.p'(gh,j) o 
r.p(g, ij)((j'(x) : x E Q)) proving the commutativity of diagram (11 ) . . 






D(f, i) • ------- • D(g, i) 
cp' (f h, i) 
cp' (gh, i) 
• D(h, i) 
Figure 3.13 
For each i E H consider the map x'(O, i) : B(O, i) -t D(O, i) defined by x'(O, i)(a) = 
V{(j(x) : x E P) E J(D(O, i)) : [(j(x) : x E P)] :::; a}. Then x'(O, i) o x(O, i) = idn(o,i)· It 
can be shown, in a similar way to cp'(gh, i) that x'(O, i) is a monomial 0-preserving weakly 
distributive join-homomorphism. The commutativity of the following diagram then follows 
from the definitions of the maps involved. 
(13) 
x'(O,i-) 
B(O, i) • ----~------- • D(O, i) 
t/;(O, i) cp(O, ij) 
B(O,j) • ------------ • D(O,j) 
x'(O,j-) 
Figure 3.14 
Let g :::; h :::; i :::; j. Then 
cp(h,j~) 0 cp'(gh,j) 0 cp(g, ij) ~·cp(h,j~) 0 cp(h, ij) 0 cp'(gh, i) 
= cp(h, i-) 0 cp'(gh, i) 
(diagram (11)) 
(diagram (6)) 
Then, since D(g, -) is the direct limit of the D(g, i)'s there is a unique homomorphism 







D(g,i) • ------------ • D(g,-) 
cp' (gh, i) cp'(gh, -) 
D(h,i) • ------------ • D(h,-) 
cp(h, i-) 
Figure 3.15 
Now for g :S h :S i we have : 
cp(h, i-) = cp'(gh, i) 0 cp(hg, i) 
= cp'(gh, -) 0 cp(g, i) 0 cp(hg, i) 
= cp'(gh, -) 0 cp(hg, - ) 0 cp(h, i-) 
(diagram (14)) 
(diagram (8)) 
Thus, since D(h, -) is the direct limit of the D(h, i)'s we must have cp'(gh-) o cp(hg, -) = 
idn(h,-)· Now cp'(gh, -) is a 0-preserving monomial weakly distributive join-homomorphism 
and the proof of the commutativity of the following diagram follows from the commutativity 
of diagrams (12) and (14) in a similar way to the proof of the commutativity of diagram 
(10). 





In a similar way we can define maps x'(O, - ) : B(O, -) -+ D(O, -) such that x'(O, -) o 
x(O, -) = idnco.-) and x'(O, -) is a 0-preserving monomial weakly distributive join homo-
morphism. 
We consider the congruences ()h associated with cp'(O, h-) o x'(O, -) : B(O, -) -+ D(h, i-). 
Then VheH ()his a distributive congruence on B(O, -). If we can show that F = B(O, -)/ V heH ()h 




the D(h, -)'s relative to the homomorphisms c.p(gh, -) and F has subsemilattices isomor-
phic to the Dh's namely D(h, h) ~ Dh. Hence c.p(h, h-)[D(h, h)] ~ Dh and so D rv F 
completing our proof (see the remarks at the end of Section 3.1). D 
3.5 Sufficient conditions for the representability of 
an algebraic distributive lattice : Tischendorf's 
Theorem 
In this section we present Tischendorf's theorem ([Tis941) which gives sufficient conditions 
for the representability of a distributive semilattice as the lattice of compact congruences 
of a lattice. This result has as corollaries Theorems 3.2.4, 3.3.1 and 3.4.2. 
We s~iart with definitions and basic results on colimits of algebras. Let (I, :9) be a 
partially ordered, upward directed set. Consider C = {Ci : i E I} a class of algebras of 
some fixed type :F together with a limit system of homomorphisms O:i,j : Ci --+ C;. (Recall 
the definition of a limit system from Section 3.1.) 
Let I<= {c E IleICi: (3j E I)(Vke:j)(ck = a;,k(c;)}. Theelementj in this definition 
is not unique, since if j :9 j' and k e: j' we have Ck= a;,k(c;) = a;',k o a;,;1(c;) = a;1,k(c;). 
Thus j' would also work. Define a binary relation = on I< ·by 
It follows from the upward directedness of I that = is a congruence relation on I<. 
Let L = I</ =· Then L is the colimit of the class C with respect to the homomorphisms 
ai,i· We write L = lim)(C, (ai,;)i,;e1) or L = lim)C. Note that L E HSP(C). We will 
denote the =-class of an element u E I< by [u}. 
We can define homomorphisms O:i: Ci--+ Las follows. Let x E Ci and define µi(x) EK by 
(µi(x)); = O:i,;(x) if i :9 j , and choose (µi(x)); arbitrarily otherwise. Let ai(x) = [µi(x)]. 
We have a;oai,i = ador all i:9j. Since for x E Ci and k e:j, (µ;( ai,;(x )))Jc= a;,1c(ai,j(x )) = 
O:i,k ( x) = (µi ( x) )Jc. 
LEMMA 3.5.1 If the maps O:i,i defined above are one-to-one then so is every ai. 
PROOF. ai(x) = ai(Y) => [µi(x)] = [µi(Y)] => 3 j EI such that µi(x)Jc = µi(y)Jc V k e: j. 
Letj' E J be such thatj:9j',i:9j'. Then µ,(x)i' = µi(Y)i' whichimpliesai,j'(x) = O:i,i'(y) 
and so x = y. D 
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LEMMA 3.5.2 Let [bJ EL. Then [b] = a;(Y) for some y E C;,j E /. 
PROOF. Let j EI be such that a;,k(b;) =bk for all k ~j. Then a;(b;) = [µ;(b;)] = [bJ. D 
Let C be an algebra with a cofinal family C = {Ci : i E I} of subalgebras of C such that 
C = U{Ci: i E I}. Then the direct union of C is the coliID:it lim>(C, (ai,.;)i,jeI) where ai,j 
is the identity map embedding Ci into C; whenever Ci ~ Ci. (The partial order on I is 
defined by i :9 j * Si ~ S; ). This colimit is isomorphic to C. 
Recall from Section 3.1 that to investigate whether a given distributive algebraic lattice 
L can be represented as the congruence lattice of a lattice it is sufficient to show that the 
semilattice of compact elements of L is isomorphic to the compact congruences of a lattice. 
From now on let S be a distributive join-semilattice with 0. We treat 0 as a nullary 
operation on S, ensuring that every sub-semilattice of S includes 0. We say that the 
semilattice S is representable if it is isomorphic to the semilattice of compact congruences 
of some lattice. 
Recall the definitions of a weak-distributive homomorphism, distributive homomor-
phism and a monomial congruence from Section 3.3. 
A join-homomorphisms : S -+ S is called a topological closure operator if x ~ s(x) = 
s(s(x )) for all x E S. 
Note that a congruence 0 on S is monomial if and only if 0 is the kernel of a topological 
closure operator on S. 
Let Si, S2 be distributive semilattices. Then by the above equivalence a map h: S1 -+ S2 is 
distributive if and only if ker(h) = Der(si) where each Si is a weak-distributive topological 
closure operator on S 1 . 
A partially ordered set P is locally countable if every principal ideal of P is countable. 
Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra with h : B -+ S a join-homomorphism onto S. 
Then by [Dob86] if B is locally countable then h is weakly distributive if and only if h is 
distributive. 
Recall that a lattice with zero is atomistic if every non-zero element is the join of atoms 
below it. 
LEMMA 3.5.3 Let B be an atomistic generalized Boolean algebra with h : B -+ S a 
join-homomorphism onto S. Then his distributive if and only if h(a) E J(S) U {O} for all 
a E At(B). 
PROOF. Suppose h(a) r/. J(S) U {O} for some a E At(B). Then h(a) = u V v with 
u, v < h( a). Since h is onto there exist b, c E B such that h(b) = u and h( c) = v. (We 
must then have b and c non-comparable with each other and with a.) Then h(b V c) = 
u V v = h(a) = h(d) where d =a Vb V c. Now (by Theorem 2.2.1) (a Vb V c)/(b V c) '.::::'. 
a/(aA(bVc))=a/(aAb)V(aAc)=a/0. HenceaVbVc>-bVc,i.e. bVc-<d. Suppose 
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there exist b',d EB with b' V c' = d, h(b) = h(b'), h(c) = h(d). Then a$ b' V d =>a$ b' 
or a $ c' (by join-primeness of a). Assume without loss of generality that a $ b'. Then 
u = h(b') ~ h(a). This contradiction proves that h is not weakly distributive, and hence 
not distributive. For the reverse implication, suppose h(a) E J(S) U {O} for every a E 
At(B). Let x, y, z EB with x Vy< z. Let a be an atom below z but not below x Vy. To 
prove that his weakly distributive it is sufficient to show that h(a) $ h(x) or h(a) ~ h(y). 
Since if, for instance, h(a) $ h(x), we can let x' = a V x,y' = y. Then x' Vy' = z 
and h(x') = h(x), h(y') = h(y). If h(a) = O then this follows trivially. Suppose that 
h(a) E J(S). Then h(a) ~ h(z) => h(a) $ h(x) V h(y) => h(a) $ h(x) or h(a) $ h(y) 
(by Lemma 3.1.1 ). Thus h is weakly distributive and, since B is locally countable, h is 
distri bu ti ve. 
We use the following result from [Sch81] (see Proposition 3.3.7). 
THEOREM 3.5.4 Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra with h: B--+ S a distributive 
join-homomorphism onto S. Then S is 'representable. 
In what follows let S ={Si: i EI} be a collection of finite distributive sub-semilattices 
of S whose direct union is isomorphic to Sand which contains {O} as its smallest element. 
LEMMA 3.5.5 For every S, E S, let Bi be a finite Boolean algebra with hi : B;. --+ S;. a 
weakly distributive join homomorphism onto S;.. If we have a limit system of 0-preserving 
lattice embeddings /hi : Bi Y Bi with the property: 
h ·o{3··-h· J &,j - ' 
then there exists a generalized Boolean algebra L and a weakly distributive join-homomorphism 
h : L --+ S onto S. 
PROOF. Let L = lim>Bi, with {3;.: Bi Y L the embeddings such that {3; o f3i,i = f3i for all 
i~j. Then Lis distributive and relatively complemented and hence is a generalized Boolean 
algebra. Let x EL. Then by Lemma 3.5.2 we have x = {3;,(y) for some i E 1,y EB;.. Let 
h(x) = hi(y). Then h : L--+ Sis is well-defined since, suppose x = {3;.(y) = f3;(z) for 
i,j E I, y E Bi, z E B;. Choose k E I with k ~ i, k ~ j. Then f3i(Y) = f3k(f3i,k(Y)) = 
x = f3;(z) = f3k(f3;,k(z)). Since the {3;.'s are embeddings we have f3i,k(Y) = /3;,k(z). Then 
h;,(y) = hk(f3i,k(Y)) = hk(f3i.k(z)) = h;(z). To show that his onto let s E S. Then s E St. 
for some i EI and thus s = hi(b) for some b ES,. Then f3i(b) EL and h(f3i(b)) = hi(b) = s. 
Now let u = f3i(x),v = {3;(y). and let k EI be such that k ~ i,j. Set x';= f3i,k(x),y' = 
/3;,k(y). Then u = f3i(x) = f3k(f3i,k(x)) = f3k(x') and so h(u) = hk(x'). Similarly v = /3k(Y') 
and h(v) = h11:(y1). Thus h(u V v) = h(f3k(x') V /3k(y')) = h(/3k(x1 Vy')) = h11:(x' Vy') = 
hk(x') V hk(Y') = h(u) V h(v). Thus his a join-homomorphism. To show that his weakly 
distributive let u V v ~win L with h( w) = h( u V v ). As before choose k E I <ind x, y, z E L 
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such that u = f3k(x),v = f3k(Y) and z = f3k(w); Then h(u) = hk(x),h(v) = hk(Y) and 
h(w) = hk(z) implying hk(z) = hk(x Vy). Now u V v V w = w => f3k(x Vy V z) = 
f3k(z) => x Vy V z = z => x Vy :5 z. Since h1c is weakly distributive there exist x', y' E B1c 
with x' Vy'= z and h1c(x') = h1c(x),h1c(y') = h1c(y). Let u' = f31c(x'),v' = f31c(y'). Then 
u'Vv' = f3k(x'Vy') = f3k(z) =wand h(u') = hk(x') = hk(x) = h(u). Similarly h(v') = h(v) 
proving the weak-distributivity of h. D 
For the rest of this section let I= Sand identify Si with i E I= S. By [i,j] we denote 
the set of all k E I such that i SJ k SJ j. (i.e. the set of all Sk ES such that Si~ Sk ~Si)· 
For each i E I define Fi to be the set of all functions f such that : 
(Fl) dom(f) is an order filter in (0, i]. 
(F2) f(j) E J(Si) Vj E dom(f). 
(F3) j,k E dom(f) and j SJ k => f(j) :5 f(k). 
The elements of Fi are ordered ~y setting f ~ g {::> dom(f) ~ dom(g) and J(x) ~ g(x) Vx E 
dom(f). We consider the following two conditions on S: 
(E) (Extension Property) Let i'SJ j E I, Van order filter in (0, i], Wan order filter in [O,j] 
such that for every element x in the order filter generated by V the set {y E W : x SJ y} 
has a smallest element. If f is a function defined on VU W satisfying (F2) and (F3), then 
there exists a function g E Fj such that g\vuw = f. 
(S) ~ is a lattice order on S. 
THEOREM 3.5.6 (Tischendorf's Theorem) If S satisfies (E) and (SJ then Sis rep• 
resentable. 
PROOF. Denote the induced meet and join operations in I by/\ and V. We define Boolean 
algebras Bi : i E I and mappings hi : Bi -+ Si, f3i,j : Bi -+ Bj (for i SJ j) satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 3.5.5. Define Bi = P(Fi) and hi : Bi -+ Si by hi(T) = L:{f(i) : 
f E T}. Then hi is a join-homomorphism mapping Bi onto Si. By (F2) and Lemma 3.5.3 
hi is distributive and hence weakly distributive. For i SJ j in I define f3i,j : Bi -+ Bj by 
f3i,j(T) = {f E Fj : f\[o,i] E T}. Then f3i,j is a lattice homomorphism. To show that f3i,j is 
one-to-one suppose f3i,j(T) = f3i,j(V). Then {f E Fj : f\[o,i] E T} = {f E Fj : flo,i] E V}. 
Let f E T and let V = dom(f), W = {j}. We have J(i) E J(Si) ~ Si. Pick a E J(Si) 
with a :5 f(i). Consider the function g defined on VU W as follows:. 
(x)={f(x) xEV 
g a xEW. 
Then g satisfies the conditions of (E) and so g can be extended to a function g' E Fj. 
We have g'\[o,i] = g\[o,i] = f E T. Thus g' E f3i,j(T) = f3i,j(V) and so f E V. Thus 
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T ~ V and similarly V ~ T proving that {3i,j is an embedding. /3i,j is obviously 0-
preserving and to show that the (3,/s form a limit system let i ~ j ~ k with TE B,. Then 
/3i,k(/3i,j(T)) = {g E Fk : gJ(o,j] E Fi and gJ(o,i] E T} and /3i,k(T) = {g E Fk : 9l(o,i] E T}. 
The inclusion /3i,k(/3i,j(T)) ~ /3i,k(T) is immediate. For the reverse inclusion suppose g E Fk 
with gJ(o,i] ET. Then i E dom(g) and i~j imply that j E dom(g). Thus gJ(o,j] E Fi proving 
f3i,k(T) ~ {3j,k(/3i,j(T)) and consequently the /3£,;s form a limit system. 
Now hi({1i,i(T)) = 'L{f(j) : f E Fi and fi[o,iJ E T} 
:S E{J(i) : f E Fi and fl[o,iJ E T} (by (F3)) 
:S E{f(i) : f E T} 
= h,(T). 
For the reverse inclusion let f E T. Then f(i) = E;=l ap where ap E J(Si)· Let V = 
dom(f), W = {j} and for each p = 1, ... , m defiI1;e a map gp on VU W by: 
I 
(x) = { f(x) x E V gp ap ·x E W. 
As before gp can be extended to a function g~ E Fi with g~ E /3i,i(T). Now J(i) = 
'2:;"=1 ap = E;=1 g~(j). Thus J(i) :S hj({Ji,j(T)). This is true for every f E T and so 
hi(T) :S hi(/3i,j(T)). Thus hi o f3i,j = hi for all i ~ j and we may apply Lemma 3.5.5 
to obtain a generalized Boolean algebra B and a weak distributive join-homomorphism 
h: B-+ S mapping B onto S. 
It remains to show that h is distributive. We will define topological closure operators 
Si: B-+ B such that ker(h) = Lierker(si)· We recall from the proof of Lemma 3.5.5 that 
B is the colimit of the Bi's with respect to the embeddings f3i,j and the map h : B -+ S 
is defined as follows: if x E L and x = {Ji (y) for some y E Bi, then h( x) = hi (y). In what 
follows let I< be as in the definition of the colimit of the Bi's. Let [u] E B, i EI and j ~ i 
be such that Uk = {3j,k ( Uj) V k ~ j. Define sf : I< -+ I< by: 
(s~( u))k = ·{ {f E Fk : f :S gJ[i,k] and g E uk} if k ~ ~ 
' Fk otherwise, 
and Si: B-+ B by si([u]) = [si(u)]. Then Si is well-defined, since [u] = [v] =? :Jj E I,j ~ i 
such that. Uk ~ Vk V k ~ j. Then for all k ~ j we have (si(u))k = (si(v))k proving 
Si([u]) = si([v]). 
We now show that si(u) EI<. Since u E f{ there exists aj E I,j ~i such that {3j,k(ui) =Uk 
for all k ~ j. We show that /3i,k((si(u))i) = (s{(u))k for all k ~ j. In this case we have 
{3j,k((si(u))i) = {e E Fk: eJ(o,j] E F;,eJ(oJ] :S gJ[i,j] for some g E Uj} and (si(u))k = {f E 
Fk : f :S gJ[i,k] for some g E Uk}· 
Let f E (si(u))k. Then g E Uk =? g E /3j,k(ui) =? gJ(o,j] E Uj =? j E dom(g). Also 
f :S gJ(i,kJ =? dom(g) n [i,k] ~ dom(f). Thus fl[o.i] E Fi. We have fJ[o,iJ :S (gJ[i,kJ)J(oJJ = 
(gJ(o,jJ)l[i,k] andgJ(oJ] E Uj. Hencef E {3j,k((si(u))i) and so (si(u))k ~ /3i,k((si(u))k)· On the 
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other hand let f E /3i,J((s't(u));). Then f E Fk, flro,j] S 9l[iJJ for some g Eu;. We will show 
that f S g'lti,k] for some g' E Uk. Let V = dom(g), W = { x E [i, k] : x 1> y E V, x ¢ V}. 
Then W ~ dom(f). Since if x E W then there exists a y E dom(g) such that y ::51 x and y E 
dom(g) ::;. y :::.:] j ::;. y ::51 x /\ j ::51 j. Thus x /\ j E dom(g) n [ i, j]. Then, since Jfo,kJ S gj [iJJ 
we have x /\ j E dom(f) implying x E dom(f). 
We define a function g* on V U W as follows: 
We show that g* satisfies the conditions of (E). Now Vis an order filter in [O, i]. To show 
that W is an order filter in [O, k] let x1 E W with x 2 !'::'.: x1 in [O, k]. Then x1 E [i, k] and 
3y E V such that x 1 ::51 y. Then x2 E [ i, k J and x2 2:= y. Also x2 E V ::;. x 1 E V proving 
that x 2 E W and hence that W is an order filter in [O, k]. Let x be in the filter generated 
by V and consider {y E W : x ::51 y} = Z. yYe show that Z has a least element. There are 
three possible cases: (i) x E W, (ii) x E V,i (iii) x ¢VU W. 
For case (i) x is the least element of Z. In case (ii) let yi, Y2 E Z. Then Y1 /\ Y2 !2: x E 
V, Y1 /\ Y2 E [i, k] and (since V is an order filter in [D, i]) Yi /\ Y2 ¢ V. Thus Y1 /\ Y2 E Z 
proving that Z has a least element. For case (iii) let y1 , y2 E Z. Now x l> z for some z E V 
and y1 /\y2 !:'.:: x I> z. The argument that Z has a least element is as in case (ii). It is obvious 
that g* satisfies (F2). To prove that g* satisfies (F3) let x, y E VU W with x <:J y. Then 
x E W ::;. y E W and W ~ dom(f) yields g*(x) = f(x) 2:= J(y) = g*(y). If y E V then 
x EV and g*(x) = g(x) 2:= g(y) = g*(y). Suppose then that y E W,x EV. Set z..:... x Vi. 
Then x E V ::;. x E [O,j] ::;. z E [i,j] and z ::51 y. We also have x Vi E V. Thus (since 
W ~ dom(f)) we have g*(x) = g(x) 2:= g(z) 2:= f(z) 2:= f(y) = g*(y). This proves that g* 
satisfies the conditions of (E). Then there exists a g' E Fk such that g'lvuw = g*. Since 
g'l[o,j] = g Eu;, we have g' E uk (since uk = /33,k(u1)). It remains to show that f S g'l[i,k]· 
Let x E dom(g')n[i, k]. Then x !'::'.'.y for some y E VUW. If y E W then, since W ~ dom(f) 
and x !'::'.: y, we have x E dom(f). Suppose then that y EV. Then x !2: y Vi EV n [i,j] = 
dom(g) n [i,j] ~ dom(f) n [O,j]. Thus y Vi E dom(J) and so x E dom(f). This proves 
f S g'j[i,kJ· Let x E dom(g') n (i, k]. Then x EV U Wand so g'(x) = g*(x). If x E W then 
g*(x) = f(x). If x EV then x E dom(g) n [i, k] = dom(g) n [i,j]. Thus, since flto.i] S 9l(i,jJ 
we have g*(x) = g(x) 2:= f(x). Consequently f E (sHu))k proving si(u) EK. 
We now show that Si is a topological closure operator. We have Uk ~ (si)k Vk E J. Thus 
us sf(u) and hence [u] S [si(u)] = Si([u]). Let f E (si(si(u)))k· If k !'::'.'.i then 3g E (si(u))k 
such that f S Bl[i,k]· But then 3h E Uk such that g S hb,kJ· Thus f S B![i,k] S h![i,k] and 
so f E (s't(u))k· If kt: i then f E Fk and so f E (sf(u))k. Consequently si(s't(u)) = sf(u) 
and so Si(Si([~])) = Si([u]). 
Let [u], [v] E B and k !'::'.: i. Then 
(sf(u V v))k = {f E Fk: f S gJri,k] for some g E (u V v)k} 
= {f E Fk : f S 9l[i,k] for some g E uk} U {/ E Fk : f S Bl[i,k] for some g E vk} 
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= ( si ( u) )k U ( si ( v) )k 
= { si ( u) V si( v)) k. 
The case k ii follows immediately since in this instance ( si ( u V v)) k = Fk = ( si ( u)) k = 
(sf(v))k. Thus si(u V v) = si(u) V si(v) and so si([u V vJ) = si([u]) V Si([v]) proving that 
Si is a topological closure operator. 
It remains to show that ker(h) = Lie1ker(si)· Let [u} EB and suppose j ~ i is such that 
Uk= f3j,k(uj) V k ~ j. Then we have (si(u))k = {3j,k((si(u))j) and 
hj((si(u))j) = E{f(j) : f E Fj and f :S 9l(i,j] for some 9 E Uj} 
:S E{g(j) : g E Uj} 
= hj(u;). 
This together with the fact that Uj :S (si(u))j gives hj(u;) = hj((si(u))j) and so h(si([u])) = 
h([sf(u)]) = hj((sf(u))j) = h;(u;) = h([u]). I 
Now let [u], [v] E B with si([u]) = Si([v]). Then h([u}) = h(si([u])) = h(si([v])) = h([v]). 
Thus ker(h) 2:: Lie1ker(si). 
For the reverse inequality let [u], [v] E B with h([u]) = h([v]). Choose j E I such that 
V k ~ j we have {3j,k(uj) = uk and {3j,k(vj) = Vk. Then h([u]) = hj(uj) and h([v]) = hj(Vj). 
Thus h;(u;) = h;(vj) i.e E{f(j): f E Uj} = E{f(j) : f E Vj}· Since f(j) is join prime 
we have VJ E Uj 3 91 E v; such that J(j) :S g1(j). Let e E (sj(u))i· Then e :S fl[j,i] for 
some f E u;. But J(j) :S 9J(j) for some 9! E v; =} e :S fl[j,j] :S 9Jl(j,j] =} e E (sj( v ));. 
Thus (sj(u))i ~ (sj(v))i and by a similar argument (sj(v))i ~ (sj(u))J. Now V.k l> j we 
have (sj(u))k = {3j,k((sj(u))j) = !3i,k((sj(v))i) = (sj(v))k. Thus si([u]) = s;([v]) proving 
ker(h) :Sker(si) :S Lie1ker(si) and completing the proof. D 
COROLLARY 3.5.7 Each of the following conditions implies that S is representable: 
{i) Every element of S is the 'join of completely join irreducibles. 
{ii) S is a lattice. 
(iii) ISi :S N1. 
3.6 Finitely generated modular lattices 
It is shown in (Sch 7 4] that every finite distributive lattice D is isomorphic to the congruence 
lattice of a modular lattice L. This result was refined by R. Freese ([Fre75]) who showed 
that L can be chosen to be a finitely generated modular lattice. We present Freese's proqf 
below. 
In the following lemma let D be a (0,1)-sublattice of 21 for some set I. For any element 
x E 21 , let IIx be the partition on I associated with x i.e. IIx = {(i,j) E / 2 : Xi = Xj}. 
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Let U = {(i,j) E 12 : d;. 5 d1 for all d E D} and D' = {:z: E 21 : :z:;. < Xj for all (i,j) E U 
and Ild1 /\ Ild2 /\ · · · /\ IId"' 5 II:i: for some d1, d2, ••• dn E D, n E w }. 
LEMMA 3.6.1 D' = D. 
PROOF. Clearly D ~ D'. Also D' is a (0,1)-sublattice of 21, since for a, b E · D' we 
have Ila /\ IIb 5 Ila.Ab and Ila. /\ IIb 5 Ila.vb· Suppose D '/:- D'. Let z E D' \ D and let 
Ild1 /\ · · · /\ IId" 5 IIz for some d1, ••• , dn E D. Fix d1, ••• , dn and let p denote Ild1 /\ · · · /\ IId". 
Let J = {j1, ... ,jk} be distinct representatives of the blocks of p and let ~ : 21 ..--; 2J be 
the projection map. Define E' = { d E D' : Ild1 /\ · · · /\ ITd" 5 Ild} and let E = E' n D. 
We have O, 1 E E'. Suppose :z:, y E E' with <P( :z:) = <P(y ), i.e. :Z:j = Yi for all j E J. Let 
i E J. Then (i,j) E p for some j E J. But then (i,j) E II:i: /\ II 11 and Xi= Xj =Yi =Yi· 
Thus :z: = y and <PIE' is one-to-one. Let j E J. Define a = /\{:z: E <P(E) : :Z:j = 1} 
and b = V{:z: E <P(E) : :Z:j = O}. Then ai = 0 and bi =:il. If for some k E J,k -:f j 
we have ak = 1, then bk = 1. Since (j, k) ¢ p implies there is an i E {l, ... , n} such 
that either d~ = 1 and di = 0 or d~ = 0 and di = 1. The first case contradicts the 
definition of a since in that case a 5 di but ak = 1 and di = 0. Similarly the second case 
contradicts the definition of b. Then a and a/\ b agree on J \ {j} but disagree on j. Thus 
the embedding <P(E) ~ 2J is an irredundant subdirect embedding and so dim(<P[E]) = 
dim(2J) = k. Note that z E E' - E and since <PIE' is an embedding, <P(z) ¢ q>[E]. Let 
z+ be the unique inverse image of the least element of <P[E] above <P(z) and let z- be the 
unique inverse image of the greatest element of <P[E] below z. We may assume that z is 
chosen in such a way that dim(<P(z+)/<P(z-)) is minimal. Since <P(z-) < q>(z) < q>(z+) we 
have dim(<P(z+)/q>(z-)) > 1 in <P[E]. So there is an :z: EE such that z- < :z: < z+. By 
the minimality of dim(<P(z+)Jq>(z-)) we must have x V z EE. Consequently :z: V z = z+. 
Similarly x /\ z = z-. If y is another element of E such that z- < y < z+ then as before 
y V z = z+ and y /\ z = z-. But then y = y /\ (y V z) = y /\ ( x V z) = (y /\ :z:) V (y /\ z) = 
(:z: /\ y) V (x /\ z) = x /\ (y V z) = x /\ (x V z) = x. Hence dim(~(z+)/<P(z-) = 2 in 
<P[E]. Thus q)(z) and <P(:z:) differ on exactly two coordinates, j and k say. We may assume 
Xj = 0 = Zk, Xk = 1 = Zj. Now z ED' implies that for some d'E {d1 ,d2 , ••• ,dn} we have 
d1 ~ dk. We may assume di= I,dk = 0. We have d EE-and z = (d /\ z+) V z- EE 
contradicting z EE' - E. Thus D' ~ D and hence D' = D. D 
Recall that -< denotes the covering relation in a lattice. 
For a lattice L with x, y E L we write x :::5 y if x -< y or x = y. If x-< y then we define 
{ 
1 if:z:-<y 
y - x = 0 if x = y. 
Let L = n1 Li be a direct product of lattices. Then if x, y E Lare such that Xi :::5 Yi for all 
i E I then y - x is the element of 21 given by (y - x )i = Yi - Xi. 
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LEMMA 3.6.2 Let L be a modular lattice and let D be a distributive lattice with 0 and 
1. Then L is isomorphic to a sublattice of a modular lattice L * {in the variety generated 
by L) such that for any prime quotient a/b in L, the sublattice a/b in L* is isomorphic 
to D. Moreover con( a, b) / !::..L· in Con(L *) is isomorphic to Con(D). If L is simple then 
Con{L*) = Con(D). 
PROOF. Let D be a distributive lattice with 0 and 1. Then D S 21 for some set I. Let 
U and D' be as in Lemma 3.6.1 and define L* = {x E L1 : Xi S xi for all (i,j) E U and 
Ild1 /\ · · • /\ IId,.. S IIx for some d1, ••• , dn E D}. Then L* is a sublattice of L1 and L embeds 
in L*, the embedding f: LY L* given by f(x);, = x for all i EI. For a prime quotient 
a/b of L, we define an isomorphism g from a/bin L"' to D' by 
( ) . _ { 0 if Xi = b g x t - 'f 1 l Xi= a. 
By Lemma 3.6.1 a/bin L* is isomorphic to D. 
Consider () in Con(D) and define()* = (x, y) E L"' such that there exists a finite sequence 
x /\ y = e0 < e1 S · · · S en = x V y in L * with e{ -< e{+ 1 for all i E I, j E { 0, ... , n - 1} 
and ei+1 - ei :5 d - di for some (ci,di) E e. we show that ()* is a congruence on L* 
by showing that it satisfies the Gratzer-Schmidt criteria of Lemma 2.1.1. Conditions (i) 
- (iii) are immediate. For condition (iv) suppose x S y, (x,y) E ()* and z E L*. Then 
we have a sequence x = e0 S e1 S · · · S en = y such that ef :::S e{+l for all i E I, 
j E {O, ... ,n -1} and eJ+i - ei s d - di for some (d,di) Ee. Consider the sequence 
(x /\.z) = e0 /\ z S e1 /\ z S .. · Sen A z = y A z. Since (e{+l /\ Zi)/(e{ /\ Zi) ?'w e{+l /ef and 
ef -< e{+1 we have by Corollary 2.2.3 that ( ef +1 /\zi) / ( e1 /\zi) /' e{+l / ef and hence (Corollary 
2.2.2) ( e{+l /\zi)/( ef /l..zi) and e{+l / ef are isomorphic. Thus ( ef+1 /l..zi)-( e{ /\ z;,) = ef+1 - e{ 
and so ( ei+l /\ z) - ( ei /\ z) s d - di proving ( x /\ z, y /\ z) E ()*. Joins are handled similarly 
proving condition (iv) of Lemma 2.1.1. Thus ()* is a congruence on L*. 
Now let a/b be a prime quotient in L. If we identify D with the sublattice a/b in L *, then 
for a congruence() on D we have()* n (a/b) 2 = (). To show this suppose (c, d) E B with 
c S d. Then for all i EI we have c;,,di E {a,b}. Thus c;, ::5 d;, and so (c,d) E ()* n (a/b) 2 
and B 5;;; B* n (a/b) 2• For the reverse inclusion let (c,d) E ()* n (a/b) 2 ,c s d. Then 
there is a sequence c = e0 S e1 S · · · S en = d such that ef+l - ei < pi - qi for some 
(pi, qd) E B. Suppose pf = e{ = b. Then we must have e{+1 = b since ef +1 = a => 
ef+1 - ed = 1 => p{ - q{ = 1 contradicting qi ::5 pi. Thus pi V ei = pi V ef+i. Dually 
qi A ei = qi/\ eJ+i. Thus eJ'+l / ei ')I ( ei+I /\pi)/( & /\pi) / (( ei+1 /\pi) V qi)/( ( ei Api) V qi). 
Now ( ( ei+l A pi) V qi)/ ( ( ei A pi) V qi) 5;;; pi/ qd and so ( &+i, ei) E (). It follows by transitivity 
that ( c, d) E () . 
. To show that the quotient con(a,b)/!::..L• in Con(L*) is isomorphic to D, we define a : 
Con(D) -+ con(a,b)/!::..L· by a(()) = ()*n con(a,b) and fJ: con(a,b)/!::..L· -+ Con(D) by 
{J(w) = wn(a/b) 2 • Then a and {J are order preserving. Let() E Con(D). Then ({Joa)(O) = 





map on Con(D). Let W ~ con(a,b) in Con(L'"). Then (a o .B)(w) = a(W n (a/b) 2) = 
(w n (a/b)2)'"n con(a,b). Let (x,y) E W. Then (x,y) E con(a,b) and so there is a finite 
chain x Ay = e0 ~ e1 ~ · • • ~ en = x Vy such that eH1 / ei is projective with a subquotient 
d/di of a/b. Thus (ci,di) E W n (a/b) 2 and (since ei+l/ei and d/di are isomorphic) 
&+i -& = d -di. It follows that (x, y) E (w n (a/b)2)*n con( a, b) and ao .Bis the identity 
oncon(a,b)/!::::,.L*· D 
Note that L* of Lemma 3.6.2 is such that all prime quotients in L become D in L'". 
For the proof of the main theorem of this section we will require that in some situations 
a prime quotient a/b of L becomes D while other prime quotients of L remain prime. We 
construct a lattice satisfying this condition as follows: Let a/b, cf d be prime quotients 
of L not projective to each other. Let()= con(a,b) and W = B(a.,b)· Then (c,d) E W 
and since L has the projectivity property we have fJ n W = l::::,.L· Thus L ~ L/W x 
L/fJ is a subdirect representation. Applying Lemma 3.6.2 to L/W we obtain a lattice 
(L/W)* in which the quotient (a/w)/(b/w) is isomorphic to D. As before L/w can be 
embedded in (L/W)* by the embedding x/W i-t (x/W)* where for i E I, (x/W)'i. = x/W.: 
L can be embedded in (L/W)'" x L/B by the embedding x i-t ((x/W)*,x/B). Under this 
embedding a/b gets mapped to ((a/W)*,a/B)/((b/W)*,b/fJ),..., (a/W)*/(b/W)* '.:::: D and c/d 
gets mapped to ((c/'1')*, c/B)/((d/W)*, d/B) ~ (c/B)/(d/fJ) ,..., 2. In Con((L/w)*) we have 
con((a/W)*, (b/W)*)/ /::::,. ~ Con(D). And in Con((L/w)* x L/fJ) '.:::: Con((L/w)*) x Con(L/fJ) 
(Proposition 1.3.4) we have con(((a/w)*,a/fJ),((b/W)*,b/B))/1::::,.(L/w)•xL/O '.:::: con((a/w)*, 
• (b/w)*)/ l::::,.(L/ITJ)• x con((a/B), (b/B))/ l::::,.(L/O) ~ Con(D) x 1 ~ Con(D). 
We obtain the desired lattice K by taking the sublattice of L/W x L/fJ generated by Land 
a/b. Then Con(K) is the lattice obtained from Con(L) by replacing the prime quotients 
of the form (con(a,b) V u)/u where u ~ B(a.,b) by Con(D). 
Theorem 3.6.3 below uses the following Hall-Dilworth construction ([Hal44]): Let L1 
and L2 be two bounded lattices with F a principal filter of L1 and I a principal ideal of 
L2 such that F ~ I. Let f : x i-t x' denote this isomorphism and let L be the set L1 U L2 
where we identify x with x' for all x E F. The elements of Lare ordered as follows : x ~ y 
has unchanged meaning if x, y E L1 or x, y E L2• For x, y ¢ I = F, x < y if and only if 
x E Li, y E L2 and 3 z E F such that x < z in L1 and z < y in L2 • Then L is a lattice -
the Hall-Dilworth "glueing" of L1 and L 2• For the rest of this section K1 will denote the 
four-generated modular lattice defined in [Day72] and illustrated in Figure 3.17. 
In K 1 any two prime quotients are projective and if () is the congruence generated by 
collapsing all prime quotients then K1 / () ,..., M 4 (the six element lattice of length two). 
Thus Con(K1) ,..., 3. For any n E w we obtain a new modular lattice Kn by applying 
Lemma 3.6.2 to K1 with D = n + 1, the (n + 1)-element chain. In Kn the quotient 
d/ e : d = d0 >- d1 >- · · · >- dn-l >- dn = e is a chain of length n. From Lemma 3.6.2 it 
follows that Con( Kn) is a 2n element Boolean algebra with a new greatest element adjoined. 





Figure 3.17 K1 
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THEOREM 3.6.3 [Fre15} Let D be a finite distributive lattice. Then there is a finitely 
generated modular lattice L such that Con(L) ~ D. 
PROOF. We prove a stronger result by induction: If D is a finite distributive lattice, then 
D "' Con(L) where L is a finitely generated modular lattice. Moreover there exists an 
a E L such that u/ a is a chain, where u is the greatest element of L, and every congruence 
on L is determined by its restriction to u/ a. 
Let P be the partially ordered set of non-zero join irreducibles of D. The proof is by 
induction on the size of P. If !Pl = 1 then D ~ 2 and we may take L to be 2. Suppose 
IP I ~ 2. Choose a maximal element p E P and let {p1 , p2 , •.• , Pn} be the set of co-covers 
of p in P. Let D' = I.( P \ {p} ). We associate elements x of P \ {p} with principal ideals 
( x] of D'. By the inductive hypothesis there is a finitely generated modular lattice L' such 
that Con(L') ~ D'. Furthermore there exists an a' E L' satisfying the condition above. 
Let u' be the greatest element of L'. Now each Pi, i E 1, ... , n is a join irreducible of D' 
hence Pi maps to a'.~oin irreducible con(b~, cD of Con(L') under the isomorphism between 
D' and Con(L'). We may choose u' ~ bi ~ ci ~ a' in L'. Since con( bi, c;) is join irreducible 
for each i E {1, ... , n} we can choose bi and ci such that bUci n bj/s has at most one 
element for i =J. j. For each i E { 1, ... , n} we will construct a modular lattice Ai such that 
Ai contains a sublattice isomorphic to the lattice diagrammed below: 
Figure 3.18· A, 
In Figure 3.18 we have vif(si /\Vi) ~ cUa', xi/vi ~ bUc; and (ri V u;,)/u, ~ u'/bi. We 
construct A1 in three steps. First apply Lemma 3.6.2 to M3 taking the distributive lattice 
to be bUci to obtain a modular lattice Bi which contains M3 as a sublattice with each 
prime quotient in M3 isomorphic to bU ci in Bi. Then let Ci be the direct product of bU ci 
and u'/bi. 
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Apply the Hall-Dilworth construction to B, and C, by joining them at their common points 
to obtain a modular lattice D, with sublattice as in Figure 3.19. 
(b~, u') 
Figure 3.19 D;. 
Repeat the above process with B;. = bi/'< x d;,/ a' to obtain a modular lattice E;. with 
sublattice illustrated in Figure 3.20. 
(bL a') 
(cL a') 
Figure 3.20 Ei 
Finally apply the Hall-Dilworth construction to D;. and E, to obtain A;. with the. sublattice 
in Figure 3.18 above. We now apply the construction in the comments following Lemma 
3.6.2 repeatedly to I<n in such a way that in the resulting lattice I<~ we have d;._ 1 / d;. ~ bi/< 
for i = 1, ... , n. Let B be the lattice obtained by taking the direct product of u' /a' (in 
L') and dn/O = e/O (in I<~). We then form the lattice L through repeated use of the Hall-
Dilworth constructi9n. First form Lo from L' and B by identifying u' /a' and ( u', 0)/( a', 0). 
L1 is formed from L0 and An by identifying (u', e)/(a', e) and rn/(sn Vvn) (see Figure 3.22). 
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Figure 3.21 Lo 
,, 
Figure 3.22: L1 
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Lk is formed from Lk-l and An-k+l by identifying (rn-k+2 Vun-k+2)/ Sn-k+2 and rn-k+i/(sn-k+l /\ 
Vn-k+l ). This is repeated until we get Ln, formed from Ln-l and A1 by identifying 






if c; = d,_if d; 
.\ e/O =: d,,./O 
/ 
a' 
Figure 3. 23 Ln 
In L~ the quotient sublattice (r1 V u1 )/u' is isomorphic to d/O in K~. Let L be the lattice 
obtained by identifying these quotients in the Hall-Dilworth glueing of Ln and K~. A 
schematic diagram of the sublattice d/ a' of L is shown in Figure 3.24. 
Now L is generated by the generators of L', the four generators of Kn, Yi : i = 1, ... , n 
and a. Thus L is finitely generated. Let x / y be a quotient in L. Then ( x V d) / (y V d) \.w 
x/y, (x /\ u')/(y /\ u') /'w x/y and ((x /\ d) Vu)' /((y /\ d) Vu)' \.w (x /\ d)/(y /\ d) /'w x/y 
Thus con(x V d, y V d) V con((x /\ d) Vu', (y /\ d) Vu')) V con(x /\ u', y /\ u') ~ con(x, y). We 
also have x/((x /\ d) Vy) = x/(x /\ (y V d)) /' (x V d)/(y V d) , (x /\ d) V u')/((y /\ d) Vu') \. 
(x /\ d)/((x /\ d) /\ ((y /\ d) Vu')) = (x /\ d)/((x /\ u') V (y /\ d)) /' ((x /\ d) V y)/((x /\ u') Vy) 
and (x /\ u')/(y /\ u') /' ((x /\ u') V y)/y. Thus (x, (x /\ d) Vy) E con(x V d, y V d) , 
((x/\d)Vy,(x/\u')Vy) E con((x/\d)Vu',(y/\d)Vu')) and ((x/\u')Vy,y) E con(x/\u1,y/\u1). 
Hence con(x, y) ~ con(x V d, y V d) V con((x /\ d) Vu', (y /\ d) Vu')) V con(x /\ u', y /\ u') 
proving con(x, y) = con(x V d, y V d) V con((x /\ d) Vu', (y /\ d) Vu')) V con(x /\ u', y /\ u'). 
Now (x V d)/(y V d) ~ 1/d ~ 1/ a where 1 is the top element of L (and of K~). Also d/u' is 
projective to 1/ d and ((x /\ d) V u')/((y /\ d) Vu)' ~ d/u'. Hence con((x /\ d) Vu', (y /\ d) Vu') 
is determined by its restriction to 1/d. Furthermore (x /\ u')/y /\ u') lies in L' and hence 







conK~(di-i,di)ld;-i/d; = .t.K~ (i =J. j) and so every congruence on L' has an extension 
to a congruence of L. Moreover every congruence on L, with the exception of con(l, d) 
is an extension of a congruence on L'. In particular every congruence of L is a join of 
join irreducible congruences. Thus to show Con(L) '=== D it is sufficient to show that the 
partially ordered set of join irreducibles of Con( L) is isomorphic to P. Each q E P \ {p} 
is associated with a join irreducible e~ of Con(L'). We associate q with the extension of 
e~ to L. Note that if e is the extension of a join irreducible congruence B' of L' then, by 
the construction of L, e ~con(l, d) in L if and only if e' ~ con( bi, cD in Con(L') for all 
i = I, ... ,n. Finally con(l,d) -=f. V~1 con(bi,ci) since con(l,d) :J Vi=1con(di-1,di) in K~ 
This establishes the isomorphism between D and Con( L) and concludes the proof. D 
3.7 Complemented modular lattices 
We outline the proof of the following theorem of by E.T. Schmidt. The reader is referred 
to [Sch84] for details. 
THEOREM 3.7.1 {Sch84} For every finite distributive lattice D there exists a comple-
mented modular lattice J{ such that Con{K) ~ D and K is a sublattice of the lattice of all 
subspaces of a countably infinite dimensional vector space over the two element field. 
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An ideal I of a lattice Lis neutral if for all J,I< E I(L): 
(I/\ J) v (J /\I<) v (I</\ I)= (Iv J) /\ ((J v I<)/\ (I< v J). 
We call a modular lattice M a locally finite complemented modular lattice if for every finite 
subset X of M there exists a finite complemented sublattice M1 such that X ~ M1• 
Let L be a modular lattice with 0. Then elements ai, a2 , ••• , an and Cjk : j =f k, j, k = 
1, ... , n of L form a normalized frame of order n if the following hold: 
(i) (ai : i = l, 2, ... , n) is an independent sequence over 0 (i.e. the sublattice of L 
·generated by a1, a2, ... , an is a Boolean algebra with atoms a1, a2, •.. , an). 
(ii) {O,ai,aj,Cij,ai V a1} (i =f j) is a diamond (i.e forms a sublattice of L isomorphic to 
MJ). 
.., 
" (iii) Cij = Cji and Cij = (Cik V CJk) /\ (ai V ai) for i,j, k = 1, ... , n if:. j =f k f:. i. 1 
We denote this normalized frame by :F = (ai,CiJ)· If (ai: i = 1,2, ... ) is a denumerably 
infinite sequence and Cij ( i =f j, i,j = 1, 2, ... ) are elements of I< satisfying (ii) in the above 
definition, then :F = ( ai, CiJ) is a normalized frame of order oo. 
For a vector space V we let L(V) denote the lattice of all subspaces of V. Let V denote 
the the infinite dimensional vector space over the two element field 2. Then ,C = L(V) is 
a modular lattice and the finite dimensional subspaces of V form an ideal £/ of £. We let 
Vn denote then-dimensional vector space over 2 and Ln = L(Vn). 
Let L be a complemented sublattice of£. Then a prime quotient a/b of L is not necessarily 
a prime quotient of£. Let M be a {O, l}-sublattice of a/b. Then L n M = {a,b} and 
L U M is a relative sublattice of £. We denote the sublattice of ,C generated by LU M by 
L[M]. 
LEMMA 3.7.2 [Her74} Let :F be a normalized frame of order n or oo in£. Then the 
sublattice (:F) generated by :F is isomorphic to Ln or ,Cf respectively. The elements of :F 
are atoms of (:F). 
LEMMA 3.7.3 Let L be a sublattice of£ isomorphic to ,Cf or Ln and let a/b be a prime 
quotient of L. If M is a locally finite complemented modular {O, 1}-sublattice of a/b then 
a/b n L[ M] = M. For every congruence relation (} of M there exists exactly one congruence 
relation 0 of L[M] extending 0. 
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:1 
We consider a specific normalized frame in C. In V we choose as a basis: 
en e12 e13 
e21 e22 e23 
es1 es2 ess 
with infinitely many rows and columns. Let ai: be the subspace of C spanned by the ith 
row; ai = [eii, ei2, ••• ] • Then {a,: i = 1, 2, ... } is a denumerably infinite independent set. 
Let Cij be the subspace [ei1 e11, ei2 + e12, .. . ] . Then {0, a,, a;, ct.;, ai Va1} forms a diamond 
and so :F = (a,, Ci.j) is a normalized frame of order oo in C. Furthermore the principal ideal 
( ai] of C is isomorphic to C. 
By replacing the lattice operations with their duals in the definitions of independent 
sequence and normalized frame we obtain the notion of a dual frame. Let ai be the subspace 
of V spanned by { eik : j = 1, 2, ... , k = 1, 2, ... ,j -:f. k}. Then ai is a complement of a, in 
C. Let ci1 = Ci.i V ( ai /\ aj). Then :F' = ( ai, ci1) is a dual frame in C. Let L = ( :F) (the 
sublattice generated by :F) and let M be a locally finite complemented {0, 1 }-sublattice of 
(a1]. Then every congruence 0 of Mis determined by the kernel I= K(O) (see Theorem 
2.6.5), which is a neutral ideal of M. By Lemma 3.7.3 0 has exactly one extension 7J to 
L[M]. Now L[M] is a relatively complemented lattice and so 7J is determined by the kernel 
7 = K(O) and 7n (ai] =I. Now (a1] and I are ideals of L[M] with (a1] n I a neutral ideal 
of (ai]. Let S be the sublattice of L[M] generated by (ai] and 7. Then it can be shown 
that every element s of S has a representation 
s = a V x, a :5 ai, x E 7, a 1 /\ s = a 
and furthermore Con(S) '.::::'. Con(M). 
Let I'= {x E M: (x, 1) E 0}. Then I' is a filter in M. Consider the sublattice L' (of 
C ) generated by the dual frame :F'. Since aifO and 1/ai are transposes, we can assume 
that Mis a {O, 1}-sublattice of 1/a~. As before we can extend I' to a filter T of L'[M]. Let 
S' be the sublattice generated by [ai) and 7'. Then Con(S') ~ Con(M). Now Sn S' = 0 
and K = SU S' is a locally finite complemented modular lattice. This K is a sublattice of 
L*[M] where L* is the sublattice of C generated by :FU :F'. 
Now let D be the finite distributive lattice we wish to represent. Then O(J(D)) "'D 
(see Lemma 2.6.7). Thus to prove Theorem 3.7.1 it is sufficient to show that for every 
·finite partially ordered set P, there exists a locally finite complemented modular lattice 
/{p such that Con(Kp) '.::::'. O(P). Proof is by induction on IPI. If !Pl = 1 then /{p '.::::'. 2, 
which is a {O, 1 }-sublattice of C. 
Suppose IPI 2=: 2. Let m be a maximal element of P with co-covers mi, ... , m1c in P. Let 
Q = P \ {m}. By ind.uction there is a complemented modular lattice KQ and an isomor-
phism t.p: O(Q) -t Con(KQ) with KQ a {0,1}-sublattice of C. Let (mi, ... ,mk) denote 
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the order ideal of Q generated by mi, ... , mk. Then ip((mi, ... , mk)) = () E Con(Kq ). 
Now Kq is complemented a.nd so () is completely determined by K(fJ) which is a.n ideal 
of Kq. Let JI= {x E Kq : (x, 1) E fJ} a.nd let M = Kq. We may assume that Mis a 
{O, 1}-sublattice of ( ai] where :F = (a,, Cjk) is our fixed frame. Let Kp = K be the lattice 
constructed previously from :FU :F', M and I. 
K is complemented, hence every principal congruence is of the form con(O, u). If u E S 
then con(O, u) is the extension of a congruence of M = Kq. If u ES', then u = a1 /\ x for 
some a'?: ai,x E 1 and a'= uVai. Sinceu/(u/\ai) /" (uVai)/ai wehavecon(u/\ai,u) = 
con(ai,u VaD = con(ai,a') = con(ai,a). Thus con(u /\ a',u) is the extension of a congru-
ence on M. Now con(O,u) = con(O,u /\ ai)V con(u /\ ai,u) implies that con(O,u) is the 
join of con(O, u /\ ai) with a congruence relation which is the extension of a congruence 
of M. Moreover con(O, ai) = con(O, ai) for arbitrary u E S', i.e. every join irreducible 
congruence relation of Kp is either the extension of a join irreducible congruence of Mor 
it is con(O, ai). Then con(O, a') ?: 0, for some () E Con(M) if a.nd only if() < ip((mi)). 
Consequently J(Con(P)) is isomorphic to P. 0 
3.8 Complete congruences of complete lattices 
The lattice of complete congruence relations of a complete lattice is a complete lattice. The 
converse question as to whether every complete lattice can be represented as the lattice of 
complete congruences of a complete lattice was raised by Wille in 1983 ([Wil83]). K.Reuter 
and R.Wille provided a partial solution to this problem in [Reu87J where it is shown that 
every distributive complete lattice in which every element is a join of join irreducibles 
has such a representation and S.-K. Teo solved this·problem in the finite case ([Teo90J). 
A solution to Wille's question was first announced by Gratzer in 1988. (see [Gra88]) and 
we present the proof by Gratzer a.nd Lakser in [Gra91]. In [Fre91) R. Freese, G.Gratzer 
and E.T. Schmidt refine the result presented below by showing that the every complete 
lattice L can be represented as the lattice of complete congruence relations of a complete 
modular lattice K. A further improvement is given in [Gra95) where it is shown that if 
'f/ is a regular uncountable cardinal then every 'fl-algebraic lattice ca.n be represented as 
the lattice of 'fl-complete congruence relations of an 'fl-Complete distributive lattice. In 
particular every complete lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of complete congruences of a 
complete distributive lattice. 
An equivalence relation () on a complete lattice L is a complete congruence relation if for 
any I (Xi, yi) E () Vi E I impl~es (Ae1 Xi, /\ieI Yi) E () and (Viel Xi, Vi.el y;,) E (). 
For a quotient p = a/b of a lattice I< we will write con(p) for con( a, b) a.nd for () E 
Con(K) we write p E ()to mean (a, b) E 8. We let conc(a,b) denote the smallest compact 
congruence containing (a, b) a.nd write Com(!<) for the lattice of complete congruences of 
a complete lattice K. For n E w, n will denote the chain of length n. 
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Let L denote the complete lattice we wish to represent. For a lattice K let lp(K) 
denote the set of prime intervals of K. For p1 = xif yi, P2 = x2/Y2 E lp(K) we consider 
four specific elements of K x K: 
o(p1,P2) = (yi,y2), a(pi,p2) = (xi,y2), b(p1,P2) = (yi,x2), i(pi,p2) = (xi,x2). Then 
{ o, a, b, i} forms a sublattice of L x L isomorphic to 2 x 2. 
Let C be a chain. We define a colouring of C to be a map a: lp(C) -t L \ {O}. From 
a chain C and colouring a we construct a lattice C(a). This lattice is formed by taking 
all pi,p2 E lp(C) with a(p1 = a(p2) and augmenting C x C with new elements m(pi,p2) 
in such a way that the elements o(p1,p2),a(pi,p2),b(pi,p2),m(p1,p2),i(pi,p2) form a sub-















The congruences of C x C are of the form B1 x B2 where Bi, B2 E Con( C) (see Proposition 
1.3.4). Consider Bi, B2 ECon( C) with the following property: 
If pi,p2 E lp(C) and a(p1) = a(p2) then P1 E B1 {:} P2 E B2 .......... · ...... · · .... · · · (t) 
and extend B1 x B2 to C(a) as follows: Let p1 ,p2 E lp(C) with a(p1) = a(p2). Then if 
o(p1,p2),a(pi,p2),b(pi,p2),i(p1,p2) are in the same congruence class modulo B1 x B2 let 
m(pi,p2) be in the same congruence class as these elements. Otherwise, let m(pi,p2)/(B1 x 
B2) be the singleton {m(pi,p2)}. Denote this extension of B1 x B2 by B1 Xa B2. Note that B1 
and B2 collapse exactly the same prime quotients of C. In the special case where B1 = B2 = B 
we denote B1 Xa B2 by B(a). 
We then have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8.1 The congruences ofC(a) are exactly the congruences oftheformB1 XaB2 
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where 01 , 02 satisfy property ( t) above. 
Figure :3.26: C 
Figure 3.27 
As an example consider the chain C in Figure 3.26 with colouring a written to the 
right of each prime quotient. Let 0 be the congruence illustrated on C. Then Figure 3.27 
depicts the congruence 0( a) on C (a). 
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Let A be a complete lattice with() E Con(A). Define the prime interior of() (pi(B)) by: 
pi(fJ) = V{conc(p): p E lp(I<): con(p) ~ fJ}. 
A lattice A is strongly atomic if for any w, z E A such that w < z there is a p E A such 
that w -< p ~ z. 
LEMMA 3.8.2 In a strongly atomic complete lattice A, pi{fJ) = () for any congruence () 
of A. 
PROOF. The inclusion pi(fJ) ~ () follows immediately from the definition. For the reverse 
inclusion let x < y with (x,y) E fJ. By completeness of pi(fJ) there is a maximal z E y/x 
such that (x, z) E pi(fJ). If z = y the we are done. Suppose not. Then, since A is strongly 
atomic, there is a p EA such that z-< p 1~ y. But then (x, z) E pi(fJ) and this contradiction 
of the maximality of z completes the proof. D 
Lemmas 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 yield the following result. 
LEMMA 3.8.3 Let C be a complete strongly atomic chain. Then the complete congru-
ences of C(a) are congruences of the form C(fJ) where () is a complete congruence of C 
satisfying property ( t). 
We now construct the lattice J{ which is such that Com(!<) is isomorphic to L. 
First consider non-empty subsets X ~ L \ {O}. Write X = { x"'Y : / ~ (x} where 1 ~ (x ~ 
( = IL\ {O}i. Let {X0 : cS ~ x} denote the family of all such sets; the elements of X 0 are 
well-ordered: X 0 = {x~: / ~ (s}. 
Define a chain X 01 = 1 + (w x X 0) + 1 where for lattices A and B, A+ Bis the ordinal 
sum of A and B (i.e. we place B on top of A) and for ordinals a, /3 the ordinal product 
a x /3 is the set { (!, cS) : / ~ a, cS ~ /3} with the ordering (/1, 12) ~ ( cSi, 02) # /1 ~ cS i or 
(/1 = cS1 and /2 ~ oz). 
The unit and zero of X 01 are denoted by 1° and 0° respectively, the other elements by : 
j° = (O,xg) < (O,xf) < ... < (i,xg) < (i,xf) < ... for i < w. 
Now define a colouring a 0 on X 01 as follows. 
as ([as' j°]) = V xs 
a0 ([i,x~),u]) = x"'Y for i < w,1 ~ (s where 
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We then have the following important observation: 
LEM.l\1A 3.8.4 The chain X 01 is well-ordered, 1° is a limit of X 01 • In X 01 , for every 
j6 ~ u < 1° and every I ~ (0 there is a p E I p([u, 1°]) such that a
0 (p) = x~. 
We now construct a lattice Mxd by first forming the lattice X 01 x 2 and identifying 
(x, 0) with x. Then X 01 is a complete sublattice of X 01 x 2. We form Mxd by adding an 
element m0 to X 01 x 2 in such a way that 0°-< m0 -< 1°. Then Mxd is a complete lattice 






Figure 3.28 Mxd 
For each X 0 : o ~ x, construct the chain X 01 and form the ordinal sum : 
C = { 1 + ~0<x(X01 ) + 1 if x is limit 
1 + ~o<x:X01 if x is not limit. 
Then C is a well-ordered chain with zero and unit denoted by o0 and 1 c respectively. Next 
we define a colouring a of C: For p E Ip( C): 
{ 
a/j(p) 
a(p) = i 
if p E Jp(X6) for some o < X 
if p = [o0 ,o0] 









Figure 3.29 C 
Finally define the lattice f{ as C(a) augmented with elements ms : o < X· i.e. f{ = 
C(a) u {ms: o < x} ordered as follows: 
x ~ y retains its meaning in C(a) 
ms< x if and only if (ls,oc) ~ x in C(a) for o < x 
x <ms if and only if x ~ (os,oc) in C(a) for o < X· 
Then f{ is a complete lattice, C(a) is a complete {0,1}-sublattice off{ and (Os,oc)-< 
ms -< (1 s, o0 ) in K. Every chain in f{ is well-ordered and so f{ is weakly atomic. C is a 
complete sublattice off{ (if we identify the element (x, o0 ) with x in K). 
It remains to determine the complete congruences of K. 
Let x E L. We define a binary relation cpx on C as follows: 
for v, w EC, v ~ w: (v, w) E cpx ¢} a(p) ~ x for every p E Jp([v, w]). 
Then cpx is a complete congruence on C. We have <P0 = 6.c and <P1 = \l c. On C (a) define 
ex= cpx(a). To extend ex to f{ we need only make provision for ms : o < X· 
For y,z E {Os, ms, ls} y =f. z, let (y,z) E ()x if and only if (Os, ls) E ex. 





Figure 3.30 I< 
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LEMMA 3.8.5 Suppose m 0 < w = (wi, w2) in I< and (m0, w) E ax for some x < 1 and 
'5 E X. Then w E C x oc. 
PROOF. Suppose w Ft C x oc. Then w ~ (1°,0°) and thus m 0 < (1°,0c) < (1°,0°) ~ w. 
By definition of ax, (m0, w) E ax implies ( (1°, oc), w) E ax (in C(a)). Then ( (1°, oc), (1°, o0 )) 
E ax which implies a([OC, 0°]) ~ x contradicting a([OC, 0°]) = 1. D 
LEMMA 3.8.6 For all x E L, ax is a complete congruence relation on I<. 
PROOF. ax is an equivalence relation and by Lemma 3.8.3 axle( a) is a complete congruence 
on C(a). Consider a< bin C(a) with (a, b) E ax and (m0, w) E ax for some '5 Ex, m 0 < w. 
By Lemma 3.8.5 w = (wi, oc) for some w 1 E C. We first restrict our attention to the case 
a, b E C x C. Let a = (ai, a2), b = (b1, b2) and consider (a V m 0, w Vb). There are three 
cases: (i) a < m 0, (ii) m0 < a,(iii) a and m 0 are non-comparable. ,, 
'I 
In case (i) we have (a V m 0,w Vb)= (m0,(w1 V b1,b2)). Since a< m 0 we have a2 = 0° 
and since (a, b) E ax we have a(p) ~ x for all p E I p([Oc, b2]). We must have b2 = oc since 
otherwise b2 ~ 0° and a([Oc, b2]) ~ x contradicting a([Oc, b2]) = 1. Then 
0 ( 0 ( c)) { (m0,w) ifb1 ~w1 (a V m , WV b) = m , W1 V b1, Q = ( o (b QC)) 'f b m , !, 1 W1 < l· 
Now (m0,w) E ax by assumption and (m0,(b1,0c)) E ax if and only if (0°,1°) E <I>x and 
(1°, bi) E <I>x. Since ( m 0, w) E ax we have (0°, 1°) E <I>x and since a ~ m 0 we must have 
a = ( ai, oc) ~ (0°, oc) . Thus, since (a, b) E ax and ( ai, oc) ~ (0°, oc) ~ (1°, oc) ~ (b1, oc) 
we have ( (1°, oc), (b1, oc)) E ax. Consequently ( m0, (b1, oc)) E ax completing the proof that 
(a V m 0, w Vb) E ax. 
For case (ii) we have 
if b1 ~ W1 
otherwise. 
Now (a, b) E ax by assumption, and if b1 ~ w1 then, since 1° ~ a1 ~ b1 ~ w1 and 
(1°, wi) E <I>x we must have ( ai, wi) E <I>x and so (a, ( Wi, b2)) E ax. 
For case (iii) we have (a V m0, b V w) = (a V 1°, w Vb) = ( (a1 V 1°, a2), (w1 V bi, b2) ). Now 
(a2 , b2 ) E <I>x by assumption and so it remains to prove (a 1 Vl0, w 1 Vb1) E <I>x. We must have 
1° > a1sincea1~1°:::? (ai,a2) ~ (1°,0c):::;.. a~ m0• Thus (a1Vl0,w1Vb1) = (1°,w1Vb1). 
We have (1°, wi) E <I>x and ( ai, 61) E <I>x. Thus, since a1 ~ 1°, we have (1°, b1) E <I>x. This 
gives (1°, W1 V b1) E <I>x. 
Now consider the case a = m(pi, P2), b = o(p1, P2) for some P1 = xi/ Yi, P2 = x2f Y2 E Ip( C) 
with a(p1) = a(p2). Then ax collapses M3 (p1,p2). We have two cases: (i) m0 < m(p1,p2) = 
a and (ii) m0 and m(p1 ,p2) are non-comparable. 
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For case (i) 1° ~ m(pi,p2) ~ i(pi,p2) = (Yi,Y2) =? 1° ~ Y1· Now (aVm0,bVw) = 
(m(pi,p2), (w1 v Xi, x2) ). If w < X1 then this becomes (m(pi,p2), i(pi,p2)) E e:c. If X1 ~ 
w1 then, since 1° ~ y1 < x1 < w and (1°, w) E <I>:c we have (Yi, w) E <I>:c. We also 
have (x2,Y2) E <I>:c as e:c collapses M3(pi,p2). Thus ((yi,y2),(w1,x2)) E e:c which implies 
(o(p1,p2),(wi,x2)) E e:c and so (m(pi,p2),(wi,x2)) E e:c. 
For case (ii) m0Vm(pi,p2) = 1°Vm(p1,p2) = 1°Vi(pi,p2) = (1°, oc)v(xi, x2) = (1°Vxi, x2). 
Now (m0 Vm(pi,p2),wVb) = ((1°Vx1,x2),(wVxi,x2)) E e:c <=?- (1°Vxi,wVxi) E <I>:c. If 
1° < x1 then 
Now (xi,xi) E <I>:c and since (1°,wi) E <I>:c and 1° ~ x1 5 w1 we have (xi,wi) E <I>:c. If 
x1 < 1° then (1° V x1, w1 V x1) = (1°, w1) E <I>:c. Meets are handled similarly. 
Finally to show that e:c is a complete congruence on I< it suffice~i to show that for 
(m0',wi) E e:c for i EI and m0' ~ wi we have (Vm0',Vwi),(/\m0',/\wi) E e:c. Now 
either V m 0' = m0 for some c5 = cSi, i E I or V m0' = 1. In the first case (V m0', V wi) = 
(m0 , Vwi) E e:c ¢:?' (1°,0°) E <I>:r; and (1°, Vwi) E e:c. We have (1°',wi) E <I>:r; for all i EI, 
hence (V 1°', V wi) E <I>:c by completeness of <I>:c. Thus (1°, V wi) E <I>:c and (1°, 0°) E <I>:c 
follows from the fact that c5 = cSi and (m 0', wi) E e:c. In the case V m0' = 1 we must have 
V wi = 1 and so (V m 0', V wi) E e:c. Similarly (/\ m 0', /\ wi) E e:c. o 
LEMMA 3.8. 7 Let B E Con(I<) be such that B collapses a quotient of M3(p1, P2) for some 
P1 = xify1, P2 = x2/Y2 E lp(C) with a(p1) = a(p2). Then B collapses P1 and P2· 
PROOF. We have ( a(pi,p2), o(p1 ,p2)) E B =? ((xi, y2), (yi, Y2)) E B =? ( (xi,Oc), (yi, oc)) E 
Band so B collapses Pl· Also (b(p1,P2),o(p1,P2)) EB=? ((y1,x2), (y1,Y2)) EB=? ((x2,x2), 
(x2,Y2)) EB=? (o(p2,P2),a(p2,P2)) EB=? (o(p2,P2),b(p2,P2)) EB=? ((x2,x2), (y2,x2)) E 
B =? ((x2,0c),(y2,0c)) EB and so B collapses P2· 0 
LEMMA 3.8.8 Let B E Con{I<) be such that B collapses p1 E lp(C) and a(p1) = a(p2) 
for some P2 E lp(C), P1 =J. P2· Then B collapses M3(pi,p2). 
PROOF. Let P1 = xif yi, P2 = x2/Y2· Then P1 E B =? ((xi, oc), (yi, oc)) E B =? 
((xi,y2),(Yi,Y2)) EB=? (acpi,p2),o(p1,P2)) EB=? B collapses M3(pi,p2). D 
Now define a map -W : L -tCom(I<) by -W(x) = e:c for all x EL ..................... (*)· 
We show that W is the isomorphism between L and the lattice of complete congruences of 
the complete lattice I<. 
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LEMMA 3.8.9 The map W defined in (*) above is one-one and order preserving. 
PROOF. Let v, w E L with v ~ w. Then (bt1 ~ <bw and so Bt1la(a) ~ Bwla(a)' Then 
au $ aw follows from the definition of these congruences extended to K. Thus w is order-
preserving. let v, w EL\ {O} and suppose that ()ti= aw. Then by Lemma 3.8.4 there is a 
prime interval p = x/y in C such that a(p) = v. Thus (x,y) E (bti => ((x,0°),(y,0°)) E 
{)Ii => ( (x, o0 ), (y' o0 )) E aw => ( x, y) E (bW => v = a(p) $ w. Similarly w $ v and hence 
w = v. We have a0 = 6..K and since ax =f:. 6..K for all x E L \ {O} it follows that w is 
one-to-one. D 
In the following lemma for (a,b) EC x C we let (a,b) xx denote ((a,x), (b,x)) in C2 x C2 • 
LEMMA 3.8.10 Let p be a prime interval of K. Then there exists a prime interval p of 
C such that con'f<(p) = conJ<(p). 
·•\ . 
i 
PROOF. Let p be a prime interval of K. Then pis in one of the forms (a)-(f) listed below 
where 'qi, q2 are prime intervals of C and x E C. (pis given on the right hand side): 
(a) [o( qi, qz), m( q1, qz)] -+ q1 for a(q1) = a(q2) 
(b) [m(qi,q2),i(qi,q2)] -+ qi for a( qi) = a( q2) 
(c) qi x {x} -+ q1 
(d) {x} x qi -+ q1 
( e) [ms, 1 s] -+ [os' j°] for o < x 
(f) [Os, ms] -+ [os ,js] for o < X· 
We show that for each interval p on the left hand side of the above list, con'f<(p) = con'f<(p) 
where p is the corresponding interval on the right hand side. 
This result holds for the intervals in (a) and (b) by Lemmas 3.8.7 and 3.8.8. 
Let q1 = x1/Y1 in (c) and (d). Then (xlix)/(y1,x) ')t (x1,0°)/(y1 ,0°) and so the two 
intervals in ( c) are thus projective. 
Let(} E Con(K). Then by Lemmas 3.8.7 and 3.8.8, q1 E () {:} M3(qi,q1) is collapsed by. 
() {:} (a(qi,q2),i(q1,q2)) E () {:} ((xi,y1),(x1,x1)) E () {:} {x} x qi E (},proving the result 
for the intervals in ( d). 
For (e) we have 1s;ms \i}°/os. 
For (f) (os,ms) E con(os,ms) =>(Os V (Os,o0),msv (Os,o0)) 
E con(Os,ms) => ((os,o0 ),(ls,oo)) E con(Os,ms) => ((os,o0)Aj°,(1s,0°)/\js) E con(os,ms) => 
(Os ,js) E con(Os, ms). Thus conK(os ,j°) $ conK(os, ms) and hence i:;on'f<(Os ,j°) < con'f<(Os, ms). 
For the rev.ers.einclusion we have (Os ,j°) E con'f<(Os,j°) => (osvms ,j°Vms) E con'f<(Os,js) => 
(ms, ls) E con'f<(Os,j°). Let u E (js,1s]. Then (ms /\u,ls /\u) E con'f<(Os,js) => (os,u) E 
conJ.c(Os ,}°). Thus, by completeness of conJ.c(Os ,}°), (Os, 1 s) E conJ.c(Os, js) . Consequently 




It follows from Lemma 3.8.10 that in order to investigate the congruences conc(p) of Kit 
is sufficient to consider prime intervals p of C. 
The following lemma is a consequence of Lemmas 3.8'.7 and 3.8.8. 
LEMMA 3.8.11 Let pi,p2 be prime intervals of C with a(p1) = a(p2). Then conl<(P1) = 
coni<(P2). 
LEMMA 3.8.12 Let X s; L - {O}, X =f 0. For each x E XU {V X} choose a prime 
interval Px of Cs; I< such that a(p:r:) = x. Then 
con'k(Py x) = V{ conl<(Px) : x EX}. 
PROOF. Let X = X 0 for some o < X· By Lemma 3.8.11 the complete congruences are not 
affected by which prime intervals of a given colour we choose. So let PV x = [0°, J°] and 
Px = [(O, x~), u~] for x = x~ where 
(0, xj+1 ) if "Y + 1 < (o 
(1, x0 ) if "Y + 1 = (o. 
Consider the well-ordered chain Q: 
j° = (O,xg) < (O,xf) < ... < (i,xg) < (i,xD < ... < (i,x~) < .. · 
where i < w and "Y < (0• 
Then each prime interval of this chain is of colour x for some x E X and so V {conk- (Px) : 
x EX} collapses all prime intervals of Q. Now Q U {1°} is a complete sublattice of I< and 
1° is a limit of Q. Thus V{coni<(P:r:): x EX}= conI<(j0 , 1°). We have 
(j 0, 1°) E conI<(j0, 1°) => ()° /\ m0, 1° /\ m0) E conk-(J°, 1°) · 
=> (0°, m0) E con/<(j0, 1°) 
=> (0° v (0°,0°),m0 v (0°,0°)) E conI<(j0,1°) 
=> ( (0°, 0°), (1°, 0°)) E conk-(J°, 1°) 
=> ((0°,0°) v j 0,(1°,0°) v J°) E conI<(J°,1°) 
=> (0°,j°) E conk-(J°, 1°). 
Thus conk-(0°,j°) s; conI<(j0,1°). We also have 
(0°,j°) E conk-(0°,j0) => (m0,0°) E conk-(0°,j°) (Lemma3.8.10) 
=> (0° v m 0, j° v 0°) E conk-(0°, }°) 
=> (m0,j°) E conk-(0°,j°) 
=> (m0 V )°,)°VJ°) E conk-(0°,j0) 





Hence con!<(l 0 ,j°) ~ conI<(0° ,j°) and so V{ con!<(Px) : x EX} = conI<(j0, 1°) = conI<(0° ,j°) = 
conl<(Pvx)· o 
LEMMA 3.8.13 Suppose a::(p1 ) $ a:(p2) in I<. Then con!<(p1) $con!<(pz). 
PROOF. Supposea:(p1) = a,a::(pz) = b. LetX = {a,b}in Lemma3.8.12. Thencon!<(Pb) = 
conf<(Pa)V con!<(Pb)· Thus by Lemma 3.8.11 con!<(Pz) = con!<(P1)V con!<(Pz). D 
LEMMA 3.8.14 Let p be a prime interval in C $I<. Then con!<(p) = ()"'(P). 
PROOF. We have p E ()"'(P) hence con!<(p) ~ ()"'(P). For the reverse inclusion let u/v be a 
quotient of C with (u,v) E <J?"'(P). Then for all q E lp([v,u]) we have a:(q) $ a:(p). Hence 
by Lemma 3.8.13, q E con!<(p). Thus ( u, v) E con!<(p). So con!<(P) defines the relation 
q>a(p) on C which was used to definei ()"'(P). The equality follows from this. D 
LEMMA 3.8.15 All complete congruences f. b.I< of I< are of the form ex for some x E 
L \ {O}. 
PROOF. Let <I> be a complete congruence of I<. Since I< is strongly atomic (every chain 
in I< is well-ordered), we have pi(<I>) = <I> (Lemma 3.8.2). Let X = {a:(p) : p E lp(C) : 
con(p) $ <I>}. Then 
<I>= V{con!<(P): p E lp(I<): con(p) $<I>} 
= V{con!<(p): p E lp(C): con(p) $<I>} (Lemma 3.8.10) 
= V{Bx: x EX} (Lemma 3.8.14) 
= eV x (Lemmas 3.8.12 and 3.8.14). 0 
THEOREM 3.8.16 The map '11 : L -+Con°(I<) defined in(*) is an isomorphism between 
the complete lattice L and the lattice of complete congruences of the complete lattice I<. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.8.9 '11 is one-to-one, by Lemma 3.8.12 it preserves joins. By Lemma 
3.8.15 and the fact that b.x = 8°, '11 is surjective. D 
3.9 Lattices whose congruence lattices are Boolean 
algebras 
In this section we present Crawley's characterization ([Cra60]) of lattices whose congruence 
lattices are Boolean algebras. These lattices are characterized in terms of their intrinsic 
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structure as opposed to the following two earlier characterizations: 
(1) T. Tanaka. ([Tan52]) : For a lattice L, Con(L) is a Boolean algebra if and only if Lis 
a discrete subdirect product of simple lattices .. 
(2) G . .,Gratzer and E.T. Schmidt ([Gra58]) : The congruence lattice of a lattice L is a 
Boolean algebra if and only if L has the projectivity property and the congruences of L 
are separable (where a congruence 0 of a lattice L is separable if Va, b, E L, a < b, there is 
a sequence a = ea < e1 < · · · < en = b such that for all 0 ::; i < n either ( ei., ei.+l) E () or 
for all proper sub quotients uf v of e,+if e,, ( u, v) ¢ 0). 
A proper quotient afb of a lattice Lis said to be minimal if for every proper quotient 
cf d of L such that cf d ~w afb there is a finite sequence 
such that e;,/ ei-1 ~w cf d fori every i E {l, ... , n }. 
THEOREM 3.9.1 (Characterization) {Cra60} Let L be a lattice. Then Con(L) is a 
Boolean algebra if and only if for every proper quotient af b of L there is a finite chain 
b = ea ::; e1 < · · · ::; en = a such that each e;J ei:-1 ( i E {1, ... , n}) is minimal. 
PROOF. We first show that for any proper quotient afb of L, af bis minimal if and only 
if con( a, b) is an atom of Con( L). let a f b be a proper quotient of L such that con( a, b) 
is an atom of Con(L) and suppose cf dis a proper quotient of L weakly projective into 
afb. Then (c,d) E con(a,b) and so con(c,d) ~ con(a,b). But, since con(a,b) is an atom, 
we must have con(a,b) = con(c,d). Hence by Corollary 2.1.3 there is a finite sequence 
b = ea ::; e1 ::; .. • ::; en= a such that e,_if et. ~w cf d for all i E {l,. .. , n}. Thus afb is a. 
minimal quotient in L. For the reverse implication suppose that af bis a minimal quotient 
in L and let cf d be a proper quotient of L with ( c, d) E con( a, b ). Then there exists a finite 
sequenced= eo::; e1 ::; ···::;en= c such that e;,_ife;, ~w afb for all i E {l, ... ,n}. Since 
af b is minimal and df el ~w af b there is a finite sequence a = fa ::; f1 ::; · · · ::; fk = b such 
that f,_if f;. ~w dfe1 for all i E {l, ... ,k}. But then (h-i,ft.) E con(d,e1) 5;;;; con(c,d) for 
all i E {l, .. .,k}. By transitivity (a,b) E con(c,d) and hence con(a,b) = con(c,d). 
Now suppose Con(L) is a Boolean algebra. Then by Lemma 3.1.5 Con(L) is atomistic, 
hence every non-zero element of Con(L) is a join of atoms. Let afb be a proper quotient 
of L. Then con(a,b) is a join of atoms con(s;,t;) where s;fti is a minimal quotient of 
L. Thus there is a. finite sequence b = ea ::; e1 ::; • • • ::; en = a such that for ea.ch 
i E {1, ... , n} e;,-ifei ~w s;.ft;. for some minimal quotient sift, of L. Thus con(et.-i,ei.) 5;;;; 
con(si.,ti)· Hence con(e;.-i,e;.) is an atom of Con(L) (since con(s,,ti.) is) and so e;,fe,_1 is 
minimal. 
For the converse let afb be a. proper quotient of L. Then there is a finite sequence b =ea ::; 
e1 ::; ... ::; e,,, =a in L such that each e;,fe,_1 is a. minimal quotient. Then con(ei,ei.-i) 
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is an atom of Con( L) for every i E { 1, ... n}. We have con( a, b) = Vf=1 con( ei, ei-I) and 
since every member of Con(L) is a join of principal congruences, every element of Con(L) 
is a join of atoms. Hence by Lemma 2.2.5 Con(L) is a Boolean algebra. ·o 
3.10 Lattices whose congruence lattices are Stone 
lattices 
In (Jan68] M.F. Janowitz proved that the congruence lattice of a complete relatively com-
plemented lattice is a Stone lattice and posed the problem of characterizing those lattice L 
for which Con(L) is a Stone lattice. Such a characterization, presented in Theorem 3.10.5 
below was provided by Iqbalunnisa in [Iqb71]. 
We begin by defining a Stone lattice and proving some preliminfy results concerning 
pseudo-complements. • 
Let L be a lattice with a least element 0. Let a E L. Then a* E Lis the pseudo-complement 
of a in L if the following conditions hold: 
(a) a/\ a* = 0 
(b) a/\ x = 0 ::::} X ~ a* for all x E L. 
A lattice Lis pseudo-complemented if every element has a pseudo-complement in L. 
A pseudo-complemented bounded distributive lattice is a Stone lattice if for all a E L, a* V 
a** = 0. 
An element a of a bounded lattice is simple if a has a pseudo-complement a* in L and 
a Va*= 1. 
LEMMA 3.10.1 Every complete infinitely join-distributive lattice is a pseudo-complemented 
distributive lattice. 
PROOF. Let L be a complete infinitely join-distributive lattice with a E L. Define a* = 
V{x : x E L, a/\ x = O}. Then a/\ a* = V{a /\ x : x E L, a/\ x = O} = V 0 = 0. Suppose 
a/\ x = 0. Then, by definition, x ~ a* and so a* is the pseudo-complement of a. D 
COROLLARY 3~10.2 Every distributive algebraic lattice is pseudo-complemented, and 
hence for any lattice L, Con(L) is pseudo-complemented. 
PROOF. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.6.6 and Lemma 3.10.L 0 
We say that a quotient c/d of a lattice is a translate of a quotient a/b if c/d :=::::w a/b. 
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LEMMA 3.10.3 [Iqb66} Let 0 be a congruence on a lattice L. Then the pseudo-complement 
of 0 in Con(L) is the congruence W defined by : (a, b) E W ~ no non-trivial translate of 
(a V b)/(a /\ b) is collapsed by 0. 
PROOF. We first show that W is a congruence relation by showing that it satisfies the 
Gratzer-Schmidt Criteria of Lemma 2.1.1. 
(i) Let a EL and suppose c/d /'w a/a. Then we have c::::; a and cl\ a= d. Hence c = d. 
Similarly c/ d \.w a/ a implies c = d. Thus c/ d ~w a/ a :::;. c = d and so (a, a) E W. 
(ii) For a, b E L, (a, b) E W ~ (a V b, a /\ b) E W follows directly from the definition of W. 
(iii) Suppose a::::; b::::; c in L and(a,b), (b,c) E W. If (p,q) E 0 and p/q ~w c/a, then (p,q) E 
con(a,c) = con(a,b)V con(b,c). By Theorem 2.1.2 there is a finite sequence q = e0 ::::; e1 ::::; 
· · · ::::; en = p such that for each i E { 1, ... , n} either ei-i/ ei ~w b/ a or ei-i/ ei ~w c/b. Since . 
(p, q) E 0 we have (ei-li ei) E 0 for all i E {1, ... , n}, hence ei = ei-l for all i E {1, ... , n}. 
Thus p = q and (a,c) E 0. ., 
(iv) Suppose a::::; bin Land (a,b) E W,c EL. Then (b \1 c)/(a V c) \.w b/a. Hence if 
c/d ~w (b V c)/(a V c) then c/d ~w b/a. Thus (a V c, b V c) E.W. Similarly (a/\ c, bl\ c) E W. 
It follows from (i)-(iv) that Wis a congruence relation on L'. 
Suppose (a, b) E 0 n W. Then (a Vb, a/\ b) E 0 and (a V b)/(a /\ b) ~w (a V b)/(a /\ b). 
Thus a = b and 0 n \II = !::.. Suppose 0 n <I> = !::. for some <I> E Con( L). Let (a, b) E <I> and 
suppose c/d is a quotient in L with (c, d) E 0 and c/d ~w (a V b)/(a/\b). Then by Theorem 
2.1.2 (c,d) E <I>. Thus (c,d) E <I> n 0 and soc= d. Consequently (a,b) E \II and so <I>~ \II. 
Hence W is the pseudo-complement of 0 in L. D 
LEMMA 3.10.4 [Iqb66} A congruence on a lattice L is simple if and only if for any 
quotient a/b of L there is a finite sequence 
such that for each i E { 1, ... , n} either ( ei-l, ei) E 0 or no non-trivial translate of ei-i/ ei 
is collapsed by 0. 
PROOF. For the forward implication let 0 be a simple congruence on L. Then 0 V 0* = Y'. 
Let a/b be a quotient of L. Then there is a finite sequence b = eo ::::; e1 ::::; · · · ::::; en = a such 
that for each i E {1, ... ,n} either (ei,...i,ei) E 0 or (ei-i,ei) E 0*. The result now follows 
from Lemma 3.10.3. 
For the converse let a, b E L. Then by assumption there is a finite sequence a /\ b = e0 ::::; 
e1 ::::; ···::::;en= a Vb such that for each i E {1, ... , n} either (ei-1, ei) E 0 or (ei-i, ei) E 0*. 
(Lemma 3.10.3). Thus (a,b) E 0 V 0* and hence 0 V 0* = Y'. 0 





THEOREM 3.10.5 {lqb71} Let L be a complete lattice. Then Con(L) is a Stone lattice 
if and only if for any () E Con{L), there exists a finite sequence 
·. 
such that for each i E {1, ... , n} either no non-trivial translate of eif ei-l is collapsed by() 
or ev.ery translate of eif ei-I has a non-trivial translate collapsed by (). 
PROOF. To prove the forward implication let() E Con(L). Then()* is simple. By Lemma 
3.10.4 there is a finite sequence 0 = ea :::; eI :::; · · · :::; en = 1 such that for each i E { 1, ... , n} 
either ( ei-I, ei) E ()* or no non-trivial translate of ei-i/ ei is collapsed by ()*. The result 
then follows from Lemma 3.10.3. 
, For the converse let a :::; b in L and suppose () E Con( L). We will show that (a, b) E ()* V {)**. 
By assumption and Lemma 3.10.3 there exists a finite sequence 0 = ea :::; eI :::; · · · :::; 
en = 1 such that for each i E { 1, ... , n} either ( ei-I, eI) E ()* or no non-trivial translate 
of eif ei-I is collapsed by ()*. For each i E {O, ... , n} let Ci = ( ei /\ b) V a. Then for 
i E {l, ... ,n} (ei-I,ei) E ()* =* (ci-i,ci) EB* and Ci/Ci-I \.cw (ei/\b)/(ei-I/\b) /'w eifei-I· 
Thus ci/ Ci-I is a translate of eif ei-I · So we have a sequence a = Co :::; CI :::; • • • :::; Cn = b 
such that for each i E {1, ... , n} either (ci-I, ci) E ()* or no non-trivial translate of Ci/Ci-I 






This chapter is motivated by Chapter 6 and lays much of the groundwork for results of 11 
that chapter where the amalgamation class of a B-lattice variety is characterized using 
2-congruence extendibility. In Section 4.1 we present a characterization of 2-congruenc 
extendible distributive lattices in terms of smallest distributive congruences. Section 4.2 
considers 2-congruence extendibility in S-varieties in preparation for Chapter 6 (B-lattices 
are S-lattices). Amongst the results of this section we show that in a S-variety V, Amal(V) 
is contained in the class of 2-congruence extendible members of V (see Proposition 4.2.4 for 
a stronger version of this result), exemplifying the strong relationship between amalgama-
tion and congruences. An interesting problem (not explored here) would be to investigate 
whether the class of 2-congruence extendible members of various lattice varieties are ele-
mentary. Most of the results of this chapter appear in [Lai96]. 
Recall that for a positive integer n, we denote the chain with n elements by n. Let X 
be a sublattice of a lattice L. We say X is an n-sublattice of L if X ~ n and there is a 
retraction of L onto X. For example in the pentagon in Figure 2.4, Page 33 { e, J} is a 
2-sublattice but {a, c} is not. 
4.1 Distributive congruences and characterization of 
2-congruence extendibility 
Recall that a congruence '11 on a lattice Lis a distributive congruence if L /'11 is _a distributive 
lattice and that an algebra A in a variety V is 2-congruence extendible in V if whenever 
C E V and A :::; C then every 2-congruence on A can be extended to a 2-congruence on C. 
LEMMA 4.1.1 Let L be an arbitrary lattice. Then '11 E Con(L) is the smallest dis-
tributive congruence on L if and only if '11 = n1 Bi where {Bi : i E I} is the set of all 
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2-congruences on L. 
PROOF. Since W ~ Bi\:/ i E I we have w ~ n1 Bi. For the reverse inclusion let a, b E L be 
such that (a, b) ¢ W. Let <1? = B(a/'YJ,b/'YJ). Then <1? is a sub directly irreducible, distributive 
congruence on L/W and hence is a 2-congruence. Let {) be the 2-congruence on L such 
that W ~Band <1? = B/w. Then (a,b) ¢ fJ and hence (a,b) ¢ n1 ai. Thus n1 ar: ~ w proving 
w = n1 Bi. o 
For the next lemma recall that a quotient a/ c of a lattice L is ·an N-quotient of L if, for 
some b E L, the set {a, c, b} generates a sublattice of L isomorphic to the pentagon N in 
which a/ c is a critical quotient. 
LEMMA 4.1.2 Let L be a lattice which does not have the diamond (M3 ) as a sub-
lattice. Then W E Con(L) is the smallest distributive congruence on L if and only if 
W = Liscon(us, vs) where {us/vs : s E S} is the set of all N-quotients of L. 
PROOF. Since W is distributive it collapses all N-quotients in L. Thus con( us, vs) ~ 
W Vs ES and so Lis con( us, vs)~ W. Furthermore, since L does not contain the diamond 
Liscon( us, vs) is a distributive congruence and therefore W C Liscon( Us, vs) proving the 
equality. D 
THEOREM 4.1.3 (Characterization of 2-congruence extendibility for arbitrary 
lattices) Let A, C be arbitrary lattices with A ~ C. Let WA and We be the smallest 
distributive congruences on A and C respectively. Then every 2-congruence on A can be 
extended to a 2-congruence on C if and only if WA = We IA. 
PROOF. Let Xe be the set of all 2-congruences on C and let XA = {<1? E Xe : <PIA is 
a 2-congruence on A}. Assume that every 2-congruence on A can be extended to a 2-
congruence on C. Let{)= nxA. Then by Lemma 4.1.1 We~{) and so Bis a distributive 
congruence on A. We also have fJIA = WA· Thus We IA ~ BIA = WA· Now We IA is a 
distributive congruence on A (since A/WelA embeds in C/We) and so WA~ WelA whence 
WA= WelA· For the converse, assume that WA = WelA· Then the map f: A/w A -t C /we 
given by J(a/W A) = a/We is a well-defined embedding. Let B be a 2-congruence on A. 
Then WIA ~ {)and so by the second isomorphism theorem{) /w A is a 2-congruence on A/WA· 
Let n be the congruence on f[A/w A] corresponding to a. i.e. the congruence generated 
by {(a/We,b/We): (a,b) E fJ}. Now J[A/WA] and C/We are distributive lattices with 
J[A/w A] ~ c /We and n is a 2-congruence on f[A/w A]· Thus by Corollary 1.4.12 there is 
a 2-congruence <1? on C with We ~ <1? such that <1? /we is a 2-congruence on C /we extending 
n. But then <1? is a 2-congruence on C extending B, since 
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(a, b) E q, IA # (a, b) E q, and (a, b) E A 
# (a/Wc,b/'J!c) E q'>/'J/c and (a,b) EA 
# (af'J!A,bf'J!A) En 
# (a,b) E 0. . 
D 
COROLLARY 4.1.4 Let V be a variety which does not contain the diamond. Let CE V 
and A :5 C. Suppose that every 2-congruence on A can be extended to a 2-congruence on 
C. Then for any distributive congruence e on A and any N -quotient u/ v of C, we have 
con(u, v)IA ~ e. 
PROOF. Let 'JI A, We be the smallest distributive congruences on A and C respectively and 
let {u8 /vs: s E'.S} be the set of all N-quotients in C. By Theorem 4.1.3 WclA =WA and 
by Lemma 4.1.2 We= Escon(u8 ,v8 ). Hence WA= (Escon(us,vs))IA = Escon(us,va)IA 
and the res_ult follows from this equality. D 
LEMMA 4.1.5 Let A and C be arbitrary lattices and let f : A ~ C be an embedding. 
Suppose that every 2-congruence on f[A] can be extended to a 2-congruence on C. Let 
g : A -+ X be a surjective homomorphism with X a finite Boolean lattice. Then there is a 
surjective homomorphism h : C -+ X with h o f = g. 
PROOF. We have X 9:' 2n. for some n E w. For each i E {1, ... , n} let 'IT';, : X -+ 2 be 
the ith projection and let ei = ker(1T'i o g). Then fh is a 2-congruence on A. Let J(fh) 
denote the congruence on C corresponding to ei under f. Then by assumption f(Oi) can 
be extended to a 2-congruence Bi on C. Let hi : C -+ 2 be the canonical surjection with 
ker(h;,) = Bi. Then h;, of = 7r;, o g. Define h : C -+ 2n. 9:' X by h(c)i = hi(c) for all 
c E C,i E {l, ... ,n}. Let x E 2n.. Then there is an a E A such that g(a) = x and 
h(f(a));, = h;,(f(a)) = ?ri(g(a)) =Xi, where x;, is the ith co-ordinate of x. Thus h(a) = x 
proving that his surjective and ho f = g follows from h;, of= ?r;, o g. D 
4.2 2-congruence extendibility in S-varieties 
We now direct our study of 2-congruence extendibility specifically to S-varieties. Most 
of the results of this section have their application in Chapter 6 in showing that for a 
variety B generated by a B-lattice B, Amal(B) is a Horn class. The result is based on the 
characterization of Amal(B) as the intersection of the 2-corigruence extendible members of 
B, the 2-chain limited members of Band subdirect powers of B. Recall that a subdirectly 
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irreducible lattice L is an S-lattice if L is a finite non-modular, semidistributive, lattice 
such that none of the lattices L11 or L12 are embeddable into L; and that a S-variety is 
a finitely generated semidistributive variety V such that all non-modular members of Vsr 
are S-lattices. 
LEMMA 4. 2 .1 Let L be a S -lattice and let <I> be the smallest distributive congruence on 
L. Then (a, 1) ~<I> for every a =J 1 and (b, 0) ~<I> for every b =J 0. . 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.1.2 <I> = 2:5 con( Us, vs) where {us/vs : s E S} is the set of all N-
quotients of L. Thus, if (a, 1) E <I> then by Theorem 2.1.2 there is a sequence a = e0 $ 
ei :$ · · · $ en= 1 such that for each i E {1, ... n }, eif ei-l is weakly projective into some 
N-quotient of L. But then by Lemma 2.5.l ei/ei-l is an N-quotient for each i E {1, ... n}. 
In particular 1/ en-l is an N-quotient, and this contradiction completes the proof that 
(a, 1) ~ <I>. The second half of the lemma is proved similarly. D 
'I 
I 
COROLLARY 4.2.2 Let V be an S-variety. Then every non-trivial member of V has 
2-co ngruences. 
PROOF. Let L $ TI Li be a subdirect representation in V. Then Li is an S-lattice or is 
isomorphic to 2. Thus every member of V has 2 or an S-lattice as an image. By Lemma 
4.2.1, the smallest distributive congruence on an S-lattice f{ does not collapse the top and 
bottom of I<. The statement of the corollary now follows from this. D 
Recall that for a lattice L, N( a/ c, b) in L means that {a, c, b} generates a sublattice of L 
isomorphic to the pentagon N with critical quotient a/ c. 
THEOREM 4.2.3 Let V be an S-variety. Then every 2Jcongruence extendible member 
of V is a subdirect product of S-lattices in V (i.e. of non-modular subdirectly irreducibles 
in V ). 
PROOF. Let A E V be 2-congruence extendible with A:$ TI1 Li a subdirect representation. 
Let J = {i EI: Li~ 2} and suppose that J =J 0 and j E J. Then ker(7rJ) is a 2-congruence 
on A. Let L be an arbitrary S-lattice in V with critical quotient a/ c. Let B = TI1 Bi where 
B· _ { Li i E I\ J 
' - L i E J. 
Consider the embedding f: Tir Li YB given by: 
{ 
x· 
J(x); = ;' 
i EI\ J 
i E J, Xi = 1 
i E J, Xi= 0. 
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Let () E Con(B) be a 2-congruence extending ker(7rj) and let u = (ui)ieJ, v = (vi)ieJ, z = 
(zi)ieI where uifvi is the (unique) critical quotient of Bi and N(ui/vi, Zi. We then have 
N(u/v,z) in B. Now (u,v) ¢()implies that N(u/v,z) cannot be collapsed by B, contra-
dicting the fact that () is a 2-congruence. And ( u, v) E () .contradicts BIA =ker( ?Tj ). This 
completes our proof. o 
The following three results apply to S-varieties by Corollary 4.2.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.4 Let V be a residually small variety of lattices in which some 
member of VM1 has a 2-congruence. Then all members of Amal(V) are 2-congruence 
extendible. 
PROOF. Follows immediately from Proposition 1.4. 7. D 
PROPOSITION 4.2.5 Let V be a residually small variety of lattices in which some 
member of VM1 has a 2-congruence. Let C E V and suppose that for every 2-congruence 
on C there exists an A E Amal(V) and an embedding f : Ac....+ C such that the restriction 
BIJ[A] is a 2-congruence on A. Then C is 2-congruence extendible in V. 
PROOF. Suppose C ·~ D E V and let() be a 2-congruence on C. Let A E Amal(V) with 
f : A '--t Can embedding such that BIJ[A] is a 2-congruence on A. By Proposition 1.4.7 
there is a 2-congruence '11' on D such that '11'IJ[A] = BIJ[A] . Then '11'lc = B proving that C 
is 2-congruence extendible in V. D 
THEOREM 4.2.6 Let V be a residually small variety of lattices in which every non-
trivial member of Amal(V) has 2-congruences. Then direct products of members of Amal(V) 
are 2-congruence extendible in V. 
PROOF. Let C = T11 Ai where Ai E Amal(V) for all i E I. Let () be a 2-congruence on 
C. Then there are u,v EC with u > v such that C/B = {u/B,v/B}. Let '11' be a Jonsson 
congruence on C such that '11' ~ Band let V be the corresponding ultrafilter over I. Setting 
X = {i EI: ui >vi}, we have XE V . . For each i EI let Zi E Ai be fixed. There are two 
possible cases: 
(i) There is a j E I such that {j} EV,. 
(ii) For all j E I, {j} ¢ V .. 
For case (i) define an embedding f: Aj c....+ A as follows. For all x E Aj: 
{ 
x i = j 
f(x)i = Zi i E I\ {j}. 
Then f(ui)/'I!. = u/'11' and f(vj)/'11' = v/'I!. Hence (f(uj),f(vj)) ¢Band BIJ[Aj] is a 
2-congruence on A;. 
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For case (ii) we have X \ {j} EV for all j E I. Since we are assuming that Chas at least 
one 2-congruence, (namely()), there is a j E I such that A; is non-trivial. By assumption 
there is a surjective homomorphism g : A;-+ 2. We define an embedding f: A; <-+ C as 





i EX\ {j} and g(x) = 1 
i EX\ {j} and g(x) = 0 
i E I\ {X \ {j}}. 
Since g is a surjection there are x,y E A1 such that g(x) = 1 and g(y) = 0. Then 
f(x)/\J! = u/iJ! and J(y)/iJ! = v/iJ!. Thus (J(x),f(y)) '/:.()and so ()IJ[A;1 is a 2-congruence 
on A;. It now follows from Proposition 4.2.5 that C is 2-congruence extendible in V. 0 
PROBLEM 4.2. 7 Can the above result be generalized to n-congruences? 
For a variety V let P fin(V) denote the class of direct products of finitely many membe~s 
of V. 
Recall that an embedding f : A <-+ C = fI 1 Ci is regular if for any distinct i, j E I we have 
ker(7ri)l1IAl /:- ker(7r1)l1(AJ where 11"i is the canonical projection of C onto Ci. 
LEMMA 4.2.8 Let V be a lattice variety with Ai E V for all i E I. Suppose A $ fI 1 Ai 
is a subdirect representation where fI1 Ai E P fin(V) . . If every 2-congruence on A can 
be extended to a 2-congruence on B where B E P Jin(V) and B is any regular subdirect 
representation of A, then every 2-congruence on A can be extended to a 2-congruence on 
fI1 Ai. 
PROOF. The subdirect representation A $ fI1 Ai can be restricted to a regular subdirect 
representation A $ fIJ A for some J ~ I. For each i E I let ei be an arbitrary element of 
Ai. Define an embedding h : fIJ Ai -+ fI1 Ai as follows: For all a E A let h(a)i = ai for 
i E J and h(a)i = ei for i E I\ J. Let() be a 2-congruence on A. Then by assumption() 
can be extended to a 2-congruence BJ on fIJ At.. By Proposition 1.3.4 BJ = fIJ ()i where 
()i E Con(A1) for all j E J. Let h(()J) denote the congruence on h[fIJ At.] corresponding to 
BJ under h. Define a congruence <I> I = TI1 <I>t. on TI1 A by <I>i = Bt. for i E J and <I>i :::::: "V Ai 
for i EI\ J. Then <I> Iih[fIJAi] = h(BJ) and <I>1 is a 2-congruence on TI1 Ai extending B. 0 
THEOREM 4.2.9 Let V be an S-variety with {T1, ... Tn} the set ofS-lattices of Vs1. 
Let B E V be an image of A where A is 2-congruence extendible in V. Let r : B -+ T :::::: 
T[1 x · · · x T!" be a regular subdirect representation. Then every 2-congruence on B can 
be extended to a 2-congruence on T. 
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PROOF. Let 11 be a congruence on A such that A/11 ~ B. Let {'Pr:; : ii E W1} be 
the set of all T;-congruences on A for j E { 1, ... , n}. Since the su bdirect representation 
r : A/11 --+ T is regular, we may assume that for each j E {I, ... , n}, I; ~ W1 and 
'Pi.i = ker(11'i.; or o k) Vi; E I; where k : A --+ A/11 is the canonical quotient map and 
11'i; : Tfi --+ T; is the iith projection. Let S = T1w1 x · · · x T?·\ I= Uj=1 11, W = Uj=1 W1. 
Since r : A/fl <--+ T is a subdirect representation nie1(ker( 11'i or)) = !:lA/n i.e. nr:eI <.pr: = fl. 
For each j E {I, ... , n }, let Zj E T1 be fixed. Let h: T <--+ S be the embedding defined as 
follows: For all x ET 
h( ) { 
Xij i1 E I x,.= . W\I 
J Zj ii E . 
Let D = h(T) and C = ho r(A/11). Then C $ D $ S. For e E Con( A) with 11 $ e, let 
7f denote the congruence on C corresponding to the congruence 0/11 on A/11 under ho r. 
For a EA let a denote ho r(a/f!). 
We will show that for every 0 E [fl,11) in Con(A) such that 0/11isa2-congruence on A/n, 
7J can be extended to a 2-congruence on D. This then proves the statement of the theorem. 
' 
For each i; EI let Pii: A--+ Ti be the surjectivehomomorphismgiven by Pi1(a) = r(a/11)i1. 
Then for all i; E /, <.pr:1 = ker(p,:,.). For i; E W \I let p,:1 : A--+ T; be any surjective 
homomorphism with 'Pi; = ker(pi.1). Define p : A --+ Sas follows: for a E A : p(a)i; = 
Pii (a) V ii E W. Then p is an embedding since: 
p(a)i1 = p(b)i; Vi; E W 
:::::> (a, b) E <.p,:1 Vii E W 
:::::> a = b, since A is a subdirect product of Tjs (by Theorem 4.2.3). 
For every congruence ¢ on A let p( ¢) denote the congruence on p[A] corresponding to ¢ 
under p. Now for each i E I,p(<.pi) E Con(p[A]) can be extended to a congruence <.p~ E 
Con(S), namely 'Pi = ker(11'i)· Each 'Pi is induced by a principal ultra.filter :Fr:(= [{i})) 
over W. Put f!' = nr:eI 'Pi· Then p(f!) = f!'!p(AJ· Let :F = nr:e1 :fi. Then :Fis a: filter over 
w which induces n'. 
By Lemma LL3 there is a Jonsson congruence '1i E Con(S) such that f!' ~ '1i and '1iip[AJ ~ 
p(O). Let 1J be the corresponding Jonsson ultra.filter over W. Then :F ~ 1J and since 
I E :F, we have I E 1J. Since 0 is a 2-congruence on C , (j is a 2-congruence on A. So 
there are u, v EA with u > v such that A/(} = { u/e, v/e}. Then C/7J = {u/IJ, v/7J}. Since 
A is 2-congruence extendible in V there is a 2-congruence r on S such that r!p(A] = p(B). 
Let EE Con(S) be a Jonsson congruence such that E ~ r. Then Elp([A]) ~ fip([A]) ~ p((}) 
and so E = '11. 
We have S/r = (p(u)/r,p(v)/r) and since '11 ~ r we have (p(u),p(v)) ¢ '11. Now, for all 
a EA {i E W: p(a)r: = ar:} 2 {i EI: p(a)r: =ar:} = {i EI: r(a/11)r: = (hor(a/f!))r:} =I 
(by definition of h). Thus since I E 1J we have p(a)/'11 = a/'11 and hence p(a)/r = a/r. 
Consequently p(u)/r = u/r, p(v)/r = u/r and r!D is a 2-congruence on D. Also r1D 
extends 0 since (a,b) E 0 <::} (a,b) E () <=? (p(a),p(b)) E fip[AJ <=? (a,b) Er. D. 
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COROLLARY 4.2.10 Let B, r and T be as in Theorem 4.2.9. If r : B -t T is any 
subdirect representation {not necessarily regular) then every 2-congruence on B can be 
extended to a 2-congruence on T. 
PROOF. Follows from Lemma 4.2.8 and Theorem 4.2.9. 0 . 
As a digression from this section of preliminaries to Chapter 6 we conclude with an in-
teresting consequence of 2-congruence extendibility in N, the variety generated by the 
pentagon. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.11 Let A E N. If A is 2-congruence extendible in N then A is 
congruence extensile in N. 
PROOF. Suppose A::; 111Si where Si E Ns1 (= {N,2}) Vi EI. Let B be a subdirectly :·1 
irreducible congruence on A. If () is a 2-congruence then () can be extended to a 2-
congruence on 111 Si by 2-congruence extendibility of A. Suppose that A/() ~ N. Let W be 
a Jonsson congruence on 111 Si such that WIA s;;; B. Now (111 Si)/w ~Nor (111 Si)/w ~ 2. 
Since A/B ~ N and A/B Y A/WIA Y (111 Si)/w we must have (TI1 Si)/w ~ N. Also 
(A/WIA)/(B/WIA) ~A/()~ N ~ A/WIA· Thus Wis a subdirectly irredudble congruence 
on fl1 Si extending () and the result follows from Proposition 1.4.10. D 
Note that the converse of Proposition 4.2.11 is false since 2 is congruence extensile in N 




2 and 3-chain limited lattices 
We will call a lattice n-chain limited if it does not have (n+ 1 )-congruences. For e~iample 
the lattices L6 (Figure 5.1) and their duals are 2-chain limited, v; (Figure 5.2) and their 
duals are 3-chain limited and L; (Figure 5.2) and their duals L?0 are (n + 3)-chain limited. 
For certain lattice varieties V, Amal(V) is a subclass of the n-chain limited members of 
V. For example in Chapter 6 we show that for any variety B generated by a B-lattice, B 
Amal(B) is the intersection of subdirect powers of B, 2-chain limited members of B and 
2-congruence extendible members of B. This generalizes the result from [Bru92] that in 
.N, the variety generated by the pentagon, Amal(N) is the intersection of 2-chain limited 

















Lg(L8 is dual to Lg) 
Figure 5.2 
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5.1 S-varieties with 2-chain limited members of the 
amalgamation class 
We b~gin with some results concerning $-varieties in which every maximal irreducible is 
2-chain limited. Examples of such varieties include the varieties generated by L6 n E w 
(see Figure 5.1) a.nd B-lattice varieties (see Chapter 6). We show that for such $-varieties, 
V, the amalgamation class of V is contained in the class of 2-chain limited members of V. 
Furthermore we prove that with further restrictions on V products of members of Amal(V) 
are also 2-chain limited (Theorem 5.1.5). Both these results are applied in Chapter 6 to 
B-latticesi Theorem 5.1.5 being used directly in the proof that the amalgamation class of 
a B-lattice variety is elementary. The results of this section appear in [Lai96]. 
LEMMA 5.1.1 Let V be a $-variety. Let A ::; C with A E Amal(V) and C E V. Let 
M E VMr with critical quotient a/c and let g : A -+ M be a homomorphism such that 
g[A] is a distributive sublattice of M containing {a, c}. Suppose that h : C -+ M is a 
homomorphism with hlA = g. Then h[C] ~ (c] U [a) and so h[C] is an ordinal sum of two 
distributive lattices. 
PROOF. Since A E Amal(V) every 2-congruence on A can be extended to a 2-congruence 
on C (by Proposition 4.2.4). Thus by Lemma4.1.2 and Theorem 4.1.3 con(u, v)IA ~ ker(g) 
for every N-quotient u/v of C. But then con(u,v) ~ ker(h) a.nd so h[C] is a distributive 
sublattice of M. By results from (Ros84] (see Chapter 2 Section 2.5) we must then have 
h[CJ (c] U (a) (since {a,c} ~ h[C] a.nd if b E h.(C] for some b which is non-comparable 
with a or c then N(a/c,b) ~ h[C] contradicting distributivity of h[C]). D 
PROPOSITION 5.1.2 Let V be a $-variety in which every member of VMI is 2-chain 
limited. Then every member of Amal(V) is 2-chain limited. 
PROOF. Let A E Amal(V) a.nd suppose that A has a 3-congruence. There is a.n embedding 
f : A y s = S[1 x ... x S~n. where {Si, ... Sn} ~ VMI· Choose sk E {Si, ... Sn} a.nd 
let a/c be the critical quotient of Sk. Then there is a homomorphism g : A -+ Sk with 
g[A] ~ 3 a.nd {a,c} ~ g[A]. By Theorem 1.4.5 there is a homomorphism h: S-+ Sk such 
that ho f = g. Since 3 is distributive it follows from Lemma 5.1.1 that h[S] (c] U [a) i.e 
h[C] is a.n ordinal sum of distributive lattices. By Theorem 1.3.6 h(S] ~ PH( {Si, ... Sn}). 
But since it is directly indecomposable h[S] must be a homomorphic image of Si for some 
l E {l, ... , n }. Then since g[A] ~ h(S], 3 is a.n image of h[S] contradicting the assumption 
that every member of VMr is 2-chain limited, a.nd completing the proof. 0 
LEMMA 5.1.3 Let V be a $-variety such that every member of VMr is 2-chain limited. 




be such that C/Bo = {p/B0,q/B0} and C/B1 = {r/Bi,s/B1}. Let A E Amal(V) and let 
fo,fi: A Y C be two embeddings such that {p,q} ~ fo[A] and {r,s} ~ fi[A]. Then cI> is 
not a 3-congruence on C. 
PROOF. Let (D,90,91) be an amalgam of the diagram (A,f0,C,fi,C) in V. Leth= 
9o o Jo = 91 o f1. By Proposition 4.2.4 there are 2-congruences Bo and B1 on D such 
that Bolh(ALand B1 lh[AL correspond under 9o and 91 respectively to Bolfo[A] and B1 IJi[A]. Let 
cI> = Bo n B1. Then cI> is a 3-congruence on D and cI> I h[A] corresponds under h to a 3-
congruence on A. This contradiction of Proposition 5.1.2 completes the proof. D 
PROPOSITION 5.1.4 Let V be a S-variety in which every member of VM1 is 2-chain 
limited. Let C E V and assume that for any two distinct 2-congruences B0 and B1 on 
C and some p,q,r,s EC with C/B0 = {p/B0,q/B0} and C/B1 = {r/B1,s/Bi} there is an 
A E Amal(V) and there are embeddings fo, Ji : A Y C such that {p, q} ~ fo[A] and 
{ r, s} ~ f 1 [A]. Then C '~s 2-chain limited. 
PROOF. Suppose cI> is a 3-congruence on C. Then (by the. correspondence theorem) 
cI> = BonB1 where B0 , B1 are two distinct 2-congruences on C. It follows from the hypothesis 
of this proposition and Lemma 5.1.3 that cI> cannot be a 3-congruence on C and this 
contradiction completes the proof. D 
THEOREM 5.1.5 Let V be an S-variety in which every member of Amal(V) is a subdi-
rect product of members ofVMI· Assume too that every member of VM1 is 2-chain limited 
and has at least two distinct 2-congruences. Let C = f1 1 Ai where Ai E Amal(V) for all 
i E I. Then C is 2-chain limited. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that each Ai is non-trivial. We use 
Proposition 5.1.4. Suppose B0 and B1 are two distinct 2-congruences on A. We will show 
that there is a j E I and embeddings f0 , / 1 : Ai Y C such that for some p, q, r, s E C with 
C/Bo = {p/Bo,q/Bo} and C/B1 = {r/B1,s/B1} we have {p,q} ~ fo[A1] and {r,s} ~ Ji[AJ 
Let u > v,w > x E C be such that C/Bo = {u/B0,v/B0} and C/B1 = {w/Bi,x/B1}. 
Let '11 0 and '11 1 be Jonsson congruences on C with '110 ~ B0 and '11 1 ~ B1. Let 'Do and 
1)1 be the corresponding Jonsson ultra.filters over I. Put S = { i E I : Ui > Vi} and 
R = {i E I: Wi >Xi}· Then SE 'Do and RE 'D1 • For all i E I let ai E Ai be fixed. There 
are three possible cases: 
(i) There is a j E I such that {j} E 'Don 'D1. 
(ii) For all j E I, {j} rt 'Do and {j} rt 'D1. 
(iii) There is a j E I such that {j} E 7J0 , but {j} rt 'D1 or vice-versa. 
In case (i) define the embedding fo : Ai Y C as follows. For all x E Ai 
{ 
x '/, =J 
fo(x)i = ai i EI\ {j}. 
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Let J1 = Jo. Then (!0 ( u;), u), (!0 ( v;), v ), (/0 ( w; ), w), (Jo(x; ), x) E Bon61. Let p = Jo( uJ) = 
J1(u;), q = Jo(v;) = fi(vJ), r = Jo(wJ) = J1(w;), s = Jo(x;) = fi(x;). 
Suppose that case (ii) holds. Pick any j E /. Then S\ {j} E V0 and R\ {j} E V1 .. Observe 
that sJnce A; is non-trivial it is a subdirect power of members of VMI· Thus there are at 
least two distinct epimorphisms k, t : A; --+ 2. The embedding Jo : Aj c...+ C is defined as 
follows. For all x E Ai 
{ 
x '/, = J 
'( )·- ui: iES\{j}andt(x)=l 
Jox,- Vi iES\{j}andt(x)=O 
ai: iEI\(SU{j}). . 
The embedding Ji : A; c...+ C is defined similarly. For x E Aj: 
i=J 
i E R \ {j} and k(x) = 1 
i E R \ {j} and k( x) = 0 
i E I \ ( R U {j}). 
Since the maps k and tare epimorphisms there are a, b, c, d E Aj such that t(a) = 1, t(b) = 
O,k(c) = 1 and k(d) = 0. Setting p = J0(a),q = Jo(b),r = J1(c) ands= fi(d) we have 
(p,u),(q,v) E Bo and (r,w),(s,x) E 01• 
The case (iii) is a combination of (i) and (ii). If there is a j E I with {j} E V 0 but 
{j} ¢ V1 then R \ {j} E V 1 • We then define Jo as in case (i) and J1 as in case (ii) and 
let p = fo(uJ),q = fo(v;),r = /1(c) ands= fi(d) where c,d are as defined in case (ii). 
Otherwise, if there is a j E I with {j} E 'D1 but {j} ¢ V 0 then S \ {j} E V 0 • Thus define 
!1 as in case (i) and Jo as in case (ii) and let p = fo(a),q = fo(b),r = fi(vj),s = f1(w1) 
where a, b are as in case (ii). 
In all three cases we see that C/00 = {p/B0 ,q/B0 }, C/01 = {r/Bi,s/B1} and {p,q} ~ 
f0 [A;], {r,s} ~ fi[A;]. By Proposition 5.1.4, C is 2-chain limited. D 
5.2 Characterization of 3-chain limited finite distribu-
tive lattices 
In this section we characterize 3-chain limited finite distributive lattices as semi:..Boolean 
lattices. The results appearing here and in Section 5.3 arose out of an investigation into 
3-chain limited lattices and are neither in print nor in the form of a manuscript. However, 
as demonstrated by Theorem 5.3.1, they will undoubtedly assist in determining the amal-
gamation class of certain lattice varieties, for example varieties generated by K-lattices 
(see Chapter 6) or {Lnv (see Figure 5.2). 
An element d of a lattice Lis said to be Boolean if the principal filter [d) and the principal 
ideal ( d] are Boolean sublattices of L. 
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A finite distributive lattice L with Boolean elements is called semi-Boolean. 




Figure 5.3 Semi-Boolean lattices of dimension :5 3 
LEMMA 5.2.1 Let L ·be a semi-Boolean lattice with {xi, ... xm} the atoms of L and 
{y1 , ... yk} the coatoms of L. Put 
U = X1 V X2 V · · · V Xm 
and 
v = Y1 /\ Y2 /\ · · · /\ Yk· 
Then v :5 u and d is a Boolean element of L if and only if d E u/v. 
PROOF. Since L has at least one Boolean element d, which is a join of atoms and meet of 
coatoms, we have v :5 d :5 u proving the first part of the lemma. For the second part let 
x E L be Boolean. Then, as before x E u/v. Conversely suppose x E u/v. Then (x] is an 
interval in the Boolean lattice (u] (Lemma 2.2.13(v)), hence is Boolean. Similarly [x) is a 
Boolean lattice proving that x is a Boolean element of L. D 
LEMMA 5.2.2 Let L be a semi-Boolean lattice with d a Boolean element of L. Let p/q 
be a prime quotient in L, then exactly one of the following conditions hold: 
(a} There is a cover r of d such that p/ q projects onto r / d in at most two steps. 
(b} There is a dual cover t of d such that p/ q projects onto d/t in at most two steps. 
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PROOF. Let 0 = s0 -< s1 -< · · · -< s1 = d-< · · · -< s1c = 1 be a maximal chain in L through 
d and let p/q be a prime quotient of L. By Lemma 2.2.13(iii) p/q projects onto SJ+i/si for 
some j E {O, 1, ... , k - 1}. But then SJ+i/ Sj £; [d) or SJ+if Sj £; ( d]. So by Lemma 2.2.10 
si+i/si transposes onto r/d (d/t) for some cover r (co-covert) of d. By Lemma 2.2.7 p/q 
projeCts onto r / d ( d/t) in at most two steps. Suppose both (a) and (b) hold. Then r / d 
projects onto d/t, contradicting Lemma 2.2.13(ii) applied to a maximal chain through r, 
d and t. D 
LEMMA 5.2.3 Let L be a semi-Boolean lattice with d a Boolean element of L. Let 
x,y EL be such that x ~ d ~ y. Then the quotient y/x is a semi-Boolean lattice and dis 
a Boolean element of y / x. 
PROOF. d/x and y/d are Boolean lattices as they are intervals in (d] and [d) respectively. 
Thus dis a Boolean element of y/x. ,, D 
'I 
LEMMA 5.2.4 Let L be a semi-Boolean lattice. Then L. is 3-chain limited. 
PROOF. Suppose B is a 4-congruence on L. Then by Theorem 2.2.14 and the correspon-
dence theorem we have [B, \7] ~ 23 in Con(L). Now let Bi,B2 ,B3 E Con(L) be such that 
B = 81 n 82 n 83 and let q, -<Pi. be such that L/B, = {pif B,, qif B,} for i = 1, 2, 3. Then by 
Lemma 5.2.2 there is a cover (co-cover) r, of d such that pifq, projects onto·ri/d (d/ri.). 
Thus by Theorem 2.1.2 (ri., d) rf. a,. So there are at least two covers or co-covers ri and r1c 
of d such that (rj, d) r/. ?jJ and (r1c, d) tf. E where ?/J, E E {Bi, 82, 83}. Thus (rj, r1c) r/. B. But 
ri/B and r1c/B are non-comparable (ri/B < r1c/B =:;. d/B = r1c/B or d/B = ri/B) contradicting 
the fact that LI a is a chain. D 
LEMMA 5.2.5 Let L be a finite distributive lattice, such that every proper image of L is 
a semi-Boolean lattice. Then either L is isomorphic to 4 or L is semi-Boolean. 
PROOF. Let si, ... , Sm be the atoms of L and ti, ... , t1c the coatoms of L. Put u = 
s1 V · · · V sm, v = t 1 /\ • • • /\ t1c. Assume that L is not isomorphic to 4 and L is not 
semi-Boolean. Then v "f:. u, since otherwise ( v] and [ u) are Boolean being intervals in 
( u] and [v) respectively, contradicting the fact that L is not semi-Boolean. Thus either 
u < v or u and v are non-comparable. If u < v then we claim that u -< v. To see 
this suppose u ~ u1 < v1 ~ v and let P == L/con(u1 ,v1). Then Pis semi-Boolean and 
u/con(u1 ,v1) = si/con(u1 ,v1) V · · · V sm/con(ui,v1) and so u/con(ui,v1) is the largest 
Boolean element of P. Dually v /con( uli vi) is the smallest Boolean element of P. Thus 
v/con(ul>v1) = u/con(ui,v1) and since dim(P) = dim(L) - 1, we have u = ui,v =vi, 
proving u -< v. Now, since L is not semi-Boolean, 1/v and u/O are non-trivial intervals 
in L. Lets be an atom in Land let R = L/con(O,s). Then, as before, v/con(O,s) is the 
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smallest Boolean element in R. Thus (v/con(O,s))/(s/con(O,s)) is a Boolean lattice in 
R and none of the prime quotients in v / s are collapsed by con( 0, s) (Corollary 2. 2. 9). So 
v/s '-t (v/con(O,s))/(s/con(O,s)) and v/s is a Boolean sublattice of L for any atoms in 
L. Suppose dim(At(L))?: 2. Then 0 = /\ At(L) is a meet of dual covers of v and so [v) 
is Boolean contradicting the assumption that Lis not semi-Boolean. Thus L has exactly 
one atom, u, which is the only dual cover of v. Similarly v is the only coatom of L and 
the only cover of u. But then L is the chain 0 -< u ~ v -< 1 contradicting our assumption 
that L is not isomorphic to 4. 
In the case that u is non-comparable with v let p/q be a prime quotient in (u V v)/(u /\ v) 
and let Q = L/ con(p, q). As before v / con(p, q) is the smallest Boolean element of Q 
and u/ con(p, q) is the largest. So v / con(p, q) ~ u/ con(p, q) giving ( u, v) E con(p, q) and 
contradicting dim(Q) = dim(L) - 1. D 
THEOREM 5.2.6 Let L be a finite distributive lattice. Then L is semi-Boolean if and 
only if L is 3-chain limited. i'[ 
PROOF. If L is semi-Boolean then L is 3-chain limited by Lemma 5.2.4. Suppose L is 
3-chain limited. Our proof is by induction on the length of L. Clearly dim( L) = 1 implies 
that L is semi-Boolean. Now assume that every 3-chain limited lattice of dimension ~ k 
( k E w) is semi-Boolean. Suppose dim( L) = k + 1. Then every proper image of L is 
semi-Boolean and hence by Lemma 5.2.5 so is L. D 
COROLLARY 5.2. 7 A finite distributive lattice L is 3-chain limited if and only if the 
smallest distributive congruence on L is semi-Boolean. 
COROLLARY 5.2.8 A lattice L is 3-chain limited if and only if every finite distributive 
congruence on L is semi-Boolean. 
5.3 S-varieties with 3-chain limited members of the 
amalgamation class 
We present a characterization of those S-varieties in which the amalgamation class is a 
subclass of its 3-chain limited members. Examples of such S-varieties include K-lattice 
varieties described in Chapter 6 (see Theorem 6.1.1 ( c)) and the varieties generated by £17 
and their duals, as depicted in Figure 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3.1 Let V be an S-variety. Then every member of Amal(V) is 3-chain 
limited if and only if for every M E VM1, M/\J! is semi-Boolean where \JI is the smallest 
distributive congruence on M. 
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PROOF. The forward implication follows from the fact that VMI ~ Amal(V) (Lemma 1.4.3 
and Theorem 1.4.4) and Corollary 5.2. 7. 
For the reverse implication let A E Amal(V) and suppose that A has a 4-congruence. Let 
M E VMI with critical quotient a/c. Then there is a homomorphism g : A -+ M such 
that g[A] ~ 4 and a/c ~ g[A]. We also have an embedding f : A '--+ S = S[1 x S{2 x 
· · · x Sk" where S, E VMI for all 1 ::5 i ::5 k. It follows from Theorem 1.4.5 that there is a 
homomorphism h: S-+ M such that ho f = g. Since 4 is a distributive lattice it follows 
from Lemma 5.1.1 that h[S] ~ (c] U [a). By Theorem 1.3.6 h[S] ~ PH( {Si, S2 , ••• , Sk} ). 
But, since h[S] ~ (c] U [a) it is directly indecomposable and so h[S] is a homomorphic image 
of some Si E VMI· Now g[A] ~ h[S] and so there is a retraction of h[S] onto g[A]. Then 
g[A] ':::: 4 is a homomorphic image of Si contradicting the fact that the smallest distributive 
congruence on S, is 3-chain limited (Corollary 5.2. 7). D 
PROBLEM 5.3.2 Characterize those $-varieties Y, for which every member of Amal(V) 
is n-chain limited. 1j 
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Chapter 6 
Amalgamation in B-lattice varieties 
AB-lattice is a non-modular, subdirectly irreducible lattice obtained from a finite Bool~an 
lattice, X, by splitting an element d of X where d is neither the top nor bottom element 
of X. Given a B-lattice, B, we let B denote the variety generated by B. The main result 
of this chapter (Theorem 6.3.6 ) tells us that Amal(B) is closed under reduced products -
hence is an elementary class determined by Horn sentences. This generalizes the [Bru92] 
result that Amal(N) is elementary where N is the variety generated by the pentagon. 
Theorem 6.3.6 is based on a characterization of Amal(B) in terms of 2-chain limited and 
2-congruence extendible members of B (Theorem 6.3.4). 
We begin in Section 6.1 with a short discussion of I<-lattices as, by Proposition 6.2.1, the 
class of B-lattices is a subclass of the class of K-lattices. In section 6.2 we show that every 
B-lattice is an S-lattice and that every subdirectly irreducible member of B is essentially 
embeddable into B. 
6.1 K-lattices 
In {Day70] A. Day introduced the splitting of an interval in a lattice. Let L be a lattice and 
let I= [u, v] be an interval in L. Construct a new lattice on the set L[I] = (L \I) U (Ix 2) 
with the order relation given by x ~ y in L[J] if and only if one of the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) x, y E L \I and x ~ y in L 
(b) x = (a, i), y E L \ I and a ~ y in L 
(c) x EL\ I,y == (b,j) and x ~bin L 
(d) x = (a,i),y = (b,j) and a~ bin Landi~ j in 2. 
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Note that there is a natural epimorphism from L[I] to L given by: 
{ 
x xEL\1 
f(x)= a x=(a,i). 
We will consider the special case in which the interval I consists of a single element d. In 
this case the new lattice is defined on the set L[d] = (L \ { d}) U (( d, 0), ( d, 1) ). 
We define a K-lattice to be a non-modular, subdirectly irreducible lattice L, obtained 
by splitting an element d of a finite distributive lattice L'. 
Let JC denote the class of all K-lattices. Then JC is contained in the class of all S-lattices. 
Proofs of Theorems 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 can be found in [Ros84]. We use Theorem 6.1.1 to show 
that every B-lattice is a K-lattice. 
~I 
THEOREM 6.1.1 Let L' be a finite distributive lattice and let d E L' be neither the top 
nor bottom element of L'. Let L be obtained from L' by splitting d. Then L E JC {i.e. L is 
non-modular and subdirectly irreducible) if and only if all of the following conditions hold: 
(a) Every cover of d in L' is join-reducible. 
(b) Every co-cover of d in L' is meet-reducible. 
(c) Every prime quotient in L' projects onto a prime quotient p/ q with p = d or q = d. 
For example in the finite distributive lattice in Figure 6.1 below, splitting the element 








THEOREM 6.1.2 Let LEK, be obtained by splitting an element d of a finite distributive 
lattice L'. Let c = ( d, 0), a = ( d, 1). Then the following statements hold: 
(a) a/ c is the unique N-quotient of L and it is a critical quotient with L/ con( a, c) 9:' L'. 
(b) Every non-distributive, subdirectly irreducible member of the variety generated by L 
belongs to K, . 
(c) The principal filter [ d) and the principal ideal ( dJ of L' form non-trivial Boolean sub-
lattices of L. 
6.2 B-lattices 
The results of this section and Section 6.3 appear in [Lai96J. We define a B-lattice and 
show that every B-lattice is an S-lattice (Corollary 6.2.2) enabling us to apply the results 
of Section 2.5 of Chapter 2 to B-lattice varieties. We show for a variety B generated by a 
B-lattice, B, that B is the only maximal irreducible of B. We also prove some preliminary 
results which are applied in Section 6.3 in characterizing the amalgamation class of a 
B-lattice variety and in showing that the amalgamation class is elementary. 
A lattice L is a B-lattice if it is obtained by splitting an element d of a finite Boolean 
lattice L' in which dis neither the top nor the bottom of L'. Examples of B-lattices include 
the pentagon and L13 and L 14 of Figure 2. 7 on Page 35. 
The next proposition allows us to apply the results stated in Section 6.1 to B-lattices. 
PROPOSITION 6.2.1 Every B-lattice is a member of K,. 
PROOF. Let L' be a finite Boolean lattice with d E L' neither the top Iior bottom of L'. 
Let L be the lattice obtained from L' by splitting d and let z be a cover of din L'. Then 
since d is not the bottom of L', the ideal ( z) in L' is a Boolean lattice consisting of at 
least four elements. Hence z is join reducible and condition (a) of Theorem 6.1.1 holds. 
Condition (b) holds dually. For condition (c), let u/v be a prime quotient in L'. Then 
by Lemma 2.2.10 , u/v transposes onto a/O for some atom a of L'. Now, either a < d 
or a and d are non-comparable. If a < d then, since the ideal ( dJ is a Boolean lattice, 
there is some co-cover x of d such that a/O transposes onto d/x (by Lemma 2.2.10). If a 
is non-comparable with d then a V dis a cover of d and a/O transposes onto (a V d)/d. In 
both instances u/v projects onto a prime quotient p/q with either p = d or q = d. D 
COROLLARY 6.2.2 Every B-la~tice is an S-lattice. 
PROOF. This follows from Proposition 6.2.1 and the fact that K, is contained in the class 
of all S-lattices. D 
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For the rest of this chapter, let B be an arbitrary B-lattice and let a/ c be the unique 
N-quotient·of B which is also the unique critical quotient. (See Theorem 6.1.2 and the 
discussion of S-lattices in Chapter 2.) Let B' be the finite Boolean lattice from which B 
is obtained and let d be the splitting element of B'. Denote by B the variety generated by 
B. 
The next proposition shows that every subdirectly irreducible member of B is essentially 
embeddable into B. 
PROPOSITION 6.2.3 B is the only member of BM1 (up to isomorphism). 
PROOF. We need to show that every member of Bs1 is essentially embeddable in B. Let 
SE Bs1. If Sis isomorphic to 2 then the embedding which takes 2 to a/c is the required 
essential embedding. If S is not isomorphic to 2 then S is non-distributive and so by 
Proposition 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.l.2(b ), S is a I<-lattice. Let u/v be the unique critical ;i 
quotient of S and let S' be the finite distributive lattice from which S is obtained by 
splitting an element w. Since S E HS(B) (Corollary 1.1.5), dim(S') :::; dim(B') and the 
height and dual height of win S' must be less than or equal to the height and dual height 
respectively of d in B'. It follows that there is an embedding f' : S' "-7 B' such that 
f' ( w) = d. Hence there is an embedding f : S "-7 B such that f ( u) = a and f ( v) = c and 
f is· the required essential embedding. D 
We say an algebra A is automorphic in an algebra C, if for any two embeddings f,g: 
A "-7 C there are automorphisms h: C-+ C and k: A-+ A such that g =ho f o k. 
We will show that there is no B-lattice in B smaller than B which is automorphic in B; a 
result required for Lemma 6.3.1. We first need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.2.4 Let L and M be finite Boolean algebras with ILi :5 IMI. Let x EL and 
y E M be such that 
(a) The height of x in L is less than or equal to the height of y in M. 
{b) The dual height of x in L is less than or equal to the dual height of y in M. 
(c) x, y =/= O, 1. 
Then 
{i) There is a Boolean algebra embedding g: L "-7 M with g(x) = y. 
{ii) There is a lattice embedding f : L "-7 M such that f [ L] is a quotient in M and f ( x) = y. 
PROOF. (i) Considering the duality between finite Boolean algebras and finite sets, (i) 
amounts to the following: Given finite sets X and Y with IXI :::; IYI, and given subsets 
Z ~ X and W ~ Y with IZI :::; !WI and IX - ZI :::; jY - WI there is a surjective map 
g: Y-+ X with g[W] = Z. This is clearly true. 
(ii) There is a chain C in M such that the height of yin C is equal to the height of x in L 
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and the dual height of yin C is equal to the dual height of x in L. Let u and v be the top 
and bottom elements of C respectively. Then u/v is a sublattice of M, hence is a Boolean 
algebra with the same dimension as L. Thus u/v is isomorphic to L. We also have y E u/v 
and y has the same height in u/v as x has in L. Thus there is a lattice isomorphism from 
L to u/v mapping x toy. - 0 
PROPOSITION 6.2.5 Let A EB be a B-lattice which is not isomorphic to B. Then A 
is not automorphic in B. 
PROOF. Let A' be the finite Boolean algebra from which A is obtained by splitting an 
element e. Let u = (e,I),v = (e,O) in A. By Proposition 6.2.3 A embeds in B. Any 
embedding of A into B must take u/v to a/c. Thus IA'I :5 IB'I and the height of e in A' 
is less than or equal to the height of d in B' and the dual height of e in A' is less than or 
equal to the dual height of din IB'I· Treating A' and B' as Boolean algebras and applying 
Lemma 6.2.4, we have a Boolean algebra embedding g' : A' Y B' such that g' ( e) = d and a 
lattice embedding f 1 : A' Y B' such that f' [A'] is a quotient in B' and f ( e) = d. Since A' is 
not isomorphic to B', f'[A'] is a proper sublattice of B'. Define embeddings f,g: A YB by 
f ( u) = g( u) = a, f ( v) = g( v) = c and f ( x) = f' ( x) 'r/ x (j. { u, v}, g( x) = g' ( x) 'r/ x (j. { u, v}. 
Note that g(A] contains both the top and bottom elements of B while f[A] contains at 
most one of these. Hence there are no automorphisms h : B -+ B and k : A -+ A such 
that g =ho f o k. D 
The following four lemmas are necessary for the characterization of the members of Amal( B) 
in Section 6.3. 
LEMMA 6.2.6 Every B-lattice is 2-chain limited. 
PROOF. Let A be a B-lattice with A' the finite Boolean algebra from which A is obtained. 
If W is the smallest distributive congruence on A then A/w £::'A' - a Boolean algebra. The 
statement of the lemma then follows from this and the fact that A r:jf. 3. D 
LEMMA 6.2.7 Let A EB and suppose that A is 2-chain limited. Then 
(i) Every non-distributive subdirectly irreducible image of A is isomorphic to a B-lattice. 
(ii) If A :5 B and A is non-distributive then A is a B-lattice. 
PROOF. (i) Let X be a non-distributive subdirectly irreducible image of A. Then X is a 
K-lattice by Theorem 6.1.2(b ). Let X' be the finite distributive lattice from which X is 
obtained by splitting an element e. Then, since X is non-distributive, e is neither the top 
nor the bottom element of X'. Since A is 2-chain limited and X' is an image of A, X' is 
2-chain limited. Thus X' is a Boolean lattice and so X is a. B-lattice. 
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(ii) Since A is non-distributive it must contain a/ c as an N-quotient. Thus there is a 
sublattice A1 of B' containing d and such that A is obtained from A' by splitting d where 
dis neither the top nor bottom element of A'. Since A' is an image of A and A is 2-chain 
limited, so is A'. Thus A' is Boolean, whence A is a B-lattice. D 
Recall that a finite subset P of a lattice Lis primitive if there is a proper quotient ap/bp 
of L such that ap/bp ~w (cV d)/d for .all c, d E P with c 'f:. d. We say that Pis a primitive 
subset of L with respect to ap/bp. 
LEMMA 6.2.8 Let A EB and XE JC. Let p/q be the unique N-quotient of X. Suppose 
that f : A -+ X is an epimorphism and that u/v is a quotient in A with f(u) = p and 
J( v) = q. Then there is a primitive subset P of A with respect to u/v such that !IP : P -+ X 
is a poset isomorphism and u, v E P. 
:,, 
PROOF. We define a poset embeddin~ h : X -+ A such that f oh is the identity map 
on X. This embedding is defined inductively on the height of elements of X. If x is the 
bottom element of X (the unique element of height 0) then define h( x) = y where y is some 
element of A such that J(x) = y. Now suppose that h has been defined for all elements of 
X of height less than or equal ton for some n E w. Let x EX be of height n + 1, and let 
y E A be such that J(y) = x. Let xi, ... x1.: be all the elements of X strictly less than x 
and let z = y V h(x1 ) V · · · V h(x1.:). Then z EA. Define h(x) as follows: 
u x=p 
v x=q 
h(x) = z /\ v x<q 
zVu x>p 
z otherwise. 
Having defined h put P = h[X]. Then flP is a poset isomorphism from P onto X. Also 
X is a primitive subset of X with respect to p/ q and hence by Lemma 2.3.4 P is primitive 
in A with respect to u/v. D 
LEMMA 6.2.9 If A is a subdirect power of B, then every non-distributive subdirectly 
irreducible image of A is isomorphic to B. 
PROOF. Let X be a non-distributive subdirectly irreducible image of A. Let g : A -+ X 
be a surjection and f: A-+ B 1 a subdirect representation. By Theorem 6.l.2(b) Xis a K-
lattice. Let p/q be the unique N-quotient of X. Let b E X be such that N(p/q, b). Since the 
pentagonisaprojectivelatticethereareu,v,w E Asuchthatg(u) =p, g(v) = q, g(w) = z 
and N(u/v, w) in A. Let '11'i: B1 -+ B be the ith projection onto B for all i E /. Then there 
is a j EI such that 7!'j o J(u) =F '11'j o J(v). But then 7!'j o J(x) =F '11'j o J(y) for any quotient 
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x/y in N(u/v, w). Thus, since a/c is the unique N-quotient of Band 7rj o J(u)/7ri o J(v) is 
an N-quotient in B we must have 'lrjof(u) =a and 7rjof(v) = c. By Lemma 6.2.8 there is 
a primitive subset S of A with respect to u/v such that u, v ES and (7rj o !)Is: S--+ Bis 
an isomorphism. Then gls : S --+ X is an embedding. Since, suppose g( d) = g( e) for some 
d /: e in S. Then as u/v ~w (dVe)/e we have g(u)/g(v) ~w g(dVe)/g(e). But this implies 
p/q ~w g(e)/g(e) and this contradiction proves our claim. We have IBI = ISi :5 IXI and 
since X is embeddable in B (Proposition 6.2.3), we have IXI :5 IBI and so X !::::: B. D 
6.3 Amalgamation 
In this section we characterize the members of Amal(B) in terms of the 2-chain limited 
and 2-congruence extendible members of B. We first show that every member of Amal(B) 
is a subdirect power of B (Theorem 6.3.3). We conclude ~:ith the main theorem of this 
chapter which states that Amal(B) is an elementary class cl6sed under reduced products. 
Let A be an algebra with X a subdirectly irreducible image of A. We call X a subfactor of 
A if and only if there is a subdirect representation e : A --+ f11 Xi satisfying the following: 
(a) For all i E !,Xi is subdirectly irreducible. 
(b) There are distinct elements x,y E A such that e(x)i = e(y)i for all i E 1 such that 
x, ~x. 
The following technical lemma is needed to show that Amal(B) is contained in the class of 
subdirect powers of B. 
LEMMA 6.3.1 Let A E Amal(B) and let X be a non-distributive subfactor of A. Then 
X~B. 
PROOF. By Proposition 5.1.2 and Lemma 6.2.7(i), X is isomorphic to a B-lattice. We 
will show that X is automorphic in B. Let f,g : X --+ B be two embeddings and let 
e : A --+ f11 X, be as in the definition of subfactor. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that for all i E J, if X, ~ X then X, = X. Let J = {i EI: X, = X}. Then there 
is a j E J such that e(x)j /: e(y)j. Let 'Tri: TI1 X,--+ X, denote the ith projection for each 
i E J. Let k = 'lrj o e: A--+ X and let p/q be the unique N-quotient of X. Then, since k is 
surjective, there is a quotient u/v of A such that k(u) = p and k(v) = q. By Lemma 6.2.8 
there is a primitive subset P of A with respect to u/v .such that kip : P --+ X is a poset 
isomorphism. By Proposition 6.2.3, there is an embedding >., : X, c......+ B for all i E I\ J. 
For i E J put>.,= g: X c......+ B. Define an embedding>.: f11 X, c......+ B 1 by >.(x), = >.,(x,) 
for all i E J. Let a = >. o e : A c......+ B 1. Define another embedding (3 : A c......+ A x B by 
(3(a) = (a,f o k(a)) for all a EA. Then the diagram (A,a,B1,(3,A x B) has an amalgam 
( C, cl, (3') in B. Let 7r B : A x B --+ B be the projection onto B. Define an embedding 
µ : B c......+ A x B by µ(b) = ( u, b) for all b E B. By Lemma 1.4.3 Bis an absolute retract in 
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B so there is a retraction p : C--+ B of {3' o µ. Then, since po {3' o µis the identity map on 
B, po {3': Ax B --+Bis a retraction ofµ. By Lemma 1.3.7 we must have po {3' = 7rB. 
Now po cl o a = po {3' o f3 = 7rB o f3 = f o k and f o k( u) = f (p) = a and f o k( v) = f ( q) = c. 
Thus f o k[A] contains a/c as an N-quotient, hence so does po a' o a[A] ~ po a'[B1]. 
By Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.4.4, B 1 E Amal(B). Thus by Proposition 5.1.2 B 1 is 2-chain 
limited and hence so is po a'[B1]. Now po a'[B1] ~ B and po a'[B1] is non-distributive. 
Thus by Lemma 6.2. 7(ii) p o a'[B1] is a B-lattice. Let W be a Jonsson congruence on 
B1 with W ~ ker(p o a'). Then W is a B-congruence and p o a'[B1] must be an image 
of B. (Since B 1 /ker(p o a') is an image of B 1 /'Ill.) Since the only non-distributive image 
of B is B itsself we have po a'[B1] ~ B and ·'Ill = ker(p o a'). Let 1) be the Jonsson 
ultrafilter on B 1 corresponding to W. Let F = {i E I : a(u)i # a(v)i)}. We have 
p o a' o a( u) = f o k( u) = a # c = f o k( v) = p o a' o a( v). Thus (a( u), a( v)) rt W and so 
FE 1J. 
Let G = {i EI: a(x)i # a(y)i}· Now po a' o a(x) = f o k(x) = f o 'lrj o e(x) = f(e(x);) # 
f(e(y);) =po a' o a(y) .. , Thus GE 1J. Note that G ~ J and so J E 1J. 
There is a map q : P 4 X and a set {Tp E 1J : p E P} such that for all p E P, Tp ~ J 
and e(p)i = q(p) for all i E Tp. To see this let p E P. For each i E J define Ji = {j E 
J: e(p); = e(p)i}. Then: the distinct Jfs form a partition on J. Since X is finite there are 
finitely many distinct Ji's and since 1J is an ultrafilter and J E 1J we must have Jip E 1J 
for some ip E J. Let Tp = Jip and define q(p) = e(p)ip· 
Put T = np TP. Since P is finite we have T E 1J. Let E = {i E I : (B, f o k(p))peP ~ 
(B, a(p)i)peP }. Since Bis finite, the structure (B, f o k(p))peP is definable by a first order 
sentence and so, recalling that po a' o a= f o k and po a'[B1] = Bit follows that E E 1J. 
Let H = En F n T then H E 1J. Thus H # 0. Let h E H. Then for all p E P 
we have 7rh o e(p) = e(p)h = q(p) since h E nP Tp . Thus q = 7rh o elp. Since h E 
J we have a(p)h = (>i o e(p))h = >ih(e(p))h = go q(p). Thus, since h E E we have 
(B,fok(p))peP ~ (B,a(p)h)peP ~ (B,goq(p))peP· Also u,v E P and h E F implies 
a(u)h # a(v)h. Thus go q(u) # go q(v) and so q(u) # q(v). Since u/v is the critical 
quotient of P, q is an embedding. Thus q is bijective, since IXI = IPI and X is finite 
and so q : P --+ X is a poset isomorphism. Let p : X --+ P be the inverse of q and put 
r =kip op: X--+ X. Then r is a poset automorphism and hence a lattice automorphism. 
We have (B,for(b))bex ~ (B,fokop(b)hex ~ (B,goqop(b)hex ~ (B,g(b))bex· Thus 
there is an automorphism t : B --+ B such that to for = g. X is therefore automorphic 
in B as desired and hence by Proposition 6.2.5 X ~ B. D 
LEMMA 6.3.2 Every member of Amal(B) is a subdirect product of non-modular subdi-
rectly irreducibles in B. 
PROOF. The result follows from Corollary 6.2.2, Corollary 4.2.2, Proposition 4.2.4 and 
Theorem 4.2.3. D 
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THEOREM 6.3.3 Every member of Amal(B) is a subdirect power of B. 
PROOF. Let A E Amal(B). Then by Lemma 6.3.2, A is a subdirect product of its non-
modular subdirectly irreducible images. Let {Bi: i E J} be the set of non-modular subdi-
rectly irreducible congruences on A. Then nr fh = .6.A. Assume that A is not a subdirect 
power of B. Let Jo= {i EI: A/()i c:::t B}. Then there are distinct elements x0 and y0 of A 
such that (xo, y0 ) E nJo (Ji· There exists a non-modular subdirectly irreducible image X 0 
of A such that for some i E I,A/()i '.::::'. X0 and (x0 ,y0 ) t/. 8;,. Suppose that for some positive 
integer n we have a subset J,. of I such that J0 ~ J,., distinct elements x,., y,. of A with 
(x,.,y,.) E nJn Bi and an X,. such that for some i E I,A/()i eE X,. and (x,.,y,.) t/. Bi. Let 
J,.+l = J,. U {i EI: A/()i !::::::'. X,.}. Since X,. ~ B we have by Lemma 6.3.1 that X,. is not a 
subfactor of A. Suppose for all u v in A we have ( u, v) t/. nJn+i Eh Then A :::::; I1Jn+i A/()i 
is a subdirect representation .. Let x # y in A. Then, since X,. is not a subfactor of A, 
there is some i E J,.+1 such that (x,y) t/. B,~ and A/Bi X,.. but then nJn {)i = .6. (since 
{i E Jn+l : A/e, ~ X,.} = Jn)· This contradicts Xn # Yn and (x,.,y,.) E nJn ei. Hence 
there are distinct elements Xn+h Yn+l of A such that (xn+li Yn+i) E nJ,.+1 (Ji· Thus there 
is a non-modular subdirectly irreducible image Xn+l of A such that for some i E I with 
A/Bi eE Xn+l we have (x,.+i, Yn+i) t/. e,. By induction we obtain an infinite sequence of 
non-modular subdirectly irreducible members of 8 which are distinct up to isomorphism .. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
THEOREM 6.3.4 Let A be a subdirect power of B. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A E Amal(B ). 
(b) A is 2-chain limited and 2-congruence extendible in B. 
(c) A is 2-chain limited and for any (regular) subdirect representation f: A-+ B 1, every 
2-congruence on f[A] can be extended to a 2-congruence on B1 . 
{d) For any embedding f: A Y C with CE 8 and any homomorphism g: A-+ B, there 
is a homomorphism h: C-+ B with ho f = g. 
(e) For any (regular) subdirect representation f: A-+ B 1 and any homomorphism g: A-+ 
B, there is a homomorphism h : B 1 -+ B with h o f = g. 
PROOF. (a) '* (b ): Assume (a). By Corollary 6.2.2, Corollary 4.2.2 and Proposition 4.2.4 
A is 2-congruence extendible in B. By Proposition 6.2.3, Lemma 6.2.6 and Proposi-
tion 5.1.2, A is 2-chain limited and (b) holds. 
Clearly (b) '* (c). 
(c) '* (e): Assume (c). Let f : A-+ B 1 be a subdirect representation and g: A.-t Ba 
homomorphism. We have two cases: 
Case (i): g[A] is distributive. Then since g[A] is finite and 2-chain limited it must be a 
Boolean lattice. Also, since every 2-congruence on f[A] can be extended to a 2-congruence 
on B 1, we have by Lemma 4.1.5 that there is a homomorphism h : B 1 -+ B with ho f = g. 
Case (ii): g[A] is non-distributive. By Lemma 6.2. 7(ii) g[A] is a B-lattice. By Lemma 6.2.9 
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g[A] is isomorphic to B. Thus g is s.urjective. Let 0 = ker(g) and let J(O) denote 
the congruence on J[A] corresponding to 0 under f. Then J[A]/ J(O) rv B. Let '11 be 
a Jonsson congruence on B 1 with '11IJ[A] £;:; J(O). Then '11 is a B-congruence on B 1. 
Since J[A]/'1fl1[A] :5 B 1 /'11 ~ B we have J[A]/'111 1[AJ ~ B and hence J(O) = WIJ[AJ· Let 
k : B 1 -+ B be a surjective homomorphism with ker(k) = '11. Then ker(k o J) = ker(g) 
and k of is surjective. Thus there is an automorphism t of B such that t o k o f = g. Let 
h =to k: B 1 -+ B. Then ho f = g and (e) holds. 
(e) => (a) by Lemma 1.4.6. 
(a) {::} ( d) by Theorem 1.4.5. D 
LEMMA 6.3.5 Let Ai, i E I be algebras with fi : Ai -+ 11J, B(i,i) a subdirect representa-
tion. Then there is a subdirect representation of A = 111 Ai in 11J, B(i,j). 
PROOF. Le~ J = U Ji (disjoint union). Define a map h: A-+ 11J B(i,i) as follows. For all 
a E A let h(a )(i,k) = fi( ai)(i,k). Then h is the desired sub direct representation. D 
We are now 'ready to prove that the amalgamation class of B is elementary. 
THEOREM 6.3.6 (i) If C is. both an image of A E Amal(!?) and a subdirect power of B 
then CE Amal(B ). · 
(ii) Amal(B) is an elementary class. It is closed under reduced products and is therefore 
definable by Horn sentences. 
PROOF. (i) Let f : C -+ B1 be a subdirect representation. Then by Corollary 4.2.10 
every 2-congruence on f [CJ can be extended to a 2-congruence on B1. Also, since A is 
2-chain limited (Theorem 6.3.4) and C is an. image of A, C is 2-chain limited. Hence by 
Theorem 6.3.4( c) C E Amal(B). 
(ii) We first show that Amal(B) is closed under products. Let A = 111 Ai where A; E 
Amal(B) for all i E I. Then by Corollary 4.2.2 and Theorem 4.2.6 A is 2-congruence 
extendible in B. Since B is non-modular, B' must be a Boolean algebra with at least 
four elements. Thus B has at; least two distinct 2-congruences. By Lemma 6.2.6, Propo-
sition 6.2.3, Theorem 6.3.3 and Theorem 5.1.5 we have that A is 2-chain limited. Thus 
by Theorem 6.3.3, Lemma 6.3.5 and Theorem 6.3.4(b ), A E Amal(B) and so Amal(B) 
is closed under products. Now let U be a proper filter over I and let C = 11u Ai. By 
Proposition 2.5.5 and Theorem 6.3.3 C is a subdirect product of non-modular subdirectly 
irreducible members of B. Now C is an image of A E Amal(B) and so by Lemma 6.2.9 
every non-distributive homomorphic image of A and hence of C is isomorphic to B. Thus 
by (i) CE Amal(B) proving that Amal(B) is closed under reduced products. In particular 
it is closed under ultraproducts. By [Yas74] any amalgamation class of a variety which 
is closed under ultraproducts is elementary. Lastly, any elementary class closed under 
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